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Ohe £crds “Perfect Dinting
(A true experience)
By Betty Morgan*
Editor’s note: The author is an enthusiastic new Nazarene who wit­
nesses to the saving power o f Christ everywhere she goes. This article 
was written as a special favor for the editor who has been recovering 
slowly from a major surgery.
A  y e a r  a g o  in early spring on a brisk day when the grass was still brown, and the dry leaves were still blown against the fence 
rows, I drove to Bartlesville, Okla., to see my daughter and son-in- 
law and two grandchildren. I wish I could remember the words o f my 
prayers at the beginning o f that exciting day! But likely, then as 
now, my prayer was to be used o f the Lord, to be bold in my witness 
(with wisdom and finesse), and to be so strongly led that I would 
“ fall in”  to doing His will.
The drive to my fam ily’s is about a three-hour trip from our farm 
in W ichita, Kans. As I neared the end of this journey, I became so 
sleepy that I had to find a place to pull my car over and nap. I 
searched for a safe stop for several miles. Finally, I left the high­
way to drive into the Osage Hills State Park. A scant half-mile inside 
the park, I drove up on a wide shoulder beside a fence and parked. I 
rolled down one car window a little and locked all the doors. Still 
in the driver’s seat, I leaned over and went immediately to sleep.
Shortly I was awakened by footsteps in the dry grass and leaves. 
I sat up quickly to look around. Right outside my car window, just 
across the fence, stood a beautiful white-faced bull all by himself 
staring placidly at me.
The clock on the dash o f my car showed 6 o ’clock. I had slept 20 
minutes. M y daughter was expecting me for dinner. I knew the Lord 
had awakened me with that gorgeous animal, so I said “ Thank You, 
Lord,”  Then I drove back to the highway.
*W ife o f  a W ichita physician.
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When I had traveled about a mile on the highway, I cam e upon an 
automobile wreck across the way on my left. The car was upside down in 
the ditch. Then I knew why the Lord had awakened me.
One thought was in my m ind— there might be someone dying in 
that car who did not know the Lord! I forced my car to a stop and ran 
back down the highway to the scene o f the accident. By this tim e there 
were three men helplessly examining the wrecked car. I asked one of 
them, “ Is there anyone in that car?”  He nodded yes.
I got to my knees to look inside the car and saw a woman lying on 
her back with her head underneath the dash so that I could not even 
see her face. By her sturdily-built body, I estimated her age to be 
fortyish. I could not tell if she was dead or alive, injured or uninjured, 
conscious or unconscious.
I hesitated a moment, but knew there was no tim e to lose. I touched 
her gently on the shoulder, then said, “ M a ’am, do you know the Lord 
Jesus Christ as your personal Savior?”
There was com plete silence. I did not know if she heard. But I 
could not give up. I shook her shoulder gently and said, “ M a ’am, ask 
the Lord to forgive you your sins.”
Suddenly with a cry o f anguish for all to hear, she said, “ Jesus for­
give m e!”
I stood up stunned. Then I kneeled beside her again and encouraged 
her. “ Keep praying, keep talking to the Lord.”  The men were watching 
and listening nearby.
I learned the woman’s name, and that she lived in a small town 
some 30 miles back in the direction from which I ’d just come.
Suddenly an ambulance sped in. Attendants lifted her into the am ­
bulance and whisked her away toward Bartlesville.
A day or two later, I wrote this lady in care o f the Bartlesville H os­
pital. M y letter was returned unmarked and unopened. I wrote her again 
in care o f her hometown. M y letter was again returned unmarked and 
unopened.
Was she saved that day? W ith the fervor o f her anguished cry in­
scribed indelibly on my memory, I feel there is a chance she was.
The Church is never a place, but always a people; never 
a fold, but always a flock; never a sacred building, but al­
ways a believing assembly.
The Church is you who pray, not where you pray. A  
structure of brick or marble can no more be a Church than 
your clothes of serge or satin or double knit can be you. In 
this world there is nothing sacred but man— no sanctuary of 
man but the soul.
That’s the Church.
— S elected
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In the traditional concept of success, 
where does the minister fit in?
The Minister's Sensitivity to 
Destructive Influences
By W. S. Muir*
I a m  r e m in d e d  o f the minister who sold a mule to a friend. The mule 
was trained to go forward when the 
minister said “ Praise the Lord,”  and 
to stop when he said “ A m en.”
The purchaser mounted the beast 
and rode away. As the mule began 
going faster and faster the rider kept 
calling “ W hoa,”  with no response. At 
last he remembered and shouted 
“ A m en!”  The animal stopped. W ip ­
ing his brow, and taking stock o f the 
situation the man observed he had 
stopped at the very edge o f a cliff. 
Again wiping his brow, he declared 
gratefully, “ Praise the L ord !”
With these words, I venture over 
the cliff.
W hy are we in this profession? 
How did we get here? W hat are we 
doing in it today? As we face these 
questions, I ask three questions:
What is the minister?
The minister is one who is called of 
God. G od ’s calling is strange indeed. 
Paul was a persecutor, Augustine was 
licentious, Luther was born at the 
back o f an open stall in the market of 
Eiselben and could not say the words 
“ Our Father”  without a shudder be­
cause they reminded him o f his own
*Pastor, Church o f the Nazarene, Harvey, 111. (Pa­
per presented to Chicago Central District Ministers’ 
Retreat)
coarse father. Carey was a cobbler, 
Kagawa, the son o f a Geisha girl. 
Strange that God would choose these 
men to shake whole countries with 
the gospel message. And strange in­
deed that He chose you and me to be 
His witnesses. Amos never grew ac­
customed to the strangeness o f the 
call— “ I was no prophet, neither was I 
a prophet’s son.”  So here we are, still 
human, and that answers the first 
question, W hat is the minister? He is 
human.
What must the minister be?
As ministers we are called to be 
G od ’s man to the people. W e are to 
be G od ’s man to the church board, to 
the congregational meeting, to the 
children in the streets, to the local 
city council, to the sick, to the dying. 
W e must be G od ’s man when we 
stand to preach, when we kneel with 
the congregation to pray. Can our 
con gregation  say o f  us, “ C hrist 
served among us in that man” ?
W e are preachers o f the Word, 
never settling with a few stories. We 
are in the hospitals so much we seem 
like perm an ent residen ts, nurses 
know us by name. W e stand with the 
bereaved, and families will say later, 
“ W e could never have gone through 
this without our pastor.”
I yearn to see the pastorate take on
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this meaning. I weary of being a pro­
moter, and o f my success being large­
ly measured as to how I do that pro­
moting. I have difficulty with M att. 
25:31-46 where Jesus speaks about 
being hungry and we fed Him, naked 
and we clothed Him, thirsty and we 
gave Him drink . . .
In our failure to do this we are ad­
monished to depart, are cursed, and 
sent to everlasting punishment pre­
pared for the devil and his angels.
This then brings me to the third 
point:
What must the minister avoid?
Perhaps we could better respond to 
the question by asking, W hat is suc­
cess? Each o f us wants to be success­
ful, and indeed, God wants us to be. 
However, in the traditional concept- 
of success, where does the minister fit 
in? A large salary; large, sporty cars; 
a large, well-furnished home; a cot­
tage on the lake; a boat? I am always 
drawn to my knees with the realiza­
tion that some o f G od ’s greatest men, 
in the eyes of man, were not at all 
successful— indeed, they were com ­
plete failures. Stephen was stoned. 
Paul had his head chopped off. All o f 
the disciples but one were executed. 
Jeremiah was ridiculed and scorned. 
Jesus himself was crucified.
Success is not in the amount o f the 
salary we draw. One of the most de­
structive influences in the ministry is 
this matter o f salary. Many men have 
lost their way because of this factor. 
Indeed, how many have becom e sour 
because the church board wouldn’t 
raise the salary, or because a neigh­
boring pastor received a call to a 
church that paid more. How many 
have aspired to First Church in order 
to get a bigger salary? At the edge of 
the cliff I hesitate long enough to 
say, “ Praise the L ord!”
Though I believe that each man 
must receive an adequate salary, yet 
we must remind ourselves that we lit­
erally took— or should have taken—  
the vow o f poverty when we entered 
the ministry. Even if we “ clim b the 
ladder”  and reach what some con­
sider the peak o f success, we will still 
be making less money than many, or 
most, o f our laymen.
Neither is success measured in sta­
tistics.
Lest I be judged too quickly, I rec­
ognize that there are souls in our 
goals. However is it not time to re­
alize that the atmosphere o f com ­
petition, though wholesome for a 
w hile , can be our w orst en em y? 
Must we call on another pastor’s 
members and proselyte, rationalizing 
that they aren’t getting anything over 
there anyway? M ust we constantly 
strive to be at the top at any cost? 
Just what are we doing in the m in­
istry? W hat do we hope to attain?
Third, success is not measured by 
the size o f our buildings. I favor good 
buildings. Yet many o f us get caught 
up in creating monuments to what we 
did while in a pastorate. Some o f us 
have to pursue the more unglamorous 
task o f paying the bills afterward. 
There is no glamorous publicity, no 
exciting dedication day in paying 
those monthly mortgage payments.
The spiritual advance o f the con­
gregation may not be as noticeable as 
a sanctuary or an education unit. 
These speak to a minister’s leader­
ship. But a minister may spend more 
time on new building plans than he 
does with the sick and dying. Our 
beautiful buildings may get us the 
headlines, and succeeding genera­
tion s m ay say, “ T h ose  were the 
days.”  But were they?
Finally, success is not measured in 
a man’s education. I do not ascribe to 
ignorance. Gerald Kennedy reminds 
us that well-trained men often fall in­
to the pit o f despising the man who 
lacks formal training. The preacher 
who has had the advantage o f college 
and seminary will do well to sit at the
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feet o f the man whose training came 
from his love for people and his desire 
to serve them. Jesus said some things 
are hidden from the wise. Avoid the 
the human aspect o f success— the 
gods o f money, o f statistics, o f show­
iness, and o f pride.
When, then, is success? Simply an­
swered in the M aster’s prayer: “ Thy 
will be done . . . ”
W e must be G od ’s representative.
Years ago there was a M ethodist 
preacher nam ed E. C. Powell whose 
bishop appointed him to a little 
town to start a church. It was his job  
to gather a congregation and build a 
building. He set out calling from door 
to door inviting people to contribute 
to the church fund. He hadn’t gone 
far before he ran into the village athe­
ist. He didn ’t argue or try to get him 
to join the church, but he did ask him 
for a contribution. The man replied 
that he d idn ’t think he owed the 
M ethodist Church anything. “ N o,”  
agreed Brother Powell, “ but I think 
you do owe God som ething.”
“ W ell,”  said the other, “ maybe 
you are right.”  So he wrote out a 
check for $25.00, making it payable 
to God. Brother Powell accepted the 
check, thanked the donor, and went 
right down to the bank. He endorsed 
the check “ God, by his agent, E. C. 
Pow ell.”  And the bank cashed it! 
G od ’s representative!
Remember, young pastor— who is 
enjoying “ visible”  success today— 
many before you labored and sacri­
ficed to keep the doors open, laying a 
foundation that makes your success 
possible.
The M aster’s parable o f the sower 
shows us that before harvesting there 
must be months o f hard labor in 
breaking the ground, planting, culti­
vating, and watering.
Where, then, lies the success for 
which we all strive? Is it to get a 
larger church, then a larger, and per­
haps to be a district superintendent, 
a college president, an executive at 
headquarters, and then the epitome 
o f success— a general superintendent 
or a bishop? Is this what it is all 
about? W hat would Paul say? “ If I 
speak with the tongues of men and of 
angels, but have not love, I am be­
com e sounding brass or a clanging 
cym bal.”  All these years to master 
the art o f preaching, and Paul calls it 
“ noise.”  All that study, all those 
gifts . . . and faith to remove m oun­
tains . . . and giving my goods to feed 
the poor, even to  dying a martyr’s 
death. Yet if I have not love, it profit- 
eth me nothing.
Ford, in his book A n Expository 
Preacher’s N otebook, reminds us of 
Christ him self in the days of the 
flesh. Christ reading people, spumed 
by people, mixing with people, stay­
ing with people, rebuking them, for­
giving them, giving each what he 
needed. Sensitive, yes. A man o f sor­
rows, yes. This is a true preacher. Not 
a man with the gift o f gab, though he 
ought to strive to be an excellent 
preacher. Not a man with a first in 
theology, though he ought to know 
his theology. N ot just an ecclesiasti­
cal diplomat, though he ought to be 
able to get along with his brethren. 
He must be a sensitive man who has 
him self found God in the secret place 
o f his own soul, meeting his own 
need, speaking to his own condition. 
That is the man who speaks to oth­
ers. That is the man through whom 
God speaks.
And so, like my friend sitting on 
the mule at the edge o f the cliff, I say 
“ Praise the L ord!”
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It’s okay to admit you are “ fit to quit” — 
then begin to do something about it
Fit to Quit
A s a  s u p e r i n t e n d e n t  I have often visited with pastors and others 
who tell us with heavy hearts, “ I’m 
awfully tired.”  I know they are talk­
ing about a special kind o f tiredness 
and sometimes more than tiredness. 
After looking in the Bible, and talk­
ing with some o f my more vigorous 
friends and co-workers for some an­
swers, I think I have something to o f­
fer.
First, no one should be ashamed to 
admit he is tired. We live in a fast- 
paced world. Dr. Donald Larson, pro­
fessor at Bethel College, says this is a 
com m on problem in our time. One of 
the reasons people can’t keep up is 
the increased velocity of change. It 
leaves m odem  man breathless. “ For 
modern man as machine to act in ir­
regular and unpredictable ways is to 
throw the entire system into turmoil. 
Hence, the masses dance in mean­
ingless conformity to the tune of 
the creative few.”  He says further
by
Norval Hadley
Superintendent, Northwest 
Yearly Meeting of 
Friends Church,
Newberg, Ore.
that our “ fantastic ability to produce 
more than what we could normally 
consume has forced upon us the nec­
essity o f consuming far more than 
com m on sense would dictate.” 1 
Thus we face a deep craving for 
monetary satisfaction, and may be 
actually destroying our capacity to 
appreciate the enduring values of 
life. W e have learned to recycle bot­
tles, but what about people?
This is not just a problem in Am er­
ican society. I received a letter from 
a missionary in Nepal who quoted 
Olan Hendrick’s book M anagem ent 
and the Christian W orker to describe 
the situation on his mission field. 
“ W e must educate people to cope 
with whatever changes may occur, 
and there are only three things about 
the future that we are certain of: (1) 
It will not be like the past; (2) It will 
not be like we think it is going to be; 
and (3) The rate o f change will be 
faster than ever before.”
I have another observation about 
the cause of tiredness. W e seem to be 
subject to more severe attacks as the 
problems mount. This is particularly 
true when the problems are greater 
than our ability to cope. I can play 
golf with vigor and gusto nearly all 
afternoon when things are going well, 
but when I take a stupid swing and 
make a lousy shot, suddenly I get 
tired.
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I think people get especially tired 
when they are in an assignment for 
which they are not spiritually gifted, 
or physically, mentally, or em otion­
ally qualified. This is why the work 
of the nominating com m ittee is so 
important. This is why it is so vital 
that we get our laborers by praying to 
the Lord of the harvest.
One o f the most im portant jobs of 
the pastor is that o f selecting and de­
v e lop in g  C h ristian  w orkers. It is 
amazing how much vigor, life, and 
enthusiasm are injected into the tired 
old system just by the simple therapy 
o f seeing success.
Whatever the cause o f the tired­
ness, it will surely be helpful to admit 
it. It’s okay in the words o f Ian 
Thom as to admit you are “ fit to 
quit.”  Then the way is clear to begin 
to do something about it.
Here are some things to try:
1. Learn to praise the Lord. This 
is one o f G od ’s magic formulas for 
seeing your way through a tunnel. It 
is quite exhausting to carry a load of 
worry and anxiety, but the Bible 
says, “ Do not fret or have any anxiety 
about anything, but in every circum ­
stance and in everything by prayer 
and petition with thanksgiving con­
tinue to make your wants known to 
G od”  (Phil. 4:6, Am p. N T ).2 “ In 
every thing give thanks: for this is 
the will o f God in Christ Jesus con­
cerning you”  (1 Thess. 5:18).
Dr. Bill Bright wrote, “ I have 
found that the greatest deterrent to 
depression is praise and thanksgiving 
to G od— even when my heart does 
not feel like praising Him. W e are not 
hypocrites when we praise God de­
spite the way we feel; we are simply 
being obedient to the com m and of 
G od .”
In Springs in the Valley, Mrs. 
Charles Cowman tells us o f a legend 
o f a man who found the barn where 
Satan kept his seeds ready to be sown 
in the human heart, and on finding
the seeds o f discouragement more 
numerous than others, he learned 
that those seeds could be made to 
grow almost anywhere. But when 
questioned, Satan reluctantly adm it­
ted there was one place he could 
never thrive. “ Where is that?”  asked 
the man. Satan replied sadly, “ In the 
heart o f a grateful m an.”
2. Maintain an abiding vine a t­
titude. Ron Dunn, writing in the 
M arch 1977 issue o f Worldwide Chal­
lenge says he decided to take a poll o f 
the branches in a certain vineyard to 
find out how they managed to take 
the strain o f bearing fruit. “ After in­
terviewing as many as possible, I 
cam e to som e in terestin g  co n c lu ­
sions. N ot one had an ulcer, was on 
tranquilizers, was uptight or ap­
prehensive, physically worn out, or 
mentally fatigued.”  When he asked 
their secret, they said, “ W e just 
learned to abide. Have you ever seen 
a branch struggle and strain and 
worry and get uptight? W e don ’t do 
that, because we understand that the 
responsibility for production is on the 
vine.”
There is a rest for the people o f God. 
W hen you are obeying, no matter 
how severe the problem, you can al­
ways pray, “ God, You put me here, 
now You see me through.”  Even if He 
sees you through by taking you to 
heaven, that’s okay. In some cases 
that may be the best solution. We 
don’t have to worry when we are 
obeying.
I have a Swiss missionary friend, 
Heini Germann-Edey, who prayed 
for his colleagues back in Indonesia 
and I heard him say, “ Lord, keep 
them restfully busy . . . It’s not by 
trying, but by dying.”
When the problems get so heavy 
we cannot bear them ourselves, I 
think it is all right to pray, “ Lord, 
you ’ve got a problem here.”  As 
Robert Girard suggests, we’re too 
prone to read Prov. 3:5-6 as follows,
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“ Trust in the Lord with all thine 
h ea rt. . . and keep a plan in the back 
o f your mind in case that doesn’t 
work.”
Jesus says, “ Come unto me, all ye 
that labour and are heavy laden, and 
I will give you rest.”  “ If you are dig­
ging a hole,”  Major Ian Thom as said 
in a message in Girard’s book Broth­
er, Hang Loose, “ And I com e and say 
to you I’m going to give you rest, 
what do you expect me to do? Sing a 
song? Quote Bible verses to you? 
Give you a new shovel?
“ No! You will expect me to clim b 
down into the hole and dig, while you 
clim b out and rest. That is what 
Jesus means to do for you, when He 
says, ‘I will give you rest.’ He expects 
you to quit, so He can get down in 
your hole and do the digging.”
Recently when my problems were 
especially complex, God let me see 
that problems and suffering are 
G od ’s agents o f change. If we never 
saw our need to change or improve, 
we would not change.
3. Wait on the Lord. “ They that 
wait upon the Lord shall renew their 
strength; they shall mount up with 
wings as eagles; they shall run, and 
not be weary; and they shall walk, 
and not faint”  (Isa. 40:31). As Jesus 
was about to leave the men He had 
trained for three years, He com m is­
sioned them to make disciples o f peo­
ple everywhere, but told them first to 
wait in the city o f Jerusalem until 
they were endued with power from on 
high.
They had seen Him risen from the 
dead, were convinced He was the 
Messiah. They had a life-changing 
story to tell. Among them was im ­
petuous Peter; hot-blooded Simon 
the Zealot; James and John, those 
ambitious sons o f thunder; Levi the 
tax collector, who was a shortcut ex­
pert if there ever was one. Waiting 
simply was not their pattern. They 
were men o f action, ideas, and solu­
tions. But Jesus told them to wait. In 
essence He said, “ D on ’t try anything 
—not a testimony or sermon or evan­
gelistic crusade or missionary jour­
ney. Wait until you are filled with the 
Spirit.”
M any are so tired because they are 
trying to live a life for which they 
have insufficient resources. If the 
primary resource— the infilling and 
empowerment o f the Spirit— is miss­
ing, life can get terribly exhausting. 
Waiting, worship, and com munion 
with our Source renews that inner 
well springing up into everlasting life.
Recently I talked to one who had 
quit having devotions because the 
pressure o f business was too dem and­
ing on his time. That is when he most 
needed the resources God can give. 
During those waiting times God can 
either make us equal to our task or 
reveal to us that we should change 
our assignments. He may show us 
different patterns by which we can 
achieve therapeutic success. When 
we leave that upper room, it is good 
to know we don ’t go out alone, but in 
the anointing and power o f  the Holy 
Spirit, who is able to produce Pente- 
costs.
Are you fit to quit? Then praise the 
Lord. Go ahead and quit. Quit try­
ing, get out o f the hole, let Jesus do 
the digging for you. Rest in the Lord, 
keep abiding in Him and waiting on 
Him, and keep available to Him as a 
channel through which He can work. 
When He does it, you ’ll feel like your 
ministry is borne on the wings of 
eagles.
1. Nov., 1972, issue o f Universitas.
2. The Am plified New Testament, copyright 1958 
by the Lockman Foundation, La Habra, Calif.
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Is it possible that a “call conscious” 
pastor may be using time and energy 
unprofitably?
Pastoral Calling
Fo r  m a n y  y e a r s  pastoral calling for me was a burdensome duty. Fail­
ure to make a sufficient number of 
calls in accordance with som eone’s 
numerical ideal produced deep feel­
ings o f unfaithfulness and even guilt. 
That favorite cliche o f convention 
and workshop speakers had already 
been around for a long time: “ A 
home-going pastor will always have a 
church-going people.”  I believed it so 
com pletely that I thought pastoral 
calling was the whole key to church 
attendance. Periodically I would take 
m y little book o f recorded calls and 
start out to make up my quota. I dis­
covered that by random contacts and 
careful counting I could rack up a 
pretty respectable report.
That kind o f pressure soon got to 
me. Calling became such a heavy 
duty I couldn ’t even enjoy meeting 
people. People began to look like 
numbers. I believe they knew it too. I 
decided I had to find a better ap-
by
Mel E. DePeal
Pastor, East Toledo 
Wesleyan Church 
Toledo, Ohio
proach. I was confident pastoral call­
ing was a more spiritual assignment 
than cou n tin g  n u m bers. F u rth er­
more, I felt it ought to have some 
scriptural basis as well.
By prayerful thought I arrived at 
an important conclusion. Calling is 
just one method o f ministering to 
people, and it must take its place 
along with other methods equally im ­
portant. I decided that calling was 
not the only method, nor necessarily 
the most important one. When call­
ing is given such priority that it be­
comes a dutiful, compulsive task, 
more involved with numbers than 
people, it loses its love. Such an ap­
proach can make a pastor feel like a 
salesman trying to keep up with his 
assigned number o f contacts in order 
to fill up his sales quota.
There is always the possibility that 
the more people a pastor contacts, 
the more he may win to the Lord and 
the church— but not necessarily. The 
quality o f pastoral calling is more 
important and effective than its 
quantity. Qualitative calling should 
be the desire and goal o f every pastor.
That qualitative and not quanti­
tative calling is the scriptural ap­
proach is abundantly demonstrated 
in the ministry and example o f Jesus. 
It was a study o f the Lord’s approach 
to people and their needs that helped
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me to settle on a scriptural approach 
to my calling.
It was a little surprising to discover 
that Jesus spent very little time in 
people’s houses. M ost o f His ministry 
was done publicly. People either 
came to Him or were brought to Him 
by others who had heard Him preach 
and seen Him heal. Jesus was not at 
all concerned about the mathematics 
o f home calling. His concern was with 
people’s needs. Whenever there was a 
need, Jesus was available and pres­
ent.
Any pastor who is available and 
need-conscious will be a calling pas­
tor. I suggest that a call-conscious 
pastor may sometimes be where he is 
not wanted. Pastoral calling de­
mands some priorities.
Stewardship o f time and energy in 
calling is wise and profitable. There 
ought to be a core o f strong, stable 
Christians in every church who need 
very little pastoral care. These are 
people who thrive on ministering in­
stead o f being ministered to. They 
pray for the pastor, provide him with 
referrals and leads, and are them ­
selves watchful and prayerful over 
the souls o f the weak and the fallen. 
These people are especially valuable 
because they will do much o f the 
cradle-tending in the church, while 
the pastor gives himself to prayer and 
the ministry of the Word (Acts 6:4).
It is easy to see that Christ’s great­
est priority was the needs o f people. 
His entrance into their homes was al­
ways at the beck and call o f need.
An example o f Christ’s keen sensi­
tivity to need is recorded in Matt. 
9:9-13. Jesus had gone to eat with 
Matthew, a publican and sinner. 
Along came the church members and 
asked of His disciples, “ Why eateth 
your Master with publicans and sin­
ners?”  Christ’s answer is a keen in­
sight into pastoral priorities: “ They 
that be whole need not a physician, 
but they that are sick.”
I believe it is possible for a pastor 
to be making contacts with his peo­
ple even in their homes, and not be in 
contact with them at all. He may 
rack up a good calling report and fail 
to establish a good rapport. Cultiva­
tion o f good rapport surely is more es­
sential than a good report.
Several factors are involved in 
cultivating good rapport. It begins 
with the realization that love and 
esteem can never be obtained on de­
mand. They must be merited. W ith­
out this love and esteem he will have 
a fruitless ministry.
Good rapport must be merited in the 
pulpit.
A pastor must study to have a well- 
prepared sermon worthy o f the time, 
attention, and intelligence o f his 
congregation. He must strive to be a 
specialist in pulpit demeanor, knowl­
edge o f the Bible, and ability to pre­
sent its truth. Truth in presentation 
should be palatable, appealing, and 
attractive. Even strong truth, when 
offered with compassion and tender­
ness, will be acceptable. While a pas­
tor needs to speak with authority and 
assurance, the only authority he 
needs is the W ord o f God. The Bible 
is its own best Authority. Any at­
tem pt to com plem ent the divine au­
thority by human authority will only 
detract from the effectiveness of 
Bible preaching. “ Not with enticing 
words o f m en’s wisdom . . .”  is a 
splendid approach to pulpit preach­
ing.
Good rapport must be merited in in­
terpersonal relationships.
What a pastor is out o f the pulpit 
cannot be separated from what he is 
in the pulpit. It is not enough to 
preach godliness. A pastor must live 
a godly life. He cannot preach love, 
patience, and long-suffering in the 
pulpit, and fail to live it in his re­
lationships with his people. He must 
not only be a good preacher, but a
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good father, husband, neighbor, and 
a kindly chairman o f the church 
board. Divine love is a pastor’s great­
est asset. On occasion it will be his 
greatest defense as well.
G ood ra p p ort m u st be m erited  
through acceptable calling methods.
One m ethod is by appointment. 
Permiscuous calling, dropping in on 
people at inconvenient times, walk­
ing in on their private affairs when 
not expected, is discourteous. Pasto­
ral calling should be kept above the 
level o f the meter man, who stops by 
anytime without warning, and is apt 
to walk in at a most inconvenient 
time. Appointm ents may not always 
be possible. When they are not, call­
ing must be done discreetly and 
cou rteou sly . E ach  pastor m ay a c ­
quaint him self with the work sched­
ule and family habits o f his parish­
ioners and then m ake his ca lls  
accordingly. He may inquire “ When 
is the most convenient time for a 
pastoral call at your hom e?”
Referral is another method o f call­
ing, and every effort should be made 
to make such calls. When a pastor 
receives referrals from his parishion­
ers he knows that he has their con ­
fidence and esteem. He is a trusted 
friend, who is being asked to repre­
sent his parishioner in the home of a 
friend or relative. It is an honor. Im ­
pressions made by a referral call are 
not only important to the one being 
called upon, but also the parishioner 
who entrusted the call to the pastor. 
A pastor who projects him self pleas­
antly and acceptibly in people’s 
homes may well becom e a com m uni­
ty pastor.
Good rapport is merited when a pas­
tor keeps his heart warm.
Warmth and friendship are scarce 
articles these days. Professionalism 
and impersonal relationships have 
crept into our society and even into 
the church. A pastor must always be 
conscious that he is contacting a hu­
man being for whom Christ died. 
People can tell when he is really in­
terested in them, or whether he 
simply wants them in church to fill 
up an empty pew, increase atten­
dance, and becom e a number on his 
conference report. Cold, calculated, 
dutiful calling void o f the love of 
Christ is undesirable and unaccept­
able to people in need.
A faithful pastor will make as 
many calls as his ministry requires. 
But he will see to it that it is quality 
calling and not just quantitative.
The reason  so m any people get very little from  their B ible 
study is sim ilar to the reason  w hy m aple syrup is so h igh -priced . 
A bout 36 gallons o f  sap have to be evaporated to m ake one gallon 
o f  syrup, and then a great quantity has to be further boiled dow n 
i f  one w ishes to m ake a single cake o f  m aple sugar. I f  you  are go ­
in g  to gain a know ledge o f  the W ord o f  God, you  cannot be lazy. 
T here m ust be gallons o f  devotion  evaporated w ith  m ore gallons 
o f  yieldedness to the W ord , before there can  be true grow th in the 
kn ow ledge o f  the S criptures. B ut w hen the end product is 
reached , it w ill be “ sw eeter than h on ey .”  —S elected
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Wesley's Instructions on Singing
By Donald
Jo h n  W e s l e y  cared for the sing­ing o f his Methodists. He cared 
what they sang, and he cared how 
they sang. This concern courses 
through the prefaces to his many 
volumes o f hymns, is sprinkled about 
his Journal, and finds expression in 
the minutes o f his conversations.
In the preface to A Collection of 
Hymns, for the Use o f the People 
Called M ethodists (1780), he wrote, 
“ M ay I be permitted to add a few 
words with regard to the poetry? . . . 
(1) In these hymns there is no dog­
gerel, no botches, nothing put in to 
patch up the rhyme, no feeble ex­
pletives. (2) Here is nothing turgid or 
bom bast on the one hand, or low and 
creeping on the other. (3) Here are 
no cant expressions, no words with­
out meaning . . .  (4) Here are, allow 
me to say, both the purity, the 
strength, and the elegance o f the 
English language, and, at the same 
time, the utmost simplicity and 
plainness suited to every capacity”  
(Works, XIV , 341).
•Minister, Faith Wesleyan Church, Greensboro, 
N.C.
D. Wood*
Seven years later in the preface to 
A Pocket H ym n Book, for the Use 
o f Christians o f All Denominations, 
Wesley gave as the reason for om it­
ting some 37 hymns included in an 
earlier volume that “ fourteen o f them 
appeared to me very flat and dull; 
fourteen more, mere prose, tagged 
with rhyme; and nine more to be 
grievous doggerel”  (Works, X IV , 343). 
When someone informed Mr. Wesley 
that the people enjoyed some o f the 
hymns he chose to om it, he indicated 
that their enjoym ent only dem on­
strated their poor judgm ent and re­
flected poorly on the Methodists. He 
would not continue that poor reflec­
tion.
Question 39 in The Large M inutes 
o f W esley’s conversations, 1791 edi­
tion, asks, “ How shall we guard 
against formality in public worship; 
particularly in singing?”  In his an­
swer, Wesley directed his reply to 
preachers, who were charged with 
leading the singing in most o f the so­
cieties. He said, “ (1) By preaching 
frequently on the head. (2) By taking 
care to speak only what we feel. (3)
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By choosing such hymns as are prop­
er for the congregation. (4) By not 
singing too much at once; seldom 
more than five or six verses. (5) By 
suiting the tune to the words. (6) By 
Often stopping short, and asking the 
people, ‘Now do you know what you 
said last? Did you speak no more 
than you felt?’ ”  (Works, III, 346).
Perhaps the best known o f W es­
ley’s remarks on music are his fa­
mous “ Directions for Congregational 
Singing.”  He there stated five prin­
ciples which reflect his views most 
clearly to his Methodists.
“ That this part o f divine worship 
may be more acceptable to God, as 
well as more profitable to yourself 
and others, be careful to observe the 
following directions:—
“ 1. Sing all. See that you join with 
the congregation as frequently as you 
can. Let not a slight degree o f weak­
ness or weariness hinder you. If it is a 
cross to you, take it up, and you will 
find a blessing.
“ 2. Sing lustily, and with good 
courage. Beware o f singing as if you 
were half dead, or half asleep; but lift 
up your voice with strength. Be no 
more afraid o f your voice now, nor
more ashamed o f it being heard, than 
when you sung the songs o f Satan.
“ 3. Sing modestly. Do not bawl, so 
as to be heard above, or distinct 
from, the rest o f the congregation, 
that you may not destroy the har­
mony, but strive to unite your voices 
together, so as to make one clear 
melodious sound.
“ 4. Sing in time. Whatever time is 
sung, be sure to keep with it. Do not 
run before, nor stay behind it; but at­
tend closely to the leading voices, 
and move therewith as exactly as you 
can. And take care you sing not too 
slow. This drawling way naturally 
steals on all who are lazy; and it is 
high time to drive it out from among 
us, and sing all our tunes just as 
quick as we did at first.
“ 5. A bove  a ll, sing sp iritu a lly . 
Have an eye to God in every word you 
sing. Aim at pleasing him more than 
yourself, or any other creature. In 
order to this, attend strictly to the 
sense of what you sing; and see that 
your heart is not carried away with 
the sound, but offered to God contin­
ually; so shall your singing be such as 
the Lord will approve o f here, and re­
ward when he com eth in the clouds of 
heaven”  {Works, X IV , 346).
Impartial Love
Ever stand by in wonder and look on amazed 
As a waif from the lowest of people 
Seems to stir, so to speak, in a filthy cocoon 
And emerges a spiritual steeple?
Well, my friend, let me tell you the terms high or low 
Were unknown to our Christ in His yearning:
He loved folk who were high, and the lowest of low—  
All were souls to be plucked from the burning.
—Roy McCaleb
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Evangel isticallv 
p e a k i n g -
Pluralism, Toleration, 
and Evangelism
By Leon A. Hynson*
Am e r ic a  w a s  o n c e  k n o w n  as the ■ “ melting pot”  for the world. The 
great immigrations which reached 
these shores in wave upon wave of 
questing souls made this land a 
caldron o f dynamic activity. Aptly 
portrayed by Oscar Handlin as The 
Uprooted, these diverse peoples came 
together in a new world and, through 
all the greed o f human manipulation, 
thrust their roots down in the soil o f 
their adoptive nation. Immortalized 
in Emma Lazarus’ famous com ­
memorative work, these “ huddled 
masses yearning to breathe free” 
forged a new America.
The nation became a testing 
ground for the expression o f sup­
pressed visions, a land where the 
seeds of aspiration might grow and 
com e to full harvest. The symbol of 
the “ melting pot”  was a vehicle for 
bearing the national sense o f m a­
terial, social, and religious develop­
ment.
However, the persons who came in 
those inundations to be poured into 
America’s social caldron were the 
bearers o f a cherished heritage which 
was destined to significantly alter the 
chemistry o f the nation. Accultura­
tion is not a thing of quantifiable in­
gredients, measured parts o f a recipe,
*President, Evangelical School o f Theology, Mey- 
erstown, Pa.
or the deliberate strokes o f the social 
architect. Like the wind which comes 
and goes as it will, so spreads human 
culture.
If the symbol o f an America of 
another era was the “ melting pot,”  
the consequence o f that infinite 
variety o f men, women, and opinions 
would be another America, whose 
symbol might now be Jeremiah’s 
“ boiling pot”  with its contents spill­
ing over upon the land, in a plethora 
o f disparate concerns. This land has 
becom e a society where every person 
seeks to do what seems right in his 
own eyes. In the term which Paul 
Tillich has made com m on theological 
coin, this is an autonomous society. 
In summary, it is characterized by an 
almost infinite pluralism.
Toleration
In a pluralistic world, the spirit o f 
toleration is demanded o f all. A 
homogeneous society may find that 
its traditions forge chains which bind 
or build walls that are both inclusive 
and exclusive. This com munity may 
require less concern for toleration, 
while being less capable o f displaying 
it. Toleration is not exercised in a 
social vacuum, but in a climate 
where varieties exist, where tensions 
are ready to surface. In a hetero­
geneous w orld , such  a ltern ative
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views, ideals, and com m itm ents are 
always present, necessarily calling 
forth a spirit o f reasonableness and 
understanding if the society would 
possess any cohesion and com m on 
purpose.
Little imagination is needed to 
recognize the different requirements 
for tolerance in a pluralistic in con­
trast to a monistic society. In a state 
of society where one dominant force 
reigns, toleration is extended by the 
grace o f that authority, and is or­
dinarily curtailed when any counter­
balancing force threatens. However, 
where there are a diversity o f powers, 
each pressing for recognition, each 
carving out its own space in society, 
toleration is evoked by the dynamic 
of the intersection entities. In the 
monistic society, toleration, if ex­
tended, is more partriarchal, handed 
down from above by a superior au­
thority. In pluralism, toleration is the 
consequence o f many voices seeking 
to be heard, able to com m and toler­
ance because the concerns o f one are 
enough like those voiced by the other 
segments o f the society. Pluralism 
creates the maximum setting for tol­
eration. The monistic society bestows 
tolerance from above; the pluralistic 
evokes it as the product o f a response 
from within.
In the religious dimension, plural­
ism, while admitting the greatest 
variation, allows the most significant 
expression  o f  re lig iou s persuasion. 
This seems paradoxical, since one re­
ligious view so quickly encounters 
another, with resultant fermentation 
and tension. However, in a pluralis­
tic setting, no single com m itm ent 
may override another without en­
countering still another. Thus a 
series o f barriers is raised to prevent 
an intolerance which destroys the 
privileges o f others. A monistic con­
text lacks that kind o f resiliency, be­
ing subject to the uncertain grace of 
the dominant authority. In contrast
to many societies where toleration 
was a tenuous benefit granted from 
above, the American experiment o f 
religious diversity makes possible a 
reasonably consistent pattern o f re­
ligious toleration.
Evangelism
A new potentially volatile element 
enters the picture when the Christian 
concern for evangelism is consid­
ered. The Christian’s call to evange­
lism cannot be ignored, despite the 
awareness o f potential conflict in 
society. The considered opinion o f 
some is that evangelism produces a 
sure tension with the spirit o f tolera­
tion. “ Live and let live”  is a com mon 
viewpoint. How may religious tol­
eration coexist with Christian evan­
gelism?
W . K . Jordan, author o f the classic 
study The D evelopm ent o f Religious 
Toleration in England, has proposed 
a definition o f “ philosophical tolera­
tion”  as the attitude o f the mind 
“ which has definite and pronounced 
religious opinions, but which is able 
and willing to concede to other minds 
the right to retain and practice con­
trary religious beliefs . . -” 1 He argues 
that philosophical tolerance logically 
leads to a skeptical attitude of mind. 
The Christian, therefore, who is pos­
sessed o f an “ evangelical intelli­
g e n ce ,”  con fron ted  w ith  im m orta l 
souls facing eternity, cannot exercise 
such tolerance.
Jordan’s thesis deserves attention, 
for it expresses a rather com mon 
opinion regarding evangelism. There 
is a potential tension between per­
sonal liberty o f conscience and the 
evangelical concern. How may we 
harmonize the two, especially in a 
society where many evangelisms are 
existent? If one believes that every 
person is alienated from God, and 
that Christ is the one Lord and Sa­
vior, can that person rest in the peace 
o f indifference? Is there an element o f
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intolerance naturally arising from the 
compulsion o f the evangelical call?
The answers to these questions re­
quire continuation o f the task of 
evangelism. The invitation to Christ 
must be presented in a pluralis­
tic  w orld— urgently , cou rteou sly , 
thoughtfully. Evangelism entails a 
persuasion to com mitm ent, not an 
intolerance which denies to others 
the right to believe what they consid­
er to be truth. Ultimately every man 
must give account to God for what he 
believes, or what conscience requires.
It is precisely here that Christian 
Good News functions. Since every 
person answers to God, he or she 
must be given the revelation o f G od ’s 
will in Christ. The right o f religious 
liberty and the necessity o f religious 
toleration does not circumscribe the 
exercise o f the evangelical call. The 
insistent proclamation o f Christ and 
the corollary of persuasion to decision 
is a Christian imperative.
The right to personal beliefs is to 
be cherished by all. Tolerance o f oth­
er viewpoints does not demand si­
lence about one’s own. In evangelism, 
the Christian recognizes and values 
liberty o f conscience, seeking none­
theless to persuade. Paul wrote: 
“ Knowing . . . the terror o f the Lord, 
we persuade men”  (2 Cor. 5:11). 
There are forms of persuasion which 
do not honestly recognize the princi­
ple o f tolerance o f human rights. Per­
suasion may be exercised without in­
tegrity, without recognition o f the 
rule of Christ: “ All things whatsoever 
ye would that men should do to you, 
do ye even so to them .”
According to John Wesley, founder 
o f M ethodism, evangelism is “ offer­
ing Christ to humankind.”  Evangel­
ism in the Wesleyan heritage is a 
genteel ministry, characterized by 
compassion, respect, and toleration. 
Wesley abhorred the exercise o f psy­
chological or social forms o f coercion 
to bring about decision. Evangelism
must never be subverted by dis­
respect for persons, or by denial o f 
liberty, including the right to a free 
choice. He resisted a certain kind of 
“ Gospel preaching”  in which a “ pert, 
self-sufficient animal that has nei­
ther sense nor grace [might] bawl out 
something about Christ. . . .”  “ nei­
ther sense nor grace”  is the key 
phrase. Sense and grace are always 
important to the offering o f Christ. 
S om etim es persu asion  con ta in in g  
sanctions is em ployed and is thus 
akin to persecution.
The task of Christian evangelism 
requires the persuasion o f love. In­
tegrity and patience must character­
ize our efforts. When this is faithfully 
performed, the evangelical demand 
may be legitimately carried out in 
the midst o f pluralism. Evangelism, 
therefore, is not undermined by an 
appeal to tolerance.
Conclusion
A pluralistic context offers the 
maximum opportunity and challence 
both to toleration and evangelism. 
T h e evangel rea lly  b ecom es  one 
among many evangelists. Evangel­
ism within a monistic setting strug­
gles either with an affiliation with 
the dominant authority structure or 
against it as a tolerated minority ex­
pression. In pluralism, the voice of 
Christian evangelism must com pete 
with the many voices o f persuasion 
heard in society. That is its chal­
lenge. However, here is the open 
door to the an n ou n cem en t th at 
God has incarnated himself among 
men; that life is G od ’s great gift in 
His Son; that fulness o f life is guar­
anteed in the Kingdom , which is both 
realized and hoped for; that the an- 
quish o f earthly discord is to be suc­
ceeded by the triumph o f G od ’s grace 
in the universe which He created, 
and redeemed through His Son.
1. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1940), 
p. 16
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We make much of birthdays. Why 
not really celebrate the birthday 
of the Church? Begin plans early.
Pentecost Sunday Can Be a Big Day 
In Your Church This Year!
By Gordon W. Johnson*
W i t h o u t  t r y i n g  to sound dra­m atic I would say that the sur­
vival— let alone the growth— of any 
denomination depends upon what 
we do with Pentecost. In this brief 
article it is our design to look at 
Pentecost as to its origin, its signifi­
cance for the truly sincere Christian, 
and also some practical suggestions 
for its observance.
It should be remembered Pentecost 
has its origin in the Old Testament. 
The Septuagint (which is the Greek 
translation o f the Old Testament) 
uses the word pentekostos  (meaning 
fiftieth) when speaking o f this feast.
The Feast o f Pentecost was cele­
brated on the fiftieth day after the 
Passover, or seven weeks plus one 
day. It was the first o f the two agrar­
ian feasts o f Israel and always indi­
cated the end o f the barley harvest. 
Pentecost was the Feast o f Weeks 
and occurred on the day after the 
com pletion o f the seven-week period.
The central feature o f the Pente­
cost Feast was the presentation o f the 
two loaves o f leavened, salted bread. 
According to the Mishna, the length 
o f one o f these loaves was seven hand-
*Pastor, First Evangelical Methodist Church, 
Marshfield, Mo.
breadths, its width four, and its 
depth seven fingers. This is im por­
tant to remember if one wishes to 
understand the Christian concept of 
Pentecost which is spoken of later in 
such passages as Rom . 8:23; 11:16; 
and James 1:18.
Historians agree that when the 
Jews suffered banishment from their 
homeland (i.e., the Exile period), it 
gave them a new appreciation for 
Pentecost. After the Exile, it became 
one o f their great pilgrim feasts and 
served to bind and unite them as a 
nation. There is evidence of G od ’s 
hand in this.
As in all things, it took our Lord 
Jesus him self to fill Pentecost with 
new meaning and make it a true 
power source for a thrilling, fruitful 
life-style. The second chapter of Acts 
pictures the band of 120 defeated dis­
ciples in an upper room waiting in 
obedience to their Lord’s com mand 
when He said, “ Behold, I send the 
promise o f my Father upon you: but 
tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, 
until ye be endued with power from 
on high”  (Luke 24:49). And tarry 
they did. Then Acts 2 tells us when 
and how that enduement came. Read 
Acts 2:1-21 in as many translations 
as you can lay your hands on.
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Possibly at the very moment o f the 
Spirit’s descent, the high priest was 
in the act o f waving the leavened, 
salted loaf before the Lord in the 
trad ition a l P en tecosta l cerem on y 
that had, by now, lost all true sig­
nificance. Little did the high priest 
know that only a “ sabbath day’s 
journey”  from the Tem ple the mighty 
Holy Ghost was falling on humble 
disciples in an unpretentious upper 
room. His com ing undoubtedly put a 
shout in the soul of at least some of 
them, while in the hearts o f others, 
there was such an awe, inspired by 
the majesty o f the Spirit, that they 
were almost prostrated with “ the 
weight o f glory.”
The experience com pletely changed 
the disciples and marked the true be­
ginning o f the Christian Church. We 
have ever since regarded Pentecost 
as our birthday.
W e m ake m uch  o f  b irth days, 
whether among relatives, within our 
families, or even in our Sunday 
schools. Since this is so true on a 
human level, it ought to be true of 
the birthday o f the Church o f our 
Lord. W ould not that birthday still 
be worth commemorating?
Pentecost Sunday will fall on May 
14 this year. The celebration o f this 
day in our churches gives us a great 
opportunity to really hand ourselves 
over to Him who gave us our being— 
namely, the Holy Spirit. W hat a 
chance for pastors and congregations 
to measure and evaluate their growth 
in Christ; to analyze their motives 
and goals in the light o f the Holy 
Spirit’s claim upon their total being! 
Perhaps we should begin by asking 
ourselves if we are like that high 
priest who was “ just waving his lo a f ’ 
before the Lord. (Lots o f waving and
loafing going on in the church these 
days.)
Pastors should take time to pre­
pare their congregations for this day. 
Selected scripture references dealing 
with the theme o f the Holy Spirit 
could be printed in the church bul­
letin beginning in April and continu­
ing through Pentecost Sunday could 
be suggested which deal in a helpful 
way with the filling o f the Holy Spirit 
and His working in today’s lay per­
son. Starting several weeks ahead, 
pastors could deal with the grand 
message o f sanctification and the 
Spirit’s fullness at least once a Sun­
day, clim axing on Pentecost Day it­
self. The subject has so many aspects 
that you will only get started by the 
time M ay 14 rolls around.
Laymen should be involved in this. 
A board member, a Sunday school 
teacher, or an auxiliary leader (also 
a young person, if you wish) could 
give a much-prayed-over testimony 
to heart holiness in the morning ser­
vice just prior to the pastor’s Pente­
cost Sunday message.
May we mention that all the Early 
Church fathers highly esteemed the 
celebration o f this day and looked 
upon it as a day o f consecration to 
the Lord and as a rich opportunity to 
grow in grace. Chrysostom called 
Pentecost “ the metropolis o f festi­
vals.”  Gregory called it “ the day of 
the Spirit.”  Jerome said that he felt 
it was the experience that “ gave birth 
to the notes o f the gospel trum pet.”
When I think o f Pentecost I like 
what an old man prayed at the 
funeral of William Booth. He knelt 
by the casket o f the great leader after 
the crowd had left, and with a soft, 
weeping voice exclaim ed, “ 0  Lord, 
do it again!”
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God did not make a mistake when 
He drew His eternal blueprint
Injustice Vs. Victory
W i t h i n  1 2  hours prior to His death on the Cross, Jesus was literally 
dragged through six trial courts: 
Once before the retired high priest, 
Annas; once before the son-in-law 
of Annas, Caiaphas, the latter serv­
ing as high priest; once before the 
Sanhedrin, the highest tribunal in 
Jerusalem with the high priest as 
president o f such; once before Herod 
Antipas; and twice before the Roman 
procurator, Pilate.
At least 10 reversible errors o c ­
curred during this fiasco in injustice.
1. It was against Jewish law to 
initiate legal procedure on a Jewish 
Sabbath or on a Feast Day. This 
regulation was obviously violated, as 
Jesus was arrested on the Passover 
Feast Day.
2. N o legal procedure could be be­
gun during the night o f a trial which 
was to take place before the San­
hedrin. Jesus was taken as a criminal 
around midnight on that Thursday— 
consequently this rule was broken.
3. The Sanhedrin had no jurisdic­
tion concerning capital punishment 
situations. The Jewish court had 
been divested o f that authority some 
40 years prior by the Romans.
4. It was legally wrong for High 
Priest Caiaphas to have served as 
judge when he had publicly pro­
claimed, before the trial itself, that 
Jesus deserved to die. Caiaphas 
should have disqualified him self in 
that he evidently revealed his bias in 
the case.
5. C aiaph as, serving as ju d ge , 
should not have tried to press Jesus 
to confess. This was an attempt to 
coerce a conviction by the accused’s 
own confession without having sup­
porting evidence. Such violation of 
law infringed on the person’s guaran­
tees against self-incrimination.
6. The Sanhedrin had not con­
vened for a regular meeting, there­
fore the group was not actually in 
formal session, and consequently was 
without legal power.
7. The Roman Empire stipulated 
that trials were to be public; the grill­
ing before Annas and Caiaphas were 
held in private, so were legal errors.
8. Jesus was appointed no lawyer. 
He had no legal counsel. If He him ­
self could not have provided one, 
then the political system was under 
obligation to provide Him with one, 
but no lawyer was given Jesus.
9. It was not legal for the San­
hedrin Court to convict an individual
by
J. Grant Swank, Jr.
Pastor,
Church of the Nazarene, 
Fishkill, N.Y.
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on the same day of the trial itself. 
The Court could acquit on the same 
day; but it had to wait at least two 
days for a verdict o f guilty concerning 
capital punishment cases.
10. Procurator Pilate, having tak­
en the position that Jesus was in fact 
not guilty, erred in allowing the 
crazed mob to win out with their ver­
dict of guilty. The judgm ent on evi­
dence was overruled by the insistence 
o f the mob.
Jesus was confronted with six trial 
courts prior to the Crucifixion. How­
ever, there was a seventh trial o f Je­
sus. This latter was conducted in the 
courts o f heaven before the Judge 
Father. Six is the number of man, 
but seven  is the number o f Deity. 
And Deity had the last sentence— the 
sentence o f innocent/victory— in the 
dedicated life o f the Son. The Su­
preme Court o f Eternity pronounced 
Jesus free from guilt.
Then why was it that Jesus had to 
undergo such injustice? In part, such 
was to fulfill the Old Testament 
prophecies. For example, in Ps. 35:11 
there is a prediction that the Messiah 
will be falsely accused. In Isa. 50:6 
there is the prophecy that He will be 
maltreated, spat upon, and the hair 
o f His beard plucked. In Isa. 50:6 and 
53:5 there are the predictions that 
He will be beaten with stripes. In 
53:7-9, it is foretold that He will be 
condemned and oppressed as well as 
mercilessly maligned. Yet through it 
all, the providence was at work to 
yield the verdict of the seventh trial 
court in heaven: innocent/victory.
The personal application for the
believer is to trust the same God to 
be at work just as meticulously in His 
bringing triumph out o f trial. Can the 
Christian have faith in God to be­
lieve that through the injustices of 
life in the dedicated believer’s days 
there will finally be victory in light 
o f eternity?
Corrie ten Boom wrote, “ Som e­
times it is difficult to understand the 
secret o f G od ’s plan for this world. 
But one thing I know, God did not 
make a mistake when He drew His 
eternal blueprint. God never makes 
mistakes. He knows exactly what He 
is doing.”
Then she tells o f how she and her 
sister Betsy, in the concentration 
camp, prayed that God would heal 
Betsy, who was so weak and sick. 
Betsy had said with confidence, 
“ Yes, the Lord will heal m e.”
But she died the next day, and 
Corrie could not understand it. When 
she viewed Betsy’s thin body on the 
concrete floor along with all the other 
corpses o f those who had died that 
day, it was hard to understand, to be­
lieve that God would have a purpose 
for all that. But she says, “ Yet be­
cause of Betsy’s death, today I am 
traveling all over the world telling 
people about Jesus. . . .
“ Now everyplace I go across the 
world, people tell me how much they 
love my sister Betsy. . . .  She is a 
blessing for more people because she 
died than if she had lived. God makes 
no mistakes.” 1
1. “ The Coming Tribulation,”  Corrie ten Boom, 
Logos Journal, Plainfield, N .J., November-Decem- 
ber, 1974, pp. 19-20.
A new world opens up to the person who, in his suffering, 
senses the possibility of using it rather than bearing it. We can­
not explain suffering, but we may exploit it.
— W . T . Purkiser
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Before “ giving up” on the rural church, we 
should take a careful look at its unique 
problems and hopeful solutions
The Congregation 
in the Rural Setting
By Howard A. Kuhnle*
A  c h i e f  e m p h a s is  in the church in recent years is on the urban 
problem, but the long-time emphasis 
on the rural situation cannot be 
pushed under the rug in the neces­
sary con tin u in g  con s id era tion  o f 
church renewal. Indeed, rural con­
gregations need just as much renewal 
as urban churches.
A  basic question needs to be faced: 
Is the rural congregation essentially 
different from the urban church? 
There are differences, o f course. But 
thers are important similarities. Both 
are concerned with people.
For example, the people in Rich- 
m ondville and Seward, Schoharie 
County, N .Y., a county whose largest 
village is less than 5,000 population 
(where this writer formerly served) 
are well informed chiefly because of 
the com m unication media— particu­
larly radio and television. They know 
as much about the wars, Russia, the 
Peace Corps, and the stock market, 
as “ city slickers.”
Farmers have large investments 
these days, especially because o f the 
high cost o f land and farm machin­
ery. Interestingly enough, because of
*Visitation pastor, Holy Trinity Lutheran Church, 
Buffalo, N .Y.
modern technology and research, the 
number o f farms and farmers is de­
creasing every year, while the average 
size of farms and the production of 
milk (and many other items) are in­
creasing. The number of cows is also 
decreasing.
Farmers are also subject to many 
changes. T h e best exam ple  from  
Schoharie County is the use o f “ fill­
e d ,”  “ su b s t itu te ,”  and skim m ed 
milk, meaning that there is less de­
mand for milk from farmers. Part of 
the reason is that many people are 
more and more diet-conscious.
Many farming areas are now “ rur- 
ban,”  meaning that some men are 
employed in factories and do farming 
on the side. Other farmers drive 
school buses. Some men work in 
nearby towns or cities and do not 
farm. M any wives work in small vil­
lage factories.
Rural poverty is prevalent since 
there are “ hill-billies”  everywhere, 
including New York state. Moreover, 
there are the migrants, chief publi­
city for whose problems has been 
given through various church groups.
The people in the country churches 
are people  who need renewal.
M ost people in the country are con­
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servative in all ways. This is especial­
ly noticeable in race relationships. 
For example, some people in rural 
New York left New York City and v i­
cinity because they wanted to escape 
from the racial problems in their 
form er areas. In deed , from  their 
standpoint, they were justified in 
making the move.
R ural con servatism  also m eans 
that many country people are often 
reluctant to accept the guidance o f 
pastors and officials o f the church-at- 
large. Rural churches are also likely 
to be conservative in the matter o f re­
newal in worship.
Some rural churches are “ two- 
year churches”  and other “ five-year,”  
This means that the congregation 
wants a change o f pastors after ap­
proximately two to five years. T o  be 
sure, some pastors are also “ two- 
year”  or “ five-year”  pastors.
So the rural church problem has 
really been under discussion for a 
long time. Truly, renewal is as im ­
portant in the country as in the city! 
All kinds o f solutions have been sug­
gested, although, as in any situation, 
it is easier to state problems than so­
lutions.
Is any solution possible? There is 
no easy solution, especially with the 
current problems o f inflation, war 
and peace, poverty, affluence, m ate­
rialism, shifting and decreasing rural 
population, increasing city and sub­
urban population. Indeed, everybody 
and everything is stirred up by the 
present unstable conditions.
Chiefly, the answer is likely to be 
found in proper leadership.
As a matter o f principle, the writer, 
as a pastor, sees the importance of 
pastoral leadership. Too many pas­
tors won’t stay in the country long. 
T oo  often the country pastorate is a 
m an’s first or last call. His defence is 
that often the people won’t listen to 
him even though they have called 
him as one trained and experienced
in the work of the Lord Jesus Christ 
in and through His church. There are 
young pastors who com e with the 
idea o f staying for a while, getting 
some experience, making a reputa­
tion, then moving along to “ greener 
pastures.”
Since many rural and town church­
es have a small membership, it is dif­
ficult to recruit lay leadership. M ore­
over, the sam e leaders are also 
needed in the fire com panies, school 
boards, senior citizens’ groups, ser­
vice clubs, and the like. Village peo­
ple are as much “ overorganized”  as 
those in large cities. Many don ’t 
want to give the necessary time. 
M any act in petty ways and are un­
dependable in carrying out assign­
ments which they have accepted, 
although not more so than people in 
city and suburban churches.
A trend all over the country now is 
the formation o f a new type o f parish. 
Often this involves the institution of 
a “ team m inistry,”  the closing of 
some buildings which are too close 
together, and in some instances the 
erection o f new buildings in strategic 
locations. In a sense, this has been 
going on for a long time because 
hundreds and even thousands of 
rural and town churches have been 
closed in the twentieth century.
Despite the trend to consolidation, 
many rural people, because o f their 
c o n s e r v a t iv e  n a t u r e , r e s is t  any  
change, although from the stand­
point o f the church-at-large, rear­
rangement o f parishes is the only 
solution.
Ultimately, the best and only real 
solution is com plete renewal, com ­
mitment, and consecration o f lay- 
people and pastors to the Lord Jesus 
Christ as the Saviour of mankind and 
o f the world. “ Believe in the Lord 
Jesus, and you will be saved, you and 
your household”  (Acts 16:31, RSV).**
**From the Revised Standard Version o f the Bible, 
copyrighted 1946 and 1952.
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Gleams of Immortality
By W. B. Walker*
II. " I  Was Not Born to Die”
Le t  u s  c o n s id e r  the answer o f in- I stinct to Job ’s question, “ If a 
man die, shall he live again?”  (14:14). 
This eternal longing seems to be im ­
planted in our very nature. The long­
ing for immortality is instinctive. 
Every normal soul longs for a life 
beyond the grave. Practically all 
nations have believed in it. The 
Chaldeans, Grecians, Egyptians, and 
Chinese all believed in it. It was 
taught by Plato, Homer, Socrates, 
and Cicero.
This universal impression was im ­
printed by the Finger o f God. There 
is in the soul o f every man a bound­
less desire to meet God in peace. This 
is true whether rich or poor, educated 
or illiterate, heathen or Christian. It 
matters not how wicked a person may 
be, there is within him a fear to meet 
God unprepared.
When the soul com es to the termi­
nus o f the way, there is a sincere long­
ing to meet its Maker in peace. Who 
gave us these eternal longings? Do 
you believe that a Holy God would 
give His creatures this normal long­
ing for immortality without provid­
ing satisfaction to meet it? Do you 
believe that man is an organized lie?
Do you believe the Creator will 
keep His word with us? Truly He 
will, because He has said, “ He is 
faithful that prom ised”  (Heb. 10:23). 
Wherever there are wings, the Lord 
has provided air to match them. 
W here there are fins, the L ord  
matches them with water. Where
*Nazarene evangelist, Bethany, Okla.
there is an eye, He gives light. He 
gives to the ear sound. Where there is 
perception o f the beautiful, He gives 
beauty to match it.
From our possession o f constitu­
tional instinct, we expect existence 
after death. I do not believe that the 
Lord gave us these longings to tease 
us.
The late Dr. Charles Edward Jef­
ferson said, “ M y belief in immortali-, 
ty is instinctive. I feel I was not born 
to die. I had it when a boy, and it does 
not becom e less with the passing of 
the years. There is something down 
deep in me which rebels against the 
idea of personal extinction. I feel the 
revulsion most keenly on the death of 
a man both great and good. This in­
stinctive recoil reaches its climax at 
the suggestion that Jesus o f Nazareth 
is no m ore.”
Then Dr. Charles R. Brown says, 
“ Can anyone name a single normal 
desire which does not have over 
against it a corresponding satisfac­
tion? If men hunger, there is food for 
them. If they want breath, there is 
air in abundance. The desire to live 
on after death is normal, widespread, 
persistent— why not trust the integri­
ty o f the universe to keep tryst also 
with the demand of human nature?”
So the question o f immortality is 
the age-old question o f humanity. It 
belongs to the scholar and it belongs 
to the man o f the street. Kings and 
peasants alike ponder over it. It 
beckoned to us when we were chil­
dren, and it will haunt us when we 
are old.
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The men o f the schools and the 
men who cannot read stand side by 
side and peer into the great beyond 
and say, “ If a man die, shall he live 
again?”  So long as men keep dying, 
the heart will continue to ask the age- 
old question o f Job. The question is 
kept fresh by death.
Every age must give its answer to 
this question. Wherever man has left 
legible traces o f his existence he has 
left evidences o f his belief in a life 
after death. Changing scenes of earth 
will not destroy this belief. According 
to the apostle Paul, immortality is 
the glorious discovery o f Christianity. 
He said, “ But is now made manifest 
by the appearing o f our Saviour Jesus 
Christ, who hath abolished death, 
and brought life and immortality to 
light through the gospel”  (2 Tim .
1:10).
Practical
\ that makePoints ,' a difference
He Planned How to Leave 
His Church
Dear Son:
Our pastor left us today for sunnier 
fields. But as I look back on the transi­
tion I am thankful both for his fore­
sight and planning. In the first place, 
he so arranged his move that the dis­
trict superintendent was able to come 
in and meet the board the same week 
that he announced his resignation. 
Then the new pastor came to town, and 
the two men met with the church at a 
fellowship dinner. Afterwards the new 
pastor met with the church board and 
the principal committees. The follow­
ing week our pastor closed his ministry 
in the morning and our new pastor 
opened his in the evening.
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Dr. Mendell Taylor, in his ex­
cellent book Every Day With the 
Psalms, says in com m enting on the 
Twenty-third Psalm, “ The Lord is 
faithful to the homing instinct o f the 
lower forms o f life. The robin will fly 
to the mild climate during winter 
season. But the next spring it will re­
turn to the same tree in the same 
backyard to build its nest. The sal­
mon will leave the Colum bia or some 
other river and go thousands o f miles 
to its secret feeding flats in the Pa­
cific. Then when its life cycle is about 
ended, it returns to the same river it 
left; fights its way up the falls and 
through rocky shoals and refuses to 
stop until it is at the same bend in 
the river where it hatched. If the Lord 
is faithful to these homing instincts, 
He will be faithful to fulfill our desire 
to live, and love, and learn forever.”
There was a good spirit in the move, 
a line of continuity, and the congrega­
tion felt the support of the local and 
district leadership in it all.
Now I know that it cannot always 
happen this way— and for us it hasn’t 
in the past. But I felt that our pastor 
moved deliberately to work it out so 
that we could absorb the shock and 
look forward toward new leadership.
He was also concerned about his 
family in all of this. He helped his wife 
in the packing, as did the congrega­
tion. He was sensitive to the needs and 
traumas of his children. His anticipa­
tion paid off in every way— both for the 
congregation and the pastoral family.
Pastor Downey is fitting in well and 
adjusting more rapidly than I ever an­
ticipated. A lot of the credit goes to our 
former pastor, who paved the way.
How about spending a few days with 
us during the week sometime?
L o v e , o
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Leading Your 
People in Worship
HEN YOUR PEOPLE gather on the Lord’s day, assume they have 
com e to worship—to see the Lord high and lifted up. His glory filling the 
temple: to worship and adore the risen Jesus and discover in a deeper way 
the meaning of His Lordship; to experience a new outpouring and 
infilling of the Holy Spirit.
Worship, however, does not “just happen” when G od ’s people meet. It 
may. But usually it occurs when certain forces are operative. At the top of 
the list o f these motivating factors is the minister himself. Assuming you 
have prayerfully planned a service which should usher your congrega­
tion into the presence of the Triune God, what is your role? Permit me to 
share a few suggestions.
1. Anticipate G od ’s manifest glory. He will be there. Expectation is the 
key.
2. Enter the pulpit in the awareness of the Presence, with joy and 
praise. The general preparation is a holy life. The special preparation is a 
time of waiting before the Lord. Let the fire burn within your own 
soul!
3. Call your people to worship. Let your voice be the first to be heard. 
But never say, “G ood  morning, folks: nice to see you here. How good of 
you to com e.” If it were your house, this would be appropriate. You, and 
the people with you, have gathered in G od ’s house. It isn’t your service; it 
is His. You aren’t in charge. He is. He is God; you are but His servant. 
The people, and you, are there together to meet the living God.
4. Lead your people in worship. Avoid distracting conversation on the 
platform. Sing with the spirit and with the understanding. Read the Scrip­
ture reverently and with interpretation. Permit G od to minister to your own 
being throughout the service.
5. Bring your people into G od ’s presence with you. As their priest, 
you represent them before G od—with all their needs, their hurts, their 
victories, their failures, and inarticulate yearnings. Let your pastoral prayer 
gather all these together as you lead the congregation into the holiest.
6. As G od ’s priest, you represent your people before God. As His 
prophet, you represent Him to them. You are His mouthpiece. Preach the
NAZARENl
Word. Prepare to preach as though all depended upon you, then rely on 
the Spirit as though you had made no preparation. Expect G od to speak 
through you. Look your people in the eyes. D on ’t be bound to your notes.
Above all, don’t be glued to a manuscript. Be free in the Spirit! Be respon­
sive to the congregation and let the people help you preach. Be cour­
ageous but tender. “Comfort the afflicted; afflict the comfortable.” Aim at 
results. Know where you are going, and by G od ’s help get there quickly!
7. Close the service appropriately, ordinarily with a carefully selected 
hymn. Encourage the people to respond to what G od has said to them 
through your sermon. Expect a miracle. When the service has reached 
its conclusion, give the benediction. The great benedictions of the Bible 
should be committed to memory. If your memory is poor, type them out 
and have them close by.
Finally, train your people to remain quietly in their pews as you take 
your accustomed place at the close of the service. “ Let all things be done 
decently and in order” (1 Cor. 14:40).
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COMMUNICATIONS
Pastor,
Is your church the 
best kept secret in town?
Let your community know that 
they have a Nazarene church.
Use television spots.
For further information—
Write: Nazarene Communications 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, MO 64131
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MINISTER’S DAILY 
WORKBOOK
Ministerial Tool for Recording 
the Information Throughout the Year 
Needed to Complete Your Annual District Report
FOR WEEKDAY—A six-day work-schedule chart for keeping notations on 
calls, appointments, and meetings.
FOR SUNDAY—A full page for recording sermon theme, text, songs, special 
music, announcements, attendance, and offerings and summarizing previous 
week’s activities.
OTHER FEATURES—Monthly Expenditure Reports, Membership and Sub­
scription Record—identical to the “Annual Report of Pastor” form. Also 
includes calendars; sheets for recording children dedicated, funerals, mar­
riages, baptisms, names and addresses; and summary of year’s activities.
All material comes in a quality, fine-grained, leatherette, six-ring binder with handy storage pocket in 
back. Pocket-size, 7% x 47/s x Vs” ; V4” rings with “ push open” button at end. Takes 71/4 x 4 V a ” , six-ring 
fillers.
MINISTER’S DAILY WORKBOOK may be started any time of the year. How­
ever, begun with your NEW assembly year and used consistently throughout 
the following 12 months, it will provide fingertip information for meeting the 
deadline of next year’s annual report. Ideal for inserting sermon notes too.
R-52 Complete Set of Binder and Inse rts .....................................ONLY $6.50
For the 2,500 pastors now using this “ Workbook” . . .
R-51 Annual Replacement R e fill............................................................... $1.75
R-53 Address Sheets, package of 20 ............................................................ 25c
R-88510P Plain Filler, package of 50 .............................................................. 39c
R-31011 B in de r.............................................................................................$5.00
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE ^ aT c , t y .  m T s s o u r i  64141
EVANGELISM
MASS EWNGEUSM
MASS EVANGELISM
MASS EVANGELISM
Bud Robinson C. B. Cox Jarrette Aycock
Paul Martin
“People becom e aware o f their spiritual needs in revival services and 
respond to G od ’s call in their lives who may not by other means. 
_______________________________1 Cor. 1:18______________________________
‘P eople are made aware o f their spiritual needs in revival services and 
respond to G od ’s call in their life who may not have by other means. ”
USE OUR EVANGELISTS 
Over 350 commissioned or full-time Over 1,200 Prayer Partners are praying 
registered evangelists. for evangelists each week.
Evangelists’ slates are listed in the Herald o f Holiness dated the 15th of each 
month. The FOCUS section of the Preacher’s Magazine gives their mailing 
addresses. For information, call Department of Evangelism toll-free number 
800-821-2154.
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The VBS picture will be what Y O U  make H! 
Plan, Organize, Advertise, Recruit, Train Workers, 
Schedule Your Workshops, NOW  • 24<
Your choice of
3 Offering Envelope Sets
1 0
[INIMUM
)RDERS
)RDERS 
:ILLED 
i J  ONCE
with Picture Story
Gives boys and girls a sense of personal pride; encourages the habit 
of systematic giving. Scriptures are repeated on two envelopes: once 
with a Bible picture; the other with a modern scene. Set of 52 
envelopes include space for amount, name, and address. Single 
pocket style.
OX-603 CHECK SIZE
OX-502 SINGLE
OX-503 SINGLE Multiple Funa
0-39 CHILDREN’S SET
75c; 12 sets for $ 8 .5 0 ; 25 sets for $ 1 6 .5 0  
65c ; 12 sets for $ 7 .2 5 ; 25  sets for $ 1 3 .7 5  
90c ; 12 sets for $ 9 .9 0 ; 25 sets for $ 2 0 .0 0
azarene Publishing H ouse • Post O ffice B ox  5 2 7  • Kansas City, Missouri 64141
Features worth considering...
•  All perpetually dated
•  Sets never out of date
•  Start any time of the year
•  Attractive flip-top box suitable for mailing
SIZE: 3 x 6 V4"
Check size
a
Regulajppljyie
:1t :
Imprinted “Church of the Nazarene” and contains a year’s supply of envelopes 
with the same number throughout to identify it to the contributor, plus a pledge 
card, “how to use” leaflet, and a “defray the cost” envelope.
Available in consecutive numbers (example: 324-56) and orders will be filled 
from the next series of numbers available in our stock.
NOTE: Requests for specifically designated numbers series and imprint will be treated as custom 
printed orders and prices will be adjusted accordingly.
SIZE: 2 '* x 4 ‘ 4"
For CUSTOM PRINTED ENVELOPES, write for SPECIAL BROCHURE.
:E: 2>4x 4>/4”
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE TRAINING
ST—Alive and Well
The legislation of the 19th General 
Assembly made a number of organiza 
tional changes, some of which had a 
direct bearing on the work of Christian 
Service Training.
These organizational changes were 
designed to strengthen, not weaken, the 
whole cause of lay training in the 
Church of the Nazarene. The impor­
tance of lay leadership has not dimin­
ished.  Mari on  L a w r e n c e  said, 
“ Leadership, humanly speaking, is the 
only problem before the church.”
John R. Mott said that the main 
problem in the church’s life was that its 
forces were immobile. It cannot, of 
course, be otherwise unless due atten­
tion is given to dedicated and capable 
leadership. In B etter  Leaders for Your 
Church, Weldon Crossland says, “ Four 
indispensables are to be found in every 
successful church. They are program, 
organization, morale, and leadership; 
but the greatest of these is leadership.”
Christian Service Training is now the 
lay training sector of the Department of 
Education and the Ministry. Adjust­
ments are being made in this new 
working relationship as rapidly as pos­
sible. While these adjustments are being 
made, the work of CST continues to 
have a vital ministry. The statistics for 
the 1976-77 assembly year were most 
heartening. A total of 74,007 credits 
were reported to the General CST 
office. Nearly 2,300 churches reported 
training classes. So in this period of 
transition lay training is alive and well.
Not all adjustments can be made im­
mediately. In a number of areas there 
are texts that have been outdated by the 
organizational changes. The replace­
ment of these texts will take years. The 
new Division of Christian Life whose 
training programs, such as Teacher
Training and SS Administration, ser­
viced by the CST office, are working to 
update all their texts or find replace­
ments^ This task is a gigantic one. In 
the meantime, all of us must do our best 
to provide opportunities and programs 
for lay education in the local church.
Even in transition the resources of 
CST are helping our people. The fol­
lowing letter from Pastor William O. 
Hand of our Bloomingdale Church in 
Savannah, Ga., says it well: “Thank you 
for your letter of October 10. I am 
honored  to receive the Certified 
Teacher certificate. This is a great pro­
gram. I appreciate the privilege of 
having a part in it.
“A little over a year ago we started 
the CST program in our church. In 
order to set an example, I thought it 
would help for me as pastor to take a 
few books to show how important I 
thought this program was. I soon got 
hooked. Most of the books I had never 
read as a pastor for more than 30 years. 
I have enjoyed each book very much. 
I believe I am a better preacher as a 
result.
“ In a little over a year my little church 
has received more than 300 credits, 
won the top district award, have 11 
Registered, 7 Qualified, and 3 Cer­
tified teachers. In two years our SS has 
grown from an 18 average to 55 last 
year, 64 last month, and so far 69 this 
month. In two years we have received 
39 members into the church.
“ God receives all the glory, but much 
of the credit goes to an informed laity, 
as a result of CST.
“Thank you for all your work in pro­
ducing and correcting papers to help us. 
We shall continue to study CST and 
promote it in any way possible.”
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NAZARENE WORLD MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Mission INSPIRATION 
is important. . .  but 
Mission INFORMATIC 
is also necessary!
Plan to use the new 1978-79 missionary 
materials.
Missionary Books
The Rising Caribbean Tide, by John 
Smee, is the new resource book which pro­
vides interesting, up-to-date information on 
the work of the Church of the Nazarene in 
the Caribbean area.
1978 -7 9  Missionary Resource Manual,
by Mary Alice Smee, gives suggestions on 
ways to present interesting, inspirational les­
sons based on this year’s resource book.
Adult Books
Miracles Are Happening in the Dom in­
ican Republic, by Louie and Ellen Bustle 
Stop, Look, and Listen, by Paul Miller 
Puerto Rico Profiles, by Juanita Porter 
You Can’t Tell if It’s Sharp Until You  
Cut, by Thomas Pound, with Jerald Funk 
Ever the Pioneer, by Dowie Swarth, with 
John Oster
A  Balm in Gilead, by Helen Temple
Junior Books
Missionary
To Grandma with Love, by Kendra Sea­
man, with her parents
Children from the Gaps, by Helen 
Temple
Treasures from the Land of El Dorado,
by Alberta Danner
Biography
A  Song Is Bom  — Haldor Lillenas, by
Bill Young
Fiction
The Mystery of the Dunes, by Margaret 
Howard
Christian Living 
Only Dopes Use Drugs, by William 
Goodman
Primary Books
Letters from Kendra, by Kendra Seaman 
(adapted for primary by Elizabeth Jones) 
Stories from El Dorado, from Treasures 
from the Land of El Dorado, by Alberta 
Danner (adapted for primary by Robert 
Troutman)
The Bearded Island, from Children 
from the Gaps, by Helen Temple (adapted 
for primary by Jeanette Wienecke)
See the 1978-79 missionary slide sets!
Adult Slide Sets
Bahamas
Belize
Dominican Republic 
Haiti
Leeward Islands
Children's Slide Si )
Bahamas
Dominican Republic 
Haiti
Children s Missionary Packet 
Caribbean Cruise, compiled by Alberta 
Danner. The packet contains material for 
12 complete missionary lessons, 3 posters. 
1 map, 20 stencils ready for handwork (both 
junior and primary materials). A must for 
every church!
USE INFORMATION TO 
INCREASE INSPIRATION!
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V
C H R I S T  
DID!
Pastors—
The Easter offering is an established oil 
ing in the Church of the Nazarene. But it is 
lore than an annual event. . .  it is more than 
a cherished tradition . . .  it is more than a way 
of caring for the General Budget . . .  it is an 
overflow of our hearts in love for what He has 
done for us through His death and life!
Easter Offering
for WORLD EVANGELISM
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
24K
2,239 Senior Adults 
Had a Wonderful 
NIROGA in 1977
GET EXCITED— 
Tell ALL Your Senior 
Adults About NIROGA
Why not sponsor a retiree or a couple? Perhaps you could develop a 
plan for competition.
For full information, write: Melvin Shrout, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, MO 
64131
•  Glorieta, N.M.
•  Banff, Alberta, Canada
•  Ridgecrest, N.C.
•  Lake Yale, Fla. (1979)
September 18-23 
October 16-20 
October 30—November 3 
February 26—March 2
1976-77
DISTRICT
ffEGORD
for
payment of the 
Pensions and Benevolence 
budget
Annual premiums for Primary Group Term Life 
Insurance for ministers are paid by the Department of 
Pensions and Benevolence. “Double Coverage” is 
automatic to all ministers for the 1977-78 assembly year 
if: (1) they are insured under this plan, and (2) the district 
of which they are a member paid 90 percent of its official 
Pensions and Benevolence budget apportionment 
during the 1976-77 assembly year.
The Pensions and Benevolence budget is equal to 4 
percent of the total spent for local purposes, except 
monies spent for buildings and improvements and 
church indebtedness, in the past assembly year (4 
percent of the sum of Column 9 less Columns 1 and 2, in 
the pastor’s annual church financial report).
A minister, if his church fails to pay its Pensions and 
Benevolence budget in full each year without sufficient 
reason, may face service-year penalties at retirement.
PENSIONS AND BENEVOLENCE
1977 Summary 
of 
90 Percent 
Districts
DISTRICT PERCENTAGE
-¥■ Hawaii 109.62
*  Westej-n Latin
American 101.63
+ Maine 100.63
*  Minnesota 100.06
¥■ Alaska 100.00
Central Latin American 98.92
Oregon Pacific 98.42
Kansas 97.82
Intermountain 97.30
Canada Central 96.88
Northern California 96.65
Illinois 96.56
Northwest 96.23
Canada West 95.95
Southwest Oklahoma 95.89
Northwest Indiana 95.82
North American Indian 95.33
Nebraska 94.84
Rocky Mountain 94.79
Canada Atlantic 94.74
Washington 94.53
Georgia 94.32
Dallas 94.21
Michigan 93.80
Chicago Central 93.68
Kansas City 93.53
San Antonio 93.33
Pittsburgh 93.20
Southeast Oklahoma 93.05
Canada Pacific 93.01
New Mexico 93.01
West Virginia 92.89
North Arkansas 92.84
Southwestern Ohio 92.48
Central California 92.42
Mississippi 92.26
Northwest Oklahoma 92.26
Northeastern Indiana 92.16
Arizona 92.04
Washington Pacific 91.99
West Texas 91.87
Eastern Michigan 91.62
Northwestern Ohio 91.62
Colorado 91.46
Sacramento 91.39
North Florida 91.29
Alabama 91.27
Eastern Latin American 91.10
Iowa 90.97
Indianapolis 90.93
East Tennessee 90.77
24 N DENOMINATIONAL A V E R A G E -92 .38
Upstate New York 90.77
Philadelphia 90.72
Houston 90.71
Kentucky 90.68
South Carolina 90.62
Southwest Indiana 90.54
Southern California 90.53
Louisiana 90.49
Southern Florida 90.27
Akron 90.20
Dakota 90.16
Virginia 90.16
Central Ohio 90.14
Central Florida 90.12
Los Angeles 90.08
Northwestern Illinois 90.08
Joplin 90.03
Eastern Kentucky 90.00
New England 90.00
New York 90.00
North Carolina 90.00
North Central Ohio 90.00
Northeast Oklahoma 90.00
South Arkansas 90.00
Tennessee 90.00
Wisconsin 90.00
Missouri 82.84
DENOMINATIONAL AND DISTRICT 
PENSIONS AND BENEVOLENCE 
BUDGET PAYMENT RECORD
The shaded spaces indicate each year the dis­
trict paid at least 90 percent of its Pensions 
and Benevolence budget.
D I S T R I C T
A k ro n
A la b a m a
A la s k a
A r iz o n a
C a n a d a  A t la n t ic  
C a n a d a  C e n tra l  
C a n a d a  P a c if ic  
C a n a d a  W e s t  
C e n tr a l  C a lifo rn ia  
C e n tr a l  F lo r id a  
C e n tra l  L a t in  A m e r ic a n  
C e n tra l  O h io  
C h ic a g o  C e n t ra l  
C o lo r a d o  
D a k o t a  
D a lla s
E a s t T e n n e s s e e
E a s te rn  K e n tu c k y
E a s te rn  L a t in  A m e r ic a n
E a s te rn  M ic h ig a n
G e o rg ia
H a w a ii
H o u s to n
Illin o is
In d ia n a p o lis
In te rm o u n ta in
Io w a
J o p lin
K a n s a s
K a n s a s  C ity
K e n tu c k y
L o s  A n g e le s
L o u is ia n a
M a in e
M ic h ig a n
M in n e s o ta
M is s is s ip p i
M is s o u r i
N e b r a s k a
N e w  E n g la n d
N e w  M e x ic o
N e w  Y o rk
N o r th  A m e r ic a n  In d ia n  
N o r th  A rk a n s a s  
N o r th  C a ro lin a  
N o rth  C e n t r a l  O h io  
N o rth  F lo r id a  
N o r th e a s t  O k la h o m a  
N o r th e a s te r n  In d ia n a  
N o r th e rn  C a lifo rn ia  
N o r th w e s t  
N o r th w e s t  In d ia n a  
N o r th w e s t  O k la h o m a  
N o r th w e s te rn  Ill in o is  
N o r th w e s te rn  O h io  
O re g o n  P a c if ic  
P h ila d e lp h ia  
P itts b u rg h  
R o c k y  M o u n ta in  
S a c r a m e n to  
S a n  A n to n io  
S o u th  A r k a n s a s  
S o u th  C a ro lin a  
S o u th e a s t  O k la h o m a  
S o u th e rn  C a lifo rn ia  
S o u th e rn  F lo r id a  
S o u th w e s t  In d ia n a  
S o u th w e s t  O k la h o m a  
S o u th w e s te r n  O h io  
T e n n e s s e e  
U p s t a t e  N e w  Y o r k  
V irg in ia  
W a s h in g to n  
W a s h in g to n  P a c if ic  
W e s t  T e x a s  
W e s t  V irg in ia  
W e s te r n  L a t in  A m e r ic a n  
W is c o n s in
D E N O M I N A T I O N A L
A V E R A G E
1 9 7 4  1 9 7 5  1 9 7 6  1977
N .K  U.K.
U.K. N.A-
M.A N.A.
90.20 
91.27
100.00 *
92.04 
94.74
96.88 
93.01 
95.95
92.42 
90.12
98.92 
90.14
93.68 
91.46
90.16
94.21
90.77
90.00 
91.10
91.62
94.32 
1 0 9 .6 2 *
90.71 
96.56
90.93 
97.30 
90.97 
90.03
97.82
93.53
90.68
90.08 
90.49
1 0 0 .6 3 *
93.80
1 0 0 .0 6 *
92.26
82.84
94.84
90.00
93.01
90.00
95.33
92.84
90.00
90.00 
91.29
90.00
92.16 
96.65 
96.23
95.82
92.26
90.08
91.62
98.42
90.72 
93.20 
94.79 
91.39
93.33
90.00
90.62
93.05
90.53
90.27
90.54 
I 95.89
92.48 
| 90.00
90.77
90.16 
94.53 
91.99 
91.87
92.89 
1 0 1 .6 3 *
90.00
THE
itIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR
Edited by Joseph S. Exell
A 57-volume masterwork in 23 large bindings
Its 34,620 pages have more than 150,000 entries, including 
complete sermons, short sermons, sermon outlines, illustrations 
and anecdotes, expository notes, practical lessons, 
geographical and historical information, quotations.
Every book of the Bible is covered chapter by chapter, verse 
by verse, by the world's greatest Christian writers.
Authors represented include Alford, Beecher, Bruce, Barnes, 
Clarke, Spurgeon, Luther, Bonar, Maclaren, Hodge, Meyer, 
Moody, Finney, Seiss, Pierson, Westcott, Talmage, Trench, 
Whitfield, and many, many more.
Nationally advertised at $495
$150 to $195
$345
Terms: $65.00 with order and four $70.00 monthly 
payments
EXTRA SPECIAL CASH PRICE.........  ONLY $300
This Amazing Offer LIMITED— C 
A Thousand Libraries in One!
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527. Kansas City, Missouri 64141
.. all together in one place .. . and they were filled with the Holy 
Spirit"(Acts2:l-4. NIV).
Easter to Pentecost Attendance
ige April 2 -M a y  14
Let these specially created items help your church reach out to 
new people
Jo in  the 
Celebration!
All P ieces Theme-Design Coordinated in Multi-Coloi 
Plan — Order N O W  — It’s Important 
A Great Opportunity for YOUR CHURCH to Grow Spiritually and Numerically
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527 , Kansas City, Missouri 64141
N O TE: M ate ria l shou ld  be on  hand ready to  use by W eek o f M arch 19.
POSTER
T he pacesetter . . . proclaim ing the them e . . . announcing the goals . . . recording 
weekly attendance. 17 x 2 2 ” . P laced in every classroom , this beautiful poster will create an 
atm osphere o f  interest and excitement throughout these seven weeks.
U-7801 75c; 3  for $1.50
COMM ITM ENT/REMINDER CARD
Involvement—an important key to achieving weekly goals. Members individually pledge 
their faithfulness in attendance, outreach, and prayer. D etached portion is a personal 
rem inder o f  com m itm ent. 3 l/z x 8 lA” . Be sure to have an ample supply so everyone may
sign up.
U-7803 Package o f  50 for $ 1.50
THEME CH O RU S SHEET
Music to make the heart sing and motivate a spirit o f oneness. T he w hole church 
will en joy  these tw o them e choruses “ B ond o f Love”  and “W here the Spirit o f the 
L ord Is.”  An appropriate “ keepsake” o f the occasion. 5xk x 8 W\
U-7802 Package o f  25 for $ 1.00
BUSIN ESS (in v ita tio n ) CARD
This unique invitation includes seven cards (a different design for each week) with 
Church o f the Nazarene em blem , scripture, and Sunday’s date. Reverse sides 
imprinted “ I must be about m y Father's business,”  and space for local church stamp 
or personal m essage. 2  x 3W\
U-7804 Package o f 50 each o f 7 designs (total o f350) for $3.00
LETTERHEAD
An effective way o f informing your m em bers and maintaining enthusiasm during 
this campaign. Suitable for personal correspondence, general mailing, and hand­
bills. 8Vfe x 11” . You'll want enough for one or two church-wide distributions. 
U-7805 Package o f  50 for $ 1.75
FOLLOW-UP LETTER
Just add the signature o f the pastor a n d /o r  director o f Christian Life and you have 
a friendly m essage to send all w ho signed a com m itm ent card, encouraging them 
to be faithful each  o f these seven Sundays.
U-7806 Package o f  50 for $ 1.75
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YOUTH
RESOURCING NYI LEADERS
^  features weekly Bible studies and pro­
grams for your local NYI group
includes new film brochures and book 
reviews, social and recreation ideas, out­
reach projects, and the latest concepts/ 
methods every quarter
costs less than $5.00 per quarter
Order NOW
and EVERY QUARTER on the 
Church Literature-Supplies Order 
Blank or direct from your
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
P o s t  O f f i c e  B o x  5 2 7  
K a n s a s  C i t y ,  M is s o u r i  6 4 1 4 1
______________ J
24R
LIFE INCOME
Pastor: A message to encourage you and 
your people to invest in World Missions
Send your 
assets on a 
missionary journey
Our world is a mission field of vast proportions with unlimited 
opportunities for ministry. The Church of the Nazarene now supports 
530 missionaries and 3,205 national ministers, teachers, and medical 
personnel in 63 countries.
Have you been looking for ways to participate meaningfully in 
World Missions?
Through a gift or bequest you can join hands with these 
missionaries and national preachers, doctors, nurses, teachers, 
translators, engineers, and many others who are proclaiming 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to our needy world. Planned giving 
transforms your assets into caring words and actions which 
reach into other lands... other languages... other people’s 
lives and hearts.
Invest in World Missions through Horizons. Put your assets to 
work for God around the world —while receiving generous returns, 
tax benefits, and the deep joy of being a laborer together 
with God.
For more information, request the free booklet below
Division of Life Incom e Gifts & Bequests 
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City. Mo. 64131
Attn: Robert W. Crew
Without obligation, 
please send copies of
“A New Way to Invest in Your Church.
Pastor’s
Name
Church
Address
City State Zip
24S
STEWARDSHIP
Order Now for Your 
September Stewardship 
Month Emphasis.
And God Gave 
Dominion
A new 16-mm. filmed Steward­
ship Bible study taught by Reu­
ben Welch.
The laymen’s retreat setting at a seaside 
resort sets the mood for the recounting of the creation story 
from Genesis. Reuben Welch, well-known professor, 
writer, and popular speaker, leads a group of adults in a 
study of Genesis 1 and 2. A total stewardship con­
cept arises naturally from the Word.
And
rGod
(FR-129), Color, 25 
minutes. Service and 
mailing fee, $5.00. 
Write: Film Desk 
Nazarene Publishing 
House 
B ox527
Kansas City, MO 64141
Indicate first, 
second, and third 
choice of 
showing 
date.
Gave 
Dominion 
has been an unusual 
success.
Of the 24 prints, it has 
been shown 168 times 
(June through Decem­
ber), and it is now sched­
uled into 1978 for 90 
more showings (as of 
12-22-77).
Other materials you may need for Stewardship Month: 
L o v e ’s  R e s p o n s e , the three teaching filmstrips supplementing 
And God Gave Dominion. Complete with cassettes and user's guides 
with discussion helps. See the back of your Stewardship Kit cover 
for more details. VA-506 $28.50
Stewardship Bible Studies By Dr. Rich 
ard S. Taylor, a series of six based on the Great 
Commandment. Great for group or individual 
study. U-500
Set o f one each of six designs. 75c 
10 or more sets. each. 50c
’L Z M
Order both from: Nazarene Publishing House
Box 527
Kansas City, MO 64141
24T
1U R C H
S
A Self-contained Record Book for Maintaining the Unified Treasury System
1. Offers sim plified accounting, understandable even to those with no fo r­
mal bookkeeping training
2. Gives a detailed financial picture of each department and auxiliary of 
your church
3. Provides the pastor with all needed data for preparing his annual report
4. Flexible in its use for any church— large or small 
ETE (with B inder a n d  Fillers Listed B e lo w ) ......................$7.95
A rem in d er  to P A S T O R S  OF THE M O R E  THAN  
2 ,000  C H U R C H E S  currently  using this outstand­
ing record  system . . .
ANNUAL REPLACEMENT FORMS
N O W  available  •  O rd e r  by  n u m b ers  listed below.
R-165 OFFERING REPORT BLANKS (55 triplicate fo rm s ) ....................$2.00
R-163 CASH DISBURSEMENTS and RECEIPTS JOURNAL,
package of 2 5 ........................................................................................$1.25
R-164 LEDGER SHEETS (For Local, District, General, Etc., Budgets)
package of 2 5 ........................................................................................$1.00
R-151 MONTHLY REPORT FORMS (13  Each of Sum m ary ,
Expenditures, B u dget  Progress Form), package of 39 .................. 75c
R-168 INDIVIDUAL GIVING RECORD SHEETS, package of 25 ............ 75c
R-169 DIVIDERS, set of 8 .............................................................................. $1.00
R-149 THREE-RING B IN D E R ........................................................................  $4.50
R-150 COMPLI
ADULT MINISTRIES
S E N I O R
A D U L T  
S U N D A Y
M a y  » 1 , 1 9 7 8
r  * i r  1
f. Non» visualize
Visualize your , your audience
re0uT  i I without the/ *  S  /  L '
audience. senior adul t s .
T^e\; a future—  
tf?e$ baue resources.
A  S p e c i a l  D a y
f o r
S p e c ia l P e o p le
HOME
Specialized diagnostic clinic material for 
churches has now been completed by the 
Department of Home Missions in cooperation 
with the Fuller Evangelistic Association. The 
Nazarene Publishing House has produced this 
material for district superintendents who have 
been trained in its use and are now able to 
instruct pastors in the use of this 
church-growth diagnostic tool in the local 
church. This is not only the best material of its 
kind, it is the on/y material of its kind on the 
market today. Ask your district superintendent 
for details.
PASTOR’S 
PRAYER MEETING 
PUBLICATION 
PRESENTATION
A PLAN TO ENCOURAGE YOUR LAYMEN TO READ THE BEST IN  CURRENT iliKllkn-7B B H i.
Current Selections
EVER UPW ARD 
By Kathryn B. Peck 
$1.50
5 or more copies, 
Each 90c*
COME SOON, 
LO R I) JESUS 
By Ivan Beals 
$2.95
5 or more copies, 
Each $1.77*
Plus 5c per book fo r postage
For additional information consult special flyer in the MARCH Minister’s 
Book Club Mailing.
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE •  Post O ffice Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
*40% discount applies to personal purchases only.
READING LAYM EN BUILD AN AL
M arve lo u s  tim e  an d  w o rk  savers th a t h ave proven  th e ir w orth  over th e  
past 30  ye ars . C o m p ile d  by G R A C E  R A M Q U IS T  w h o  g a th ers  m ateria l 
fro m  m any so u rces  an d  w rite rs  to  p ro v id e  an ou ts tan d in g  se lection  of 
rec ita tion s, exerc ises , read ing s , p lays, an d  son gs fo r ev ery  a g e -g ro u p . 
A nd  with no dup lication !
COME
SOON,
LORD
JESUS
MP-2 B a b y  D a y s  in th e  C h u r c h  N o .  2  95c MP-108 C h i ld r e n ’s  D a y  a n d  R a l ly  D a y  N o .  8  95c
MP-304 M o t h e r 's  D a y  a n d  F a t h e r 's  D a y  N o .  4  95c MP-501 P r o m o t io n  D a y  P r o g r a m  B u i ld e r  95c
MP-305 M o t h e r 's  D a y  a n d  F a t h e r  s D a y  N o .  5 95c MP-601 S p e c ia l  E v e n t s  in  t h e  C h u r c h  95c
MP-107 C h i ld r e n 's  D a y  a n d  R a l ly  D a y  N o .  7 95c MP-701 Y o u n g  P e o p le 's  P r o g r a m  B u i ld e r  95c 
MP-202 M is s io n a r y  P r o g r a m  B u i ld e r  N o .  2  95c
N O T E : F o r  a c o m p le te  l is t in g ,  c o n s u lt  th e  la te s t  c o p y  
o f  o u r  “ M a s te r  B u y in g  G u id e . "
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
K ansas C ity, M issouri 64141
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CHEZEM, DALE E. (R ) Rte. 1, Box 153A, Lookout M oun ta in , TN 
3 7350 ( fu ll- t im e )
CLARK, GENE. (C ) 104 W addell S t., F indlay, OH 45840
CLIFT, NORVIE 0 . (C ) 4929 Gardena Ave., San Diego, CA 92110
♦ C LIN E , IERRV & MADY. (C ) 1229 W. Mead Ave., Bow ling Green,
ALLEN, ARTHUR L. (C ) Rte. 1, T a ft St., Danie lson, CT 06239 
AMOS, CARL A. (C ) c /o N P H *
•  ANDERSON, LAWRENCE & KAREN-LOUISE. (C ) 585 Lowell St..
M ethuen, MA 01844 
♦ANDREWS, GEORGE. (C ) Box 821, Conway, AR 72032 
ARMSTRONG, C. R. (C ) 2614 E. Yukon St., Tampa, FL 33604 
•A R N I FAMILY SINGERS. (R ) 430 N. Chestnut St., Eldon, MO 
65026 ( fu ll- t im e )
ATTIG, WALTER W, (C ) 21 Larkspur Dr., B e llev ille , IL 62221 
♦BABCOCK, KENNETH E. & MILDRED. (C ) P.O. Box 32, Orange 
C ity, FL 32763
•  BAILEY, CLARENCE & THELMA. (C ) 1197 W. Arch S t .  Portland.
IN 47371
BAILEY, CLAYTON D. (C ) 440 Bentley, Lapeer, M l 48446 
♦BAKER, RICHARD C. (C ) 3590 Coal Fork Dr., Charleston, WV 
25306
•  BANEY, TOM, (C ) M obile  M anor Lot 117, L inton, IN 47441 
BARTON, GRANT M. (R et.) 1551 D arling ton  Ave., C raw fo rdsv ille ,
IN 47933
BECKETT, C. FRANK. (C ) P.O. Box 254, Roland, OK 74954 
♦ B E L L , JAMES & JEAN. (C ) c /o N P H *
•  BENDER EVANGELISTIC PARTY, JAMES U. (C ) Box 1326, River-
view, FL 33569
•  BERTOLETS, THE MUSICAL (FRED & GRACE). (C ) c /o  N PH* 
BETTCHER, ROY A. (R et.) 3212 4 th  Ave., Chattanooga, TN 37407 
BEYER, HENRY T. (R e t.) 103 Johnstons R d„ Pearl River, LA 70452 
♦B IS SELL, DALE & BEVERLY. (C ) 3601 S.R. 703 E „ No. 65,
Celina, OH 45822 
♦B LU E , DAVID I  DANA. (C ) Box 60567, N ashville , TN 37206 
BOGGS, W. E. (R e t.) 11323 Cactus L n „ Dallas, TX 75238 
BOHANNAN, GRADY B. (C ) 2206 Lam pton, Muskogee, OK 74401 
•B O H I,  JAMES T. (C ) 409 L indenwood, Olathe, KS 66061
•  BOHI, R. W. (C ) 403 Annawood Dr., Yukon, OK 73099 
♦ B O N D , GARY C. (C ) 410 S. Clay St., S turg is. M l 49091
BONE, LAWRENCE H. (C ) 2652 Greenleaf Dr., West Covina, CA 
91792
BOWMAN, RUSSELL. (R e t.) 1695 Audrey Rd., Colum bus, OH 43224 
•B R A U N , GENE. (C ) 4326 N. Rte. 560, Urbana. OH 43078 
BRISCOE, JOHN. (R ) 5925 N.W. 60 th , Oklahom a C ity. OK 73122 
( fu ll- t im e )
•  BROOKS, RICHARD. (C ) 780 A rm our Rd., Bourbonna is, IL 60914 
BROOKS, STANLEY E., JR. (C ) Rte. 1, Box 245, W estm oreland,
NH 03467
•  BROWN, CURTIS R. 144 N orth  F ifth  St., Reading, PA 19603 
BROWN, ELBERT. (C ) Rte. 2, H illsbo ro . TN 37342
•  BROWN, ROGER N. (C ) Box 724, Kankakee, IL 60901 
♦BUCKLES-BURKE EVANGELISTIC TEAM. (C ) 6028 M iam i Rd.,
South Bend. IN 46614 
BUDD, JAY B. (R ) 1385 Hentz Dr., Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
•  BURKHAMMER, SINGING FAMILY. (R ) P.O. Box 165, Monaca, PA
15061 ( fu ll- t im e )
CAMPBELL, BILL. (R ) 1912 Osage C ir., O lathe, KS 66061 ( fu l l ­
t im e )
CANEN, DAVID. (C ) c /o  N P H *
CARLETON, I. D. (C ) 3530 1 1th S t., P ort A rthu r, TX 77640 
CARLTON, C. B. (R e t.) I l l  S. Locust S t., McComb, MS 39648 
•C A U D ILL , STEVE I  SUE. (C ) 2339 Peale Dr., Saginaw, M l 48602 
CAYTON, JOHN. (C ) Box 675, M idd leboro , MA 02346 
•CELEBRATION TRIO. (C ) 1202 Kanawha Ave., Dunbar. WV 25064 
♦CHAPM AN, W. EMERSON & LOIS. (C ) Rte. 1, Box 115a, M ilton - 
vale, KS 67466
KY 42101
•C O B B , B ILL & TERRI. (C ) P.O. Box 75512, Oklahoma City, OK 
73107
♦CONE, ANDREW F. (C ) 1032 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 
COOK, RALPH. (R et.) 6355 N. Oak, Temple City, CA 91780 
CORBETT, C. T. (R et.) 459 N. Forest, Bradley, IL 60915 
COX, CURTIS B. (C ) 2123 M em oria l Dr., Alexandria, LA 71301 
•C O Y , JIM . (C ) 3205 ChUrchview Dr., Valparaiso, IN 46383 
CRABTREE, J. C. (C ) 3436 Cambridge, S p ring fie ld , OH 45503 
CRANDALL, V. E. & MRS. (C ) Ind ian Lake Nazarene Camp, Rte. 2, 
Box 7, V icksburg, M l 49097 
♦CRANE, BILLY D. (C ) Rte. 2, Box 186, W alker, WV 26180 
CREWS, H. F. t  MRS. (R e t.) Box 18302, Dallas, TX 75218 
•CROFFORD, DON. (R ) 254 Southridge Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14626 
CULBERTSON, BERNIE. (C ) 100 N.E. 8 th  PL, H erm is ton , OR 97838 
DARNELL, H. E. (C ) P.O. Box 929, V ivian, LA 71082 
♦DAVIDSON, CHARLES. (C ) 541 Gibson, Frem ont, OH 43420 
DAVIS, LEO. (R et.) 403 “ N "  St., Bedford, IN 47421 
♦ D E LL, JIMMY. (C ) 4026 E. F lower St., Phoenix, AZ 85018 
DELONG, RUSSELL V. (R et.) 5932 48 th  Ave., N., St. Petersburg. 
FL 33709
♦D EN N IS , DARRELL 8. BETTY. (R ) c /o  N P H * ( fu ll- t im e )
•  DENNISON, MARVIN E. (R ) 1208 S.E. Green Rd., Tecumseh, 
KS 66542
DISHON, CLARENCE. (C ) Rte. 8, Box 251J, Ind ianapo lis , IN 46234 
DISHON, MELVIN. (C ) Rte. 15, B ow ling Green, KY 42101 
♦ D IX O N , GEORGE t  CHARLOTTE. (C ) Evangelists and Singers, 
c /o  NPH *
DODGE, KENNETH L. (C ) 319 W ilson Ave., R ichm ond, CA 94805 
DOSS, J. W. (C ) Rte. 7, Box 370, Crossville, TN 38555 
•D U N M IR E , RALPH & JOANN. (C ) 202 Garwood Dr., Nashville, 
TN 37211
DUNN, DON. (C ) P.O. Box 132, B a rtle tt, OH 45713 
♦DURH AM , GARY & CLARION TRIO. (C ) P.O. Box 1536, Spring­
fie ld , MO 65805 
ECKLEY, LYLE E. (R e t.) P.O. Box 153, Laguna Park, TX 76634 
•EDW ARDS, LOU. (C ) 7042 Forest View Dr., West Chester, OH 
45069
EDWARDS, TERRY W. (R ) Box 674, Frederick, OK 73542 ( fu l l­
t im e )
ELLINGSON, R. LEE. (C ) c /o N P H *
•ELR O D , RON. (R ) Box 7150, F lin t, M l 48507 ( fu ll- t im e )
EMSLEY, ROBERT. (C ) B ib le Expositor, c /o  NPH *
ERICKSON, A. W ILLIAM. (C ) 110 K itty  Hawk Dr., Danville, VA 
24541
ESTEP, OPAL CRUM. (R ) 2811 Grosse Point, Colum bus, OH 34227 
( fu ll- t im e )
•EVERLETH, LEE. (C ) 300 Aurora S t., M arie tta , OH 45750 
EVERMAN, WAYNE. (R ) Box 66-C, S tanton, KY 40380 ( fu ll- t im e )  
•FELKN ER , HENRY. (R ) 4801 Sanger No. 7, Waco, TX 76710 
FELTER, JASON H. (C ) c /o  NPH *
♦ F ILE S , GLORIA; & ADAMS, DOROTHY. (C ) 2031 Freeman Ave., 
Bellm ore, NY 11710 
FINE, LARRY. (R ) 1428 Sheridan, Olathe, KS 66061 ( fu ll- t im e )  
FINKBEINER, A. J. (R e t.) 84 B. S treet, Cam pbell, CA 95008 
FINNEY, CHARLES & ISOBEL. (C ) 269 N.W. L inco ln Cir. N „ St.
Petersburg, FL 33702 
♦FISH ER, W ILLIAM . (C ) C /o N P H *
(C) Commissioned; (R) Registered; ♦  Preacher & Song Evangelist; •  Song Evangelist. 
' Nazarene Publishing House. Box 527, Kansas City, MO 64141
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FLORENCE, ERNEST E. (C ) 1021 Elm St., R ipley. OH 45167
FORD, NORMAN K. (C ) Rte. 2, C lym er. PA 15728
♦FORD, JAMES & RUTH. (C ) C h ild ren 's  W orkers, 1605 Laura St.,fIparwatpr FI
FORTNER, ROBERT E. (C ) Box 322, Carmi, IL 62821 
♦FRASER, DAVID. (C ) 543 S. D etro it, Xenia, OH 45385 
FREEMAN, MARY ANN. (C ) Box 44, E llisv ille , IL 61431 
FRODGE, HAROLD C. (C ) Rte. 1, Geff. IL 62842 
•FULW O O D , JOANNE; I  BOOTH, DIAN. (R ) 625 N.E. 6 th  St., 
G ainesville, FL 32601 ( fu ll- t im e )
GADBOW, C. D. (C ) 1207 S. Second St., M arsha lltow n, IA 50158 
•GAGNON , DAVE & KAREN. (C ) 130 M ilfo rd  St., Rochester. NY 
14615
GARDNER, GEORGE. (C ) Box 9. Olathe, KS 66061 
•GATES, KENNETH. (C ) 219 W. H endricks, No. 7, S helbyville , 
IN 46176
GAWTHORP, WAYLAND. (C ) Box 115, M oun t Erie, IL 62446 
•G ILLES PIE , SHERMAN & ELSIE. (R ) 203 E. H ighland, M uncie, 
IN 47303 ( fu ll- t im e )
GILMORE, PAUL S. (R et.) 738  B uffa lo  S t., Jam estown, NY 14701 
♦GLAZE, HAROLD & MARILYN. (R ) P.O. Box A, Calam ine. AR 
72418
•G LENDEN NING , PAUL & BOBBIE. (C ) 700 E. Broadway. F a ir­
f ie ld , IA 52556
•GORMANS, THE SINGING (CHARLES I  ANN). (C ) 11505 Preston 
Hwy. Lot 67, Lou isv ille , KY 40229 
GRAVVAT, HAROLD F. (C ) 812 N. 9th , Lot 26, M attoon, IL 61938 
GRAY, JOSEPH & RUTH. (R et.) 2015 62nd S t., Lubbock, TX 79412 
•GREEN, JAMES & ROSEMARY. (C ) Box 385, Canton, IL 61520 
GRIMES, BILLY. (C ) Rte. 2, Jacksonville , TX 75766 ( fu ll- t im e )  
GRIMM, GEORGE J. (C ) 820 W ells St., S is te rsv ille , WV 26175 
•G R IN D LEY , GERALD & JANICE. (C ) 539 E. Mason St., Owosso, M l 
48867
GRINDLEY, R. E. (C ) 4754 McFadden R d„ Colum bus, OH 43229 
GUY, MARION 0 . (C ) 444 Fairfax, Muskogee, OK 74401 
♦H AIN ES, GARY. (C ) c /o  NPH *
•  HALL, B ILL 8, SHARON. (R ) 1971 Bardstown Rd„ Apt. 5,
Lou isv ille , KY 40205 ( fu ll- t im e )
HALL, CARL N. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦ H A LL, DAVID t  BETTY. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HAMILTON, JAMES A. (R et.) 907 Cowan Ave., Conroe, TX 77301 
HAMILTON, MARK. (C ) 1305 St. C lair, V incennes, IN 47591 
HANCE, RAY. (R e t.) 7705 N.W. 2 0 th  St., Bethany, OK 73008 
HANCOCK, BOYD. (C ) c /o  N P H *
•  HAPPINESS SINGERS. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HARLEY, C. H. (R et.) Burbank, OH 44214
HARROLD, JOHN W. (R et.) 409 14th St., Rochelle, IL 61068 
HATHAWAY, KENNETH. (C ) c /o  NPH *
HAYES, CECIL G. (R et.) Rte. 2. Howard. OH 43028 
HAYNES, 0 . F. (C ) 2044 11th Ave., H unting ton , WV 25703 
♦HEASLEY, J. E. & FERN. (C ) 6611 N.W. 29 th  St., Bethany, OK 
73008
HENDERSON, DEE. (R et.) Rte. 1, Box 439A, Donaldson, AR 71941 
HENDERSON, LATTIE V. (R ) 3006 L ibe rty  R d„ Greensboro, NC 
27406
HESS, BILL. (R ) P.O. Box 382, Owasso, OK 74055 ( fu ll- t im e )
HICKS, JOHN D. (C ) Canadian Nazarene College, 1301 Lee B lvd..
W innipeg, M anitoba R3T 2P7 
HILDIE, D. W. (R ) 3323 Bela ire Ave., Cheyenne, WY 82001 
( fu ll- t im e )
HOECKLE, WESLEY W. (C ) 642 Vakey S t., Corpus C hris ti, TX 
78404
HOLCOMB, T. E. (R e t.) 9226 M onterrey, Houston, TX 77078 
HOLLEY, C. D. (C ) Rte. 2, Ind ian Lake Rd., V icksburg, M l 49097 
HOLLOWAY, WARREN 0 . (C ) H o liday M obile  Estates, 0 -1 4 . Jessup, 
MD 20794
HOOTS, BOB. (C ) 309 Adair St., Colum bia, KY 42728 
HOWARD, MICHAEL ANTHONY. (C ) P.O. Box 816, Durant, OK 
74701
HUBARTT, LEONARD. (C ) 1155 Henry St., H unting ton , IN 46750 
HUNDLEY, EDWARD J. (R ) 732 D rum m ond C t„  Colum bus, OH 
43214 ( fu ll- t im e )
IDE, CHARLES D. (R e t.) 609 N. Lansing, St. Johns, M l 48879 
♦ ID E , GEORGE FAMILY. (R ) 1405 E. Hatch, S turg is, M l 49091 
( fu ll- t im e )
INGLAND, WILM A JEAN. (C ) 322 Meadow Ave., Charle ro i, PA 15022 
♦ IR W IN , ED. (C ) 7459 Davis M ill C r„ Harrison. TN 37341 
ISENBERG, DON. (C ) Chalk A rtis t & Evangelist. 610 Deseret, 
Friendswood, TX 77546 
•JACKSON, CHUCK & MARY. (C ) Box 17226, N ashville , TN 
37217
♦JACKSON, HERB. (R ) P.O. Box 640. Bethany, OK 73008 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
♦JACKSON, PAUL ! .  TRISH. (C ) Box 739, Meade, KS 67864 
JAGGER, KENNETH. (C ) 4 270  Loom is No. A. Colorado Springs. 
CO 80906
JAGGER, MARVIN W. (C ) Box 167, D ivide, CO 8081 4 
JAMES, R. ODIS. (R e t.) 353 W in te r Dr.. St. James. MO 65559 
♦JANTZ, CALVIN I  MARJORIE. (C ) c /o  NPH *
JAYMES, RICHARD W. (C ) 321 E. High Ave.. Belle fon ta ine , OH 
43311
JOHNSON, BOB. (R ) Box 183. Bradley. I I  60915 
JOHNSON, EDWARD J. (R ) Rte. 1, C learwater, MN 55320 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
•JO H N SO N , RON. (C ) 3208 E ighth St. E „ Lew iston, ID 83501 
JONES, CLAUDE W. (C ) Rte. 4, Box 42, Bel A ir, MD 21014 
JONES, FRED D. (R ) 804 Elissa Dr., N ashville , TN 3721 7 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
KEALIHER, DAVID J. (C ) 6927 Parkw ay L n „ Nampa, ID 83651 
KELLY, R. B. (R et.) 4706 N. Donald. Bethany, OK 73008 
KEMPER, MARION W. & MRS. (R e t.) 2910 H arris  St., Eugene, OR 
97405
KESLER, JAMES & MARILYN. (R ) Box 191, West Lebanon. IN 
47991 ( fu ll- t im e )
KLEVEN, ORVILLE H. (R e t.) 1241 Knollw ood Rd., 46K, Seal Beach, 
CA 90740
KOHR, CHARLES A. (C ) R.D. 2, Box 298, B rookv ille . PA 15825 
♦KRATZ, ELDON & KAY. (R ) 8 14  Grant Terr., Olathe, KS 66061 
( fu ll- t im e )
LAING, GERALD D. (C ) 2417 -2  E. Jo lly  Rd., Lansing, M l 48910 
♦LAM BERT, MARSHALL & MILDRED. (C ) 264 E. Caven St., 
Ind ianapo lis , IN 46225 
LANIER, IOHN H. (C ) West Poplar St., Junc tion  C ity, OH 43748 
♦LASSELL, RAY & JAN. (C ) Rte. 2. Box 55, Brow nsburg, IN 
46112
♦LAW , DICK & LUCILLE. (C ) Box 481, Bethany, OK 73008 
•LAW HORN FAMILY, MILES. (R ) P.O. Box 17008, N ashville , TN 
37217 ( fu ll- t im e )
•LAXSO N , WALLY t  GINGER. (C ) Rte. 3, Box 118, A thens, AL 
35611
•LECKRONE, LARRY D. (C ) 1308 H ighgrove, G randview, MO 64030 
LEE, C. ROSS. (R et.) 1945 E. Broad St., New Castle, IN 47362 
♦LEICHTY SINGERS. (C ) Rte. 1. H icksv ille , OH 43526 
LEMASTER, BENJAMIN D. (C ) 1324 W. Eymann, Reedley, CA 
93654
LESTER, FRED R. (C ) 328 M eadow brook Lane, O lathe, KS 66061 
LEWIS, ALBERTA. (R ) P.O. Box 278, Benton, IL 62812 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
LIDDELL, P. L. (C ) 353 0  W. Allen Rd., Howell, M l 48843 
LIGHTNER, JOE. (C ) 4335 Raven PI., S p rin g fie ld , MO 65804 
♦LIN D E R , LLOYD P. (C ) 1018 Cedar S t., E lkha rt, IN 46514 
LINEMAN, HAZEL FRALEY. (C ) 10 S. Th ird  St., B rad ford , PA 
16701
♦LO M AN , LANE & JANET. (C ) c /o  N P H *
LONG, WILMER A. (R ) R.D. No. 2. New Florence, PA 15944 
(fu ll- t im e )
LOWN, A. J. (C ) c /o  N P H *
♦LU S H . RON t  MYRTLEBEL. (C ) c /o  NPH *
LYKINS, C, EARL. (R ) 59059 Lower Dr., Goshen, IN 46526 
(fu ll- t im e )
LYONS, JAMES H. (C ) 1011 W. Shaw C t„  No. 1. W hitew ater, Wl 
53190
MADISON, G. H. (R e t.) 508  Shelby Ave., N ashville , TN 37206 
MANLEY, STEPHEN. (C ) c /o  N P H *
MANN, L. THURL. (R ) c /o  N P H * ( fu ll- t im e )
MANNING, C. M. (C ) Box N, M aysv ille , KY 41056 
MARLIN, BEN F. (C ) P.O. Box 6310 , Hollyw ood. FL 33021 
MAYO, CLIFFORD. (C ) Box 103, A lton , TX 79220 
•M cA B E E , JAMES. (R ) 410 Freeman Ave., Seym our, IN 47274 
McCLURE, DARL. (C ) Rte. 3, Box 500, Kenwood Plaza, Byron , OH 
43506
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MCDONALD, CHARLIE. (C ) 403 N. Jackson, Savannah, TN 38372 
McKINNEY, ROY T. (C ) 2319 W akulla Way, O rlando, FL 32809 
•M cK IN N O N , JUANITA. (C ) Box 126, In s titu te , WV 25112 
McWHIRTER, G. STUART. (C ) c /o  NPH *
MEEK, WESLEY, SR. (C ) 5713 S. Shartel, Oklahom a City, OK 
73109
MELVIN, DOLORES. (C ) Rte. 1, Greenup, KY 41144
•  MEREDITH, DWIGHT & NORMA JEAN. (C ) c /o  NPH *
♦MERRITT, HERBERT & MRS. (C ) 7401 B e linder, P ra irie  Village,
KS 66208
MEYER, BOB. (R ) (D ynam ics of S p ir itu a l G row th), 155 Longview 
C t„ St. Marys, OH 45885 
MEYER, VIRGIL G. (R e t.) 3112 W illow  Oaks Dr., Fo rt Wayne, IN 
46807
♦M ICK EY, BOB, IDA MAE, & MARCELLA. (C ) Box 1435, Lamar 
CO 81052
MILLER. RUTH E. (C ) 111 W. 46 th  St., Reading, PA 19606 
M ILLHUFF, CHUCK. (C ) c /o  N PH*
M IN K , NELSON G. (R et.) 1017 G a lla tly  St., W enatchee, WA 98801 
MONTGOMERY, CLYDE. (C ) 2517 N. 12th St., Terre Haute, IN 
47804
MORRIS, CLYDE H. (C ) 101 B ryan t Lake Rd„ N itro , WV 25143 
MOULTON, M. KIMBER. (R et.) 19562 W inward L n „ H unting ton  
Beach, CA 92646
♦MOYER, BRANCE E. (R ) Cam elot Apts., 8000 M idcrow n, Apt.
2004. San Antonio, TX 78218 ( fu ll- t im e )
•M U L L E N , DeVERNE. (C ) 67 W ilstead, N ewm arket, Ont.. Canada 
♦MYERS, HAROLD & MRS. (C ) 575 Ferris, N.W., Grand Rapids, 
M l 49504
•  NEFF, LARRY & PATRICIA. (C ) 625 N. Water St., Owosso, M l
48867
NEUSCHWANGER, ALBERT. (C ) c /o  NPH *
NEWTON, DAN. (C ) 215 Beecher St., Somerset, KY 42501 
NORTON, JOE. (R e t.) Box 143, Ham lin , TX 79520 
ORIHOOD, DALE M. (C ) 2936 Leesburg R d„ S.W., W ashington 
Court House, OH 43160 
OVERTON, WM. D. (C ) Fam ily Evangelist & Chalk A rtis t, 798 Lake 
Ave , W oodbury Heights, NJ 08097 
•O YLER , CALVIN. (R ) Rte. 3. Box 100, Newton, KS 67114 
•PAR R , PAUL G. & DOROTHY. (C ) Rte. 1. Box 167A, W hite tow n, 
IN 46075
♦PASSMORE EVANGELISTIC PARTY, THE A. A. (C ) c /o  NPH *
PECK, JOHN. (R ) Box 695, Colorado Springs. CO 80901 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
PECK, W. A. (C ) Rte. 2, Box 65A, M alden, MO 63863 
♦P EM BLE, AL, FAMILY TEAM. (C ) Box 605, S idney, MT 59270 
PERDUE, NELSON. (C ) 3732 E. Rte. 245, Cable, OH 43009 
♦PIERCE, BOYCE & CATHERINE. (C ) Rte. 4, Danville , IL 61832 
PITTENGER, TWYLA, (C ) 413 N. Bowm an St.. M ansfie ld , OH 44903 
•P IT T S , P AU L (C ) 2213 Knoll Dr., Dayton, OH 45431 
♦PORTER, JOHN & PATSY. (C ) c /o  NPH *
POTTER, LYLE & LOIS. (R et.) 14362 Bushard St.. Sp. No. 133, 
W estm inste r, CA 92683 
POTTS, TROY C. (R et.) 2952 Cameo, Dallas, TX 75234 
♦POW ELL, FRANK. (C ) Rte. 4, Oskaloosa, IA 52577 
PRESSON, DWIGHT. (C ) 3632 Barbagallo Dr.. St. Louis, MO 63129 
PRICE, JACK. (R ) c /o  N P H * ( fu ll- t im e )
PRIVETT, CALVIN C. (C ) 234 Echo H ill Dr., Rossville, GA 30741 
•Q U ALLS , PAUL M. (C ) 5441 Lake Jessamine Dr., O rlando, FL 
32809
♦RAKER, W. C. & MARY. (C ) Box 106. Lew istown, IL 61542 
RAYCROFT, R. N. (R e t.) c /o  NPH *
READER, GEORGE H. D. (R et.) Box 396. Chrism an, IL 61924 
REDD, GARY. (R ) Rte. 2, Box 247, Newton, TX 75966 ( fu ll- t im e )  
REEDY, J. C. (C ) 449 Bresee Ave., Bourbonnais, IL 60914 
REYNOLDS, PHIL. (C ) 1779 G eorgesviile R d„ Colum bus, OH 43228 
RHAME, JOHN D. (R et.) 1712 Good Hope, Cape G irardeau, MO 
63701
•  RICHARDS, LARRY & PHYLLIS (COULTER). (R ) 2479 M adison
Ave., Ind ianapo lis , IN 46203 
RIDEN, K. R. (C ) c /o  N P H *
RIST, LEONARD. (C ) 3544 B rookgrove Dr., Grove C ity, OH 43123 
ROACH, DOUGLAS F. (C ) 304 Tanglewood Dr., Yukon, OK 73099 
ROBERTS, WADE W. (C ) 1520 W alton B lvd., Rochester, M l 48063 
ROBERTSON, JAMES H. (C ) 2014 Green Apple L n „ A rling ton , TX 
76014
ROBINSON, TED L. (C ) c /o  NPH *
RODGERS, CLYDE B. (R ) 505 Lester Ave., Nashville , TN 37210 
( fu ll- t im e )
ROTHWELL, MEL-THOMAS. (C ) 2108 Alexander L n „ Bethany, OK 
73008
RUSHING, KEN & EDNA. (R ) 3621 N.W. 9 7 th  St., M iam i, FL 
33147 ( fu ll- t im e )
RUTHERFORD, BOB. (C ) Rte. 1, Lynchburg, TN 37352 
RUTHERFORD, STEPHEN. (R ) Box 204, La Vergne, TN 37086 ( fu l l ­
tim e )
SANDERS, E. H. (C ) 401 S. Oak St., Sapulpa, OK 74066 
SANDERS, RUFUS. (C ) 3616 Oak Hollow  C ir „  Apt. 304, M em phis, 
TN 38116
SCARLETT, DON. (C ) 7941 N icho ls  Rd„ W indham , OH 44288 
SCHMELZENBACH, ELMER. (R e t.) 1416 Mary, Oklahoma C ity, OK 
73127
SCHOONOVER, MODIE. (C ) 1508 Glenview, Adrian, M l 49221 
SCHRIBER, GEORGE. (C ) 8642 Cherry In . ,  P.O. Box 456, A lta Loma, 
CA 91701
SEXTON, ARNOLD (DOC) & GARNETT. (C ) 1116 H ighland Ave., 
Ashland, KY 41101 
♦SHARP, CHARLES & FAMILY. (C ) Rte. 2. Box 216 D, V icksburg, 
M l 49097
SHARP, WILMA (GEEDING). (C ) 1112 Englewood, Rantoul, IL 61866 
SHARPLES, J. J. & MRS. (R ) 41 James Ave., Yorkton, Saskatchewan, 
Canada ( fu ll- t im e )
SHEA, ALBERT J. (C ) 288 Shaborn L n „  St. Marys, OH 45885 
♦SHO M O , PHIL & M IRIAM . (C ) 517 Pershing Dr., Anderson. IN 
46011
SHUMAKE, C. E. (C ) P.O. Box 1083, Hendersonville . TN 37075 
♦SIP ES EVANGELISTIC TEAM. (R ) Box 16243, W ichita , KS 67216 
( fu ll- t im e )
SISK, IVAN. (C ) 4327 Moraga Ave., San Diego, CA 92117 
♦SLACK, DOUGLAS. (C ) 424 L inco ln St.. Rising Sun, IN 47040 
♦SLATER, GLEN & VERA. (C ) 320 S. 22nd St., Independence, 
KS 67301
SMITH, CHARLES HASTINGS. (C ) Box 937, Bethany, OK 73008 
♦ S M IT H , DUANE. (C ) c /o  NPH *
SMITH, FLOYD P. (C ) 6701 DeSoto Ave. (No. 219 ), Canoga Park, 
CA 91303
SMITH, HAROLD L. (C ) 3711 Germ ania Rd„ Snover, M l 48472 
♦ S M IT H , OTTIS E „ JR. (C ) 60 Grant St., T id ioute, PA 16351 
SNELL, DALE E. (C ) 814 Paradise Ln., Colorado Springs, CO 
80904
♦SNID ER, C. W. & VICTORIA. (C ) 706 S. 15th St., Vincennes, IN 
47591
SNOW, DONALD E. (C ) 58 Baylis, S.W., Grand Rapids, M l 49507 
♦SPARKS, ASA & MRS. (C ) 91 Lester Ave.. Nashville, TN 37210 
SPINKS, ROBERT L. (R ) 718 Sequoya T r„  Irv ing , TX 75060 
♦SPRAGUE EVANGELISTIC FAMILY. (C ) c /o  N P H *
SPROWLS, EARL L. (C ) c /o  N PH*
STAFFORD, DANIEL. (C ) Box 11, Bethany, OK 73008 
STEEN, CURTIS. (C ) 6809 N.W. 25 th , Bethany, OK 73008 
STEGAL, DAVID. (R ) Rte. 2, Box 139, Yukon, OK 73099 ( fu ll- t im e ) 
STENGER, E. H. (C ) 438 W. Judson, Youngstown, OH 44511 
♦STOCKER, W. G. (C ) 1421 14th Ave., N.W., Rochester, MN 55901 
♦STONE GOSPEL SINGING FAMILY, (R) 3655 El M orro Rd„ Lot 
127, Colorado Springs, CO 80910 
STREET, DAVID. (C ) Rte. 1, Ramsey, IN 47166 
STRICKLAND, RICHARD L. (C ) 4723 Cullen Ave., S p ring fie ld , OH 
45503
STROUD, GLENDON. (C ) 816 Second St., M arie tta , OH 45750 
STUBBS, LLOYD A. (C ) Rte. 3, Waverly, OH 45690 
STUTTS, B IL L  (R ) Box 187, B uffa lo , KS 66717 
SWANSON, ROBERT L. (C ) 1102 Glenwood Dr., Yukon, OK 
73099
•SWEENEY, ROGER & EULETA. (C ) Rte. 1, Sharon Grove, KY 42280 
TALBERT, GEORGE H. (R et.) 409 N.E. 13th St., Abilene, KS 67410 
TAYLOR, CLIFF. (R ) Fam ily Evangelist, 2469 Sacramento Dr., 
Redding, CA 96001 
TAYLOR, EMMETT E. (R ) 1221 N.W. 82nd St., Oklahoma C ity, OK 
73114
TAYLOR, JOHN D. (C ) 205 N. L im it, Colorado Springs, CO 80905 
TAYLOR, ROBERT W. (C ) 4501 C ro ftsh ire  Dr., Dayton, OH 45440 
♦TEASDALE, ELLIS & RUTH. (R et.) 58333 Ironw ood Dr., E lkhart, 
IN 46514
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THOMAS, W. FRED. (R et.) 521 Ideal St.. M ilan . M l 48160 
THOMPSON, HAROLD. (R et.) 644 E. W alnu t St.. B ly thev ille . AR 
72315
♦THORNTON, RON L. (C ) Rte. 3, Box 301. Colona, IL 61241 
THORNTON, WALLACE. (C ) Rte. 4, Box 49-B . Som erset. KY 42501 
TOEPFER, PAUL. (C ) Box 146, Petersburg, TX 79250 
TOSTI, TONY. (R et.) 8001 N.E. 8 9 th  Ave.. Vancouver, WA 98662 
TRIPP. HOWARD. (C ) C /o N P H *
♦TUCKER, BILL & JEANETTE. (C ) P.O. Box 3204. La Vale. MD 
21502
TUCKER, RALPH. (C ) c /o  N PH*
TURBYFILL, M. L. (R et.) 6812 N.W. 29 th  Terr.. Bethany. OK 
73008
♦TURNOCK, JIM. (C ) c /o N P H *
UNDERWOOD, G. F. & MRS. (R et.) 150 Shadylane Cir. C t„  
Warren, OH 44483 ( fu ll- t im e )
VANDERPOOL, WILFORD N. (C ) 11424 N. 37 th  PL, Phoenix. AZ 
85028
VARIAN, W. E. (C ) 5423 H icks Corner. Kalamazoo. M l 49002 
VAUGHN, VOLA L. (R ) 9400 -93 St. N „  Seminole. FL 33541 
( fu ll- t im e )
WADE, E. BRUCE. (C ) 3029 Sharpvrew L n „ Dallas. TX 75228 
WADE, KENNETH W. (R) 6502 B radbury Ave.. Fo rt Wayne. IN 
46809 ( fu ll- t im e )
♦WALKER, LAWRENCE C. & LAVONA. (C ) c /o  NPH *
WARD, LLOYD & GERTRUDE. (R et.) Preacher & Chalk A rtis t. 1001 
Averly St., Fort Myers, FL 33901 
•W ELC H , JONATHAN & ILONA. (C ) 601 Com m ercial, Danville. IL 
61832
WELCH, W. B. (C ) 5328 Edith  St.. Charleston Heigh ts, SC 29405 
WELLS, KENNETH & LILY. (R et.) Box 1043, W hite fish , MT 59937 
WELLS, LINARD. (C) P.O. Box 1527, Grand Pra irie , TX 75050 
WEST, EDNA. (C ) 910 Carlisle S t., Colorado Springs. CO 80907 
WHITED, CURTIS. (C ) 307 N. Blake. Olathe, KS 66061 
W ILKINS, CHESTER. (C ) P.O. Box 3232 . B artle sv ille . OK 74003 
♦ W ILK IN SO N  TRIO. (R ) 2840 18th St., Colum bus. IN 47201 
(fu ll- t im e )
WILLIAMS. G. W. (C ) 2200 Elva Dr., Kokomo. IN 46901 
WILLIAMS, LARRY. (C ) 1418 Colum bia Dr.. Longview, TX 75601 
♦W ILLIA M S . LAWRENCE. (C ) 6715 N.W. 30 th  Terr , Bethany. 
OK 73008
WINEGARDEN, ROBERT. (C ) P.O. Box 122. M oun t Erie. IL 62446 
WINGARD, TOM. (C ) 1705 Madison Ave.. G reensboro, NC 27403 
♦WISEHART, LENNY & JOY. (C ) c /o  NPH *
WOLPE, JOSEPH P. (C ) 3987 4 th  St.. R iverside. CA 92501 
WOODWARD, ARCHIE. (R e t.) 6477 N. B u rkh a rt Rd.. Howell. M l 
48843
WOODWARD, GEORGE. (R et.) Rte. 2. Ermas. Box 149C. Cape May. 
NJ 08204
WOODWARD, S. OREN. (C ) c /o  N P H *
WOOLMAN, J. L. (R et.) 1025 S.W 62nd. Oklahom a C ity. OK 
73139
WRIGHT, E. G. (C ) c /o N P H *
WYLIE, CHARLES. (C ) Box 162, W in fie ld . KS 67156 
WYRICK, DENNIS. (C ) 603 Reed Dr., F rank fo rt. KY 40601 
•YATES. BEN J. (C ) 5709 W illow  Terr. Dr.. Bethel Park. PA 
15102
STEWARDSHIP
--------------------------------------------_ _ _ - -----__________------
CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
PASTOR— a Service to You
When you change address, till in the form below and mail to the General Secretary.
N a m e______________________________________ Date of C hange___________________
Former Address_________________________________________ Z ip ___________________
Former C hurch________________________________________________________________
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C ity________________________________ S ta te ______________ Z ip ___________________
Name of Church_____________________________________ District___________________
New Position: Pastor ( ); Evang. ( ); O ther-------------------------------------------------------------
All official records at Headquarters and periodicals checked below will be changed 
from this one notification.
Check Herald o f Holiness ( ); World Mission ( ); Preacher's M agazine  ( );
Other _____________________________________________________ _________
(Clip and send to the General Secretary, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Mo. 64131.)
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The Reconciler
He r  n a m e  i s  R e c o n c i l e r . She is a rare adhesive owned by the 
Master Creator-Mender. The Master 
designed her especially for His most 
delicate projects. They work side by 
side creating works of art and mend­
ing those masterpieces that are bro­
ken in the rush of life.
One day Reconciler became curi­
ous about herself and her role in 
the workshop. “ Master,”  she timidly 
probed, “ why do You always make 
sure I’m not seen when we mend 
those china teacups? Don’t You 
think it would be good if others saw 
me and knew what good work I am 
doing?”
The Master replied, “ I place you 
where I need you the most. I ask you 
to do the job you do best. I approve. 
Isn’t that enough reward?”
“ 0  Master, it is! But sometimes I 
feel so insignificant.”
“ Reconciler, let me tell you how es­
sential you are to my work. My work 
of creating and mending could not 
possibly go on without you. I cannot 
get in between the broken parts to 
hold them together except as I place 
you there to make that bond. Also, 
the jobs where I use you require total 
self-involvement. I cannot use my 
other glues which participate half­
heartedly. Finally, I made you strong 
so that with you at the center, my 
creations do not fall apart under the 
stress of everyday use. I don’t know 
what I’d do without you!”
God needs all of us, but there is a 
special group that appears indis- 
pensible. Paul writes, “ All things are 
of God, who . . . hath given to us the 
ministry of reconciliation”  (2 Cor. 
5:18). I believe that the ideal pastor’s 
wife is the most strategically placed 
reconciler. Her main ingredient is 
self-giving love. She is the glue that 
holds her husband, her home, and 
even her church together.
In the husband-wife relationship, 
many times it is the woman who first 
senses a break or a problem. Filled 
with self-giving love, she tries to 
mend that broken relationship or 
help solve the problem. Such support 
is essential to the pastor’s ministry at 
the church, because he cannot min­
ister effectively with problems drag­
by
Jeannie Orjaia
Student, Nazarene 
Theological Seminary 
(Prize-winning essay 
on the ideal preacher's 
wife)
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ging him down. The wife is a lifter, 
not a discourager.
Sometimes the pastor faces situa­
tions with which he cannot deal ef­
fectively because they involve other 
women in the church. A divorced 
woman I know was so lonesome for 
male company that she could not be 
her true self with the pastor. She 
opened up to me, and with someone 
to listen, she began to solve her prob­
lems creatively. The alert pastor’s 
wife is ready to step into those min­
istries designed especially for her.
But the home is the main field for 
the work of God’s chosen reconciler. 
The busy, irregular life of the par­
sonage family tends to pull apart this 
sacred creation. So the wife must try 
harder than others to instill a sense of 
security and structure in the lives of 
her children. Strength for this task 
comes only through a solid relation­
ship with her God. There is a sense of 
poise and satisfaction that the chil­
dren pick up when Mother is in per­
fect tune with her Master.
Holding the home together does 
not mean that the wife is the domina- 
tor of her husband and children. One 
of the main characteristics of a good 
mending job is that the glue is not 
seen. The ideal pastor’s wife is will­
ing to work behind the scenes. She 
builds up her husband and children 
in areas in which they are gifted. She 
takes joy in their accomplishments 
as if they were her own—and they 
are! She also knows that the Father 
who sees in secret is rewarding her.
The unique position of the pastor’s 
wife is that she is an indispensible 
reconciler in the church. She has ac­
cess to the thoughts and feelings of 
the women— and thus, the families. 
Her womanly, Spirit-heightened sen­
sitivity detects potential problems. 
She communicates these to her hus­
band, and the wise husband listens.
The reconciler also works to bond 
the needs of the church together with
the talents of the members. Pastor 
and wife are both talent scouts for 
God’s game of life. Both have access 
to their own sets of people. As the 
wife works to bring out the best in her 
husband and children, so she seeks to 
bring out the best in her church 
members. Often this means training 
others in her field of expertise and en­
couraging them as they take over.
Reconciler is more than the bond 
that holds husband, children, and 
church together. She is called by God 
to reconcile all people to Him. She 
studies to learn the basic skills with 
which to communicate her faith to an 
alienated sinner. Practice and self­
giving love make her one of the best 
personal evangelists in the church. 
But her concern does not end with 
winning. She helps organize follow- 
up workers and seeks help for the 
emotional and physical problems of 
the new converts. She is a student of 
the Bible and a student of mankind.
The pastor and his wife are in min­
istry together. Each has unique and 
indispensible gifts to bring to God’s 
service. Together they include their 
children in ministry. As a child I re­
member distinctly how my parents 
included us children in every project 
and outing possible. Of course, there 
were times when the invitation said, 
“ No children.”  And we did not go. 
We knew, though, that Mom was un­
happy with the host. The simple act 
of taking time to plan to include chil­
dren separates the ideal parent from 
the average.
The time pays off. In our day when 
most parents are wondering where 
their 19-year-old son is, my mother 
has no fear. Last Sunday Jon brought 
his friends home for some fellowship 
after church. Mom discovered a 
brown paper sack in the refrigerator 
and asked what it was. Jon answered, 
“ That’s a surprise!”
Later on as Mom was turning in for
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the night, she heard the voice of her 
son telling the others that they would 
like to have Communion together. 
The surprise in the paper bag was the 
bread and grape juice. My self-giving 
mother rejoiced in the Lord as she
heard the young voices lifted in 
prayer and thanksgiving to God. To­
gether, she and Dad had helped to 
prepare the next generation of recon­
cilers—children in tune with the 
Great Reconciler.
P ray e r  for the M o rn ing  A fter
0  Lord,
This is the morning after board 
meeting.
1 am impressed. I am depressed.
I am amused. I am sad.
I am glad—but I feel bad
Because my brother frets and hurts,
And cannot relate to a board situation.
O Lord,
He is bothered, and he blames.
He seeks short-term solutions 
To long-term problems.
Others seek no solutions at all 
And are content to just stand by. 
Where, oh, where is the line for action?
Dear God,
Give us some short-term emergency 
measures 
Along with long-term solutions.
Make my mind fertile—not futile,
And my soul open to receive construc­
tive criticism.
May the ache I carry with me day 
and night 
Somehow be redemptive.
O God,
May my brother who gave his verdict, 
“ I ’m disgusted and quitting,”
Hang in there,
To find solutions
Which will be satisfactory to all,
And pleasing to you.
Jesus,
I have read what has been written so 
far.
You see the tears on my cheeks.
I hope they are not tears of self-pity,
But the sign of a broken heart.
I do want to be accepted by Yoit.
May faith find fertile soil in broken­
ness.
O Lord Jesus,
Please forbid that frustration
And panic should overwhelm me,
To drag me down into the pit of 
despair.
When others panic, help me to see You
Standing before Pilate saying,
“ You have no power over me except 
as God allows.”
O Lord God,
Forgive me for chaffing under what 
Yoit allow.
Forgive me for being galled under the 
rigors of this assignment.
To panic, I must not. I shall not—by 
Your grace.
Help me to build on firm foundations,
Moving steadily ahead, sowing the 
seed,
Discouraged by neither cloud nor rain.
In Jesus’ name, 
Amen.
—Anonymous
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Exegetical Studies 
in the Scriptures
Frank G. Carver, P ro fessor, Po in t L o m a  C o lle g e
The Interpretation of Micah 6:8
“ He has told you, O man, what is good; 
And what does the Lord require of you 
But to do justice, to love kindness,
And to walk humbly with your G od?” 
(N ASB).1
I. The Historical Question: Where do 
we find our text? What was the life set­
ting of Micah?
In what historical form ? Micah belongs 
to the shorter prophetical writings known 
as the “ minor prophets.”  The book of 
Micah is a collection of sayings and re­
ports (of visions, symbolic actions, etc.) 
originating from the ministry of the 
prophet, preserved both in written and in 
oral form until arriving at their present 
arrangement.2
From what historical setting? The min­
istry of Micah belongs to the last half of 
the eighth century B .C . (1:1), most of his 
extant oracles coming from the reign of 
Hezekiah.3 Micah stood in the com ­
pany of the eighth-century prophets— 
Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, his great con­
tem porary. T he new feature in the
1. From the New American Standard Bible, 
copyright © The Lockman Foundation, 1960, 1962, 
1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975.
2. George Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testa­
ment, tran. David Green (New York: Abingdon Press, 
1965), pp. 349, 360.
3. Leslie P. Allen, The Books o f Joel, Obadiah,
Jonah, and Micah, The New International Com­
mentary on the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm.
B. Eerdmans, 1976), p. 265.
preaching of these men, shocking to their 
hearers, was that God “ was summoning 
Israel before his judgment seat, and that 
he had in fact already pronounced sen­
tence upon her.” 4 Divine wrath was a 
fact for these men on “ their contem­
poraries’ whole way of life, their social 
and economic attitudes, their political 
behavior and, in particular, their cultic 
practice.” 5 But their proclamation of 
judgment led to the proclamation of sal­
vation, salvation on the basis of fresh acts 
of God. Because of God’s judgment the 
prophets put Israel’s life on the new basis 
of God’s future salvation; they called not 
for a new legalism, but for a life in rela­
tionship to God, founded not on past per­
formance but on God.
Micah himself came from Moresheth 
(1:1), a small village in the hill country of 
Judah southwest of Jerusalem. He was 
probably a free farmer with firsthand 
knowledge of the grievances he spoke 
against.6 He prophesied at a time when 
Judah existed as a vassal state under the 
increasing encroachment of mighty As­
syria, a political fact that informed the 
eighth-century prophets, announcement 
of judgment. In Micah’s day both Da­
mascus (Syria) and Samaria (Northern
4. Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, 
tran. D. M. G. Stalker (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
1965), II, 178.
5. Ibid., p. 179.
6. Fohrer, p. 443.
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Israel) had fallen and even Judah was 
overrun in 701 B.C. by Assyrian troops be­
cause of Hezekiah’s seditious activity. 
But Jerusalem was not captured and 
Hezekiah was let off with fines and some 
loss of territory.7
M icah’s day saw an influx of material 
prosperity. But it spawned a selfish ma­
terialism in which greedy men dispos­
sessed the poor of their land (2:1 f., 8f.), 
corrupt rulers not only did not dispense 
justice but were themselves guilty of 
cruel oppression (3:1-3, 9-11), and even 
the clergy uttered no rebuke, for its only 
concern was its living (3:5, 11). Religion 
became a means of achieving human de­
sires and the age-old sanctions of the 
divine covenant were shrugged off. For 
Micah, the most heinous crime of all 
was the exploitation of the poor on which 
he fiercely pronounced the judgment of 
God (2:2).8
In this situation, Micah, linking to­
gether the socioeconomic, religious, and 
national situations, proclaimed Judah on 
the brink of disaster under the judgment 
o f God. M icah’s controlling theme was 
the universal God of the covenant who 
holds His people responsible. On the 
basis of His covenant righteousness and 
covenant promises, He is the God who 
destroys and delivers, the God of judg­
ment and the God of salvation.9
Although it is impossible to know how 
soon Micah’s oracles were committed to 
writing and to retrace precisely the pro­
cess o f their collecting and arranging, the 
final editor appears to stand “ in the post- 
exilic era before the appearance o f the 
dynamic Ezra and Nehemiah, who set 
the struggling community on its feet.” 10 
This means that we understand the book 
in at least two settings, that of the proph­
et Micah sketched above and that of the 
final editor. It is significant also that the 
prophecies of Micah functioned as a liv­
ing tradition in the life of the community 
in the intervening centuries.
T he postex ilic editor intended the 
oracles o f Micah to serve as a digest of the 
counsel of God for those who had re-
7. Allen, p. 239f.
8. Armor D. Peisker, “ The Book o f M icah,” 
Beacon Bible Commentary (Kansas City, M o.: Bea­
con Hill Press o f Kansas City, 1966), V, 192.
9. Allen, pp. 235, 257.
10. Ibid., pp. 251 f.
turned to their homeland. The ministry 
of Micah, seen in the light of the sub­
sequent history in which God’s wrath is 
vividly seen at work, serves as an implicit 
warning that the path of disobedience 
leads to national disaster. Having taken 
to heart the message of judgment, the 
people can now rightly await the renewal 
of salvation history, the promise of a 
divinely guided future (7:8-20). The book 
was probably issued in its final form for 
use in Temple worship.11
How does Micah 6:8 function in the 
book?
Following the heading (1:1), the book 
of Micah reveals a threefold structure.12 
“ Penalty and Promise”  characterize 1:2 
— 2:13 as oracles of warning (1:2—2:4 are 
crowned by a short oracle of hope, 2:12- 
13); “ Hope Beyond Affliction”  sum­
marizes 3:1—5:15, as oracles of distress 
and hope concerning Jerusalem and Is­
rael intermingle; and “ Grace Triumphant 
over Sin” covers the final combination of 
“ messages of reproof and lament”  (6:1— 
7:7) with “ confident hopes and prayers” 
(7:8-20). Our text falls in “ God’s case 
against Israel”  (6:1-8) which opens the 
final major section. The case against Is­
rael is stated in vv. 1-5, the defendant 
poses self-justifying questions in vv. 6-7, 
and v. 8 is the prophet’s answer, elaborat­
ing Yahweh’s requirements of His cove­
nant people.13 Here is the prophetic 
declaration of the demand of God upon 
His people in the face of past failure, the 
only foundation of hope for the future.
II. The Recreative Question: What did 
our text mean to its ancient readers?
How does the writer seek to communi­
cate his message?
What is the form14 and structure of the 
text? In 6:1-8 two quite diverse forms or 
genres have been utilized to construct a 
third. Verses 1-5 represent a legal case in 
which Yahweh brings a grievance against 
Israel, and vv. 6-8 are molded on a
11. Ibid., pp. 252, 256.
12. The analysis o f structure followed here is that 
o f Allen, pp. 257-61.
13. Ibid., p. 364.
14. When questions o f form are not handled by the 
commentaries used, the analysis o f structure should 
be done first as preliminary to making one’s own 
judgment as to the form(s) represented by the text.
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cultic entrance liturgy15 which consists of 
“ an individual’s inquiry as to the condi­
tions of admission to the sanctuary and 
an official answer.” 16 The law court and 
the sanctuary furnish the dress in which 
Micah presents a recital of Yahweh’s sav­
ing deeds and a call to obedience, the 
two motifs of the covenantal formula­
tion.17 This resultant form is “ an impres­
sive unity built around the theme of the 
divine covenant and its outworking in 
human society.” 18 Verse 8 is a com ­
prehensive call to covenant obedience 
expressing in catechetical form “ the 
quintessence of the commandments as 
the prophets understood them,” 19 the ex­
pected life of Israel in the light of divine 
judgment.
The structure of the covenantal formu­
lation as a whole and of its concluding 
element (v. 8) is now evident:
6:1-5—Yahweh’s case against Israel 
6:1-2—The summons of the people to 
trial and the call to the witnesses 
6:3-5—The indictment, Yahweh’s re­
cital of His saving acts 
6:6-7—The defendant’ s self-justify ing 
questions
6:8—The prophetic answers, Yahweh’s 
covenant requirements
6:8a—Introduction: “ He has told you,
O man, what is good.”
6:8bcde—Catechetical summary defi­
nition of the covenant demand 
86—The leading question: “ And what 
does the LORD require of you?”
8c—The first requirement: “ But to do 
justice.”
8d—The second requirement: “ To love 
kindness.”
8e—The third requirement: “ And to 
walk humbly with your God?”
Our text functions in the structure of 
the covenantal formulation as the pro­
phetic answer to Israel’s questioning of 
vv. 6-7. The people’s questions are their 
repudiation of Yahweh’s accusation that 
they have failed to remember or ap­
15. Other examples are Psalm 15 and Isa. 33:14-16.
16. Allen, p. 363. We are dependent here on his 
identification o f the forms utilized by Micah.
17. Examples are Exod. 19:3-6; Joshua 24, and 
1 Samuel 12. See the similar covenant lawsuit in 
Deuteronomy 32 and Psalm 50.
18. Allen, p. 363.
19. von Rad, p. 187.
preciate all He has done for them (vv. 1- 
5). Their occasional delinquency has 
always been repaired quickly. They are 
offended by the attack which to them is 
quite unwarranted.20 Raised, however, is 
the basic question about the response 
God wants from His people to which v. 8 
is the authoritative answer as it sets forth 
Yahweh’s covenant requirements.
Introduction (8a): “He has told you, O 
man, what is good. ”  Israel, personified 
as an individual worshipper in vv. 6-7, is 
now addressed by the prophet as “ man” 
(adam), a term often used collectively. It 
can stress what is creaturely in the hu­
man constitution in contrast to divine 
power and glory. Here the thought of the 
distance between Yahweh and Israel is 
picked up (v. 6) and the intention is to re­
mind the people of their subordination to 
God and to cut them down to size after 
their presumptuous retort.21
The answer is traditional: “ He has told 
you.”  The message had been given long 
before and repeated regularly in the cul­
tic proclamation. The appeal is to the 
summons to obey, the other side o f the 
covenant formulation (1 Sam. 12:24). It is 
to the “ good”  as the stipulations o f the 
divine covenant which have been previ­
ously accepted in the history of God’s 
people (Hos. 8:1-3).22 The call to the good 
is the call to life, life in covenant relation­
ship with God (Amos 5:14, 4).
Catechetical summary definition of the 
covenant demand (8bcde). The prophet, 
posing as a priest, follows the form of the 
entrance liturgy in giving a short cate­
chetical answer to the inquirer. His words 
form “ a classic definition of the people’s 
duty toward each other and toward their 
God.” 23 Summed up in a single sentence 
are the legal, ethical, and spiritual re­
quirements of true religion,24 the great 
distillation o f the prophet proclamation 
(Amos 5:24; Hos. 6:6; Isa. 30:15; 57:15).
The leading question (8b): “ And what 
does the LORD require of you?”  This 
lead-in phrase articulates the question 
latent in vv. 6-7 to which the following 
demands are the revealed answer.
The first requirement (8c): “ But to do
20. Allen, p. 371.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid., p. 373. See Deuteronomy 10.
23. Ibid.; see Hos. 12:6; M att. 7:12; Mark 12:29-31.
24. Peisker, p. 223.
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justice.”  Concrete action in the context of 
the human community to which one be­
longs is listed as Yahweh’s first demand. 
The Old Testament man belonged to a 
covenant community; the people were 
bound together in a common relationship 
with God. Social and moral standards, 
founded on their common commitment to 
Yahweh, were to be observed in their re­
lations with one another. This social ob ­
ligation which the Israelite owed to the 
God of the people to which he belonged, 
the prophets often summed up as “ jus­
tice.” 25
“ Justice”  is a social justice, justice ad­
ministered impartially (3:1-7) and prac­
ticed by the individual. It is doing the 
“ right” and seeing to it that the “ right”  is 
done in the covenant community. It ex­
cludes all forms of oppression, particular­
ly in M icah’s use, the economic exploita­
tion of the poor (2:2, 8-9). Justice “ calls 
for a sense of responsibility toward weak­
er members of society lest they go to the 
wall. It insists on the rights of others; it 
demands an instinct for social preserva­
tion.” 26
The second requirement (8d)': “ to love 
kindnesg.”  Communal obligations con­
tinue to be stressed, but now the lan­
guage is that of relationship, “ express­
ing an attitude of covenant obligation.” 27 
“ To love”  indicates a deliberate choice, a 
disposition of the will with the resultant 
sincerity of feeling. But the great word is 
“ kindness”  (hesed), meaning covenant 
loyalty often translated as “ lovingkind­
ness”  or “ steadfast love.”  First it de­
scribes the covenant “ loyalty of Yahweh 
toward Israel, his quality of constancy to­
ward his own.” 28 God in grace had taken 
upon himself covenant obligations He 
was honor bound to fulfill.
Second, Israel was to have the same at­
titude of heart toward God. In this word 
o f mutual loyalty, man’s faithfulness to 
God was included along with God’s faith­
fulness to man (Hos. 6:4).
Third, as here in Micah, “ kindness” 
describes the manifestation toward one 
another of this same covenant loyalty. 
Deeper than the legal or external doing of
25. Allen, p. 373.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid.
the “ right”  in social relationships is an 
ethic which, like the command to love in 
the New Testament, takes its cue from 
the revelation of the heart of God. Here is 
“ the high ideal of a national solidarity en­
riched and empowered by the solidarity 
of the divine commitment to Israel (Hos. 
4:12).29 Micah summons the nation “ to 
reflect in every comer of their society 
God’s own concern for them,” 30 for only 
as they do, will the covenant purpose of 
God reach its goal in a society where the­
ology and ethics are one.
The third requirement (8e): “ And to 
walk humbly with your God.” The char­
acter and will o f God was the implicit 
ground of the legal and ethical require­
ments o f the covenant. This divine di­
mension is now explicitly expressed as “ a 
careful walk with God.” 31 The verb to 
walk humbly occurs elsewhere in the Old 
Testament only in Prov. 11:2 in contrast 
to pride. It appears to belong to the lan­
guage of wisdom connoting the idea of 
discernm ent or circu m spection .32 In­
volved in Micah’s counsel was a life of 
discerning fellowship with God (Eph. 
5:15, 17). Allen suggests that “ the re­
sponse God sought was a comprehensive 
one of constant consideration of his grace 
in the past and of his will for the present, 
and a readiness to be guided by him in all 
life’s ventures.” 33
What is the writer attempting to ac­
complish in the passage?
The historical setting of our text in its 
present literary context is broadly the use 
of the prophetic oracles of the eighth- 
century Micah in the two subsequent 
centuries of the life of the people of Israel. 
In continuity with its function in the 
prophet’s own ministry, Mic. 6:8 author­
itatively declares in a catechetical sum­
mary Yahweh’s demand upon Israel in 
view of God’s radical judgment on their 
history. The neglected covenant require­
ments are restated on a basis new to the 
prophet’s hearers, for their hope as a 
people of God is no longer possible on the 
basis of past faithfulness in cult or ethic, 
but only on the basis of the saving acts of 
God in the future. Set forth in this con-
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., p. 374.
31. Ibid.
32. von Rad, p. 186.
33. Allen, p. 374.
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text o f judgment and salvation, Israel’s 
existence as defined by the prophetic re- 
interpretation of the ancient covenant in 
eschatological perspective, is God’s re­
quirements for His people in their con­
tinuing present.
Required is the revealed “ good”  of 
God. As von Rad insists, “ there is no de­
mand here for ethics instead of a cult, as 
if the prophet’s desire was to lead men 
from one set o f laws into another. No, 
something quite simple is contrasted with 
the arduous performance o f works which 
can end only in destruction— a way 
along which men can walk before God.” 34 
This is the way (1) of justice executed in 
human affairs and (2) o f a commitment to 
covenant loyalty in life’s relationships, 
(3) a way enabled by and the substance of 
a careful walk with God. Excluded is any 
misunderstanding of the nature and pur­
pose of the covenant in a reliance on form 
rather than substance, on a detailed or 
extravagant observance of law or ritual to 
the neglect of the heart’s obedience to 
God fulfilling the intent of the obligations 
of the covenant. Yahweh’s sovereignty 
extends to the whole of one’s life and 
character.
III. The Life-Response Question: How 
does our text apply to contemporary 
life?
What do I hear?35
What do I proclaim?—a sermon: The 
Life of Worship.
Introduction
1. God’s people were under judgment 
for failing of His covenant requirements 
(vv. 1-5; 2 :If., 8 f.; 3:1-3, 5, 9-11).
2. The people, offended by the charge, 
asked in exaggerated form the question,
34. von Rad, p. 187.
35. See previous issue for suggested subquestions. 
Again, space prohibits the articulation o f this in- 
dispensible question in the interpretative process.
Not what you own, 
But what you give; 
Not what you learn, 
But how you live; 
Not how you talk, 
But what you do, 
Make up the person 
Known as you.
What worship and services does the Yah- 
weh really require? (vv. 6-7).
3. The prophet answers that the re­
quired worship is life, the life of the re­
vealed covenant will o f God for His peo­
ple in v. 8.
The Foundation of the Life of Worship: 
“ He has told you, O man, what is good.”
1. God has revealed to man His good.
a. In the old covenant, D eut. 
10:12-13, Amos 5:14, 4; Hos. 8:1-3.
b. In the new covenant, Mark 10:18, 
Rom. 12:1-2.
2. God has revealed to man his crea- 
tureliness (Gen. cc. 1—3).
The Fundamentals o f the Life o f Wor­
ship: “ And what does the Lord require of 
you But to do justice, to love kindness, 
And to walk humbly with your God?”
1. Worship is a life given to justice in 
the human community.
2. Worship is a life committed to the 
real needs of one’s fellowman.
3. Worship is a life lived in discerning 
fellowship with God.
Conclusion
The worship that God requires is that 
we live in His presence, discerning who 
He truly is in relation to men, and thus 
sensitive to the depth of our own need 
and the needs of others. It comprehends 
an ethic that flows totally from the grace 
of God.
God’s Abiding Love
God’ s love can mean so many things, 
Because it is so vast.
It gives us hope for future days,
And saves us from the past.
It shines down through the clouds 
above,
And brightens saddened hearts, 
And brings real joy in serving Him— 
that’s what His love imparts.
His love can mean a peace of mind 
While wars around us roar,
And true contentment through His 
grace;
His love is evermore.
—Linda M aurice
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THE
POOOT
The Journey  of Faith
In Ephesians 2, there is a context that 
spells out the journey of faith. It breaks 
down into these three progressions:
1. The journey begins in darkness (sin) 
as mentioned in vv. 1-3 (NIV). From the 
context, three observations could be 
made about this life of sin: its only desti­
nation is death; its only companion is 
darkness; its only view is despair. What 
future is there to a life like that?
2. The journey of faith continues with 
discovery. The discovery of freedom— 
through Christ—vv. 4-7; discovery of 
faith, vv. 8-9; discovery of a future, vv.
11, 13; discovery of the family o f God, 
v. 19; discovery of a foundation— in 
Christ— vv. 20-22.
3. The journey of faith leads to dis- 
cipleship, v. 10 (TLB).
Discover Your Wealth
In Ephesians 3 there is a gold mine of 
God’s resources awaiting our discovery. 
These are projected by the apostle Paul 
in the following ways:
1. The discovery o f the riches of God’s 
grace, v. 16, “ out of his glorious riches” 
(3:8, NIV).* This Ephesian letter talks 
about God’s “ unsearchable riches”  (3:8).
2. The dividends o f our riches in 
Christ, namely, “ strength”  and “ stabili-
* All scripture from Ephesians 3 and 5 are from the 
New International Version, copyright © 1973 by the 
New York Bible Society International. Used by per­
mission.
ty”  in vv. 16-17— “ Strengthen you with 
power through his Spirit”  (v. 16), and 
stability  represented by the words 
“ dwell,”  “ rooted,”  and “ established”  in 
v. 17.
3. The delight of our riches in Christ. 
We delight in the inexhaustible grace 
(3:8, “ unsearchable riches” ); we delight 
in the power of his grace for the inner 
man and the indwelling Christ (vv. 16- 
17).
Challenge of Holy Living
God’s call to the church at Ephesus for 
Christian living is articulated in Ephe­
sians 5. We see it, first, as a challenge. 
“ Be imitators of God”  (v. 1);* “ live a life 
of love”  (v. 2); “ Live as children of light” 
(v. 8); “ be very careful . . . how you live” 
(v. 15). Christian living is presented as a 
challenge and as an expectation, for in 
v. 3 he talks about “ God’s holy people.”
The second aspect of chapter 5 is the 
arena of living in which the challenge is 
echoed: “ deeds of darkness” (v. 11) and 
“ evil days”  (v. 16). Every contest—be it 
sports or spiritual— has a setting in which 
the opposition is a reality.
The third thought of chapter 5 is the 
strategy given to us to become “ God’s 
holy people”  (v. 3), and it is seen in the 
admonition of v. 18, “ be filled with the 
Spirit.”  When life is filled with God, it is 
empty of self. So the strategy is to move 
into the arena of temptation and trial 
with the fulness of God. For out of the ful­
ness comes resources for life and holy liv­
ing.
Run Life
David A. MacLennan, writing in the 
Clergy Journal—basing his remarks on 
Phil. 1:21, “ For to me to live is Christ” — 
gives four solutions to life and how it can 
be run.
1. You can run away from life.
2. You can run along with life.
3. You can run life.
4. You can let Christ run your life.
While it is simply stated, it is some­
thing that men need to hear, ever and 
again.
A Look at Ministry
A. J. F. Behrends, writing in a recent 
issue of Pulpit Digest, wrote something
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every preacher needs to read occasional­
ly. “ The deadline in the ministry, as in 
any other calling, is the line of laziness. 
The lawyer cannot use last year’s briefs. 
The physician cannot depend on last 
week’s diagnosis. The merchant cannot 
assume that a customer of ten years’ 
standing will not be enticed elsewhere. 
And the preacher must be a live, wide­
awake, and growing man. Let him dye 
his brains, not his hair. Let his thought 
be fresh and his speech be glowing. Ser­
mons, it has been well said, are like bread 
which is delicious when it is fresh, but 
which when a month old is hard to cut, 
harder to eat, and hardest of all to 
digest.”  (A. J. F. Behrends, “ Deadline,”  
Pulpit Digest, March/April, 1977, p. 43).
Seeds for Sermons
March—Big words in Our vocabulary
March 5
CHARGE!
Text: “ I charge thee therefore before God, 
and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall 
judge the quick and the dead at his ap­
pearing”  (2 Tim. 4:1).
The most versatile word in our vocab­
ulary is charge. It is applicable in every 
area of activity. At sporting events one 
word that is often yelled is, “ Charge! 
Charge!”  The football team is urged to 
give the second effort by hearing the fans 
shout “ Charge!”  Often a rally at the 
baseball game is kept alive by the people 
in the stands yelling “ Charge!”
by
Mendell Taylor
P ro fesso r of H istory of 
C h ristian ity , N a za re n e  
Th eo lo g ica l S em in ary ,  
K ansas City
In the business world, as you go to the 
cash register to complete a transaction, 
the question will be asked, “ Cash or 
charge?”
In the m echanical world, we must 
make sure that the battery and alternator 
register charge. A red light comes on to 
give a warning that something is wrong in 
the wiring system if there is a change 
from charge to discharge.
In the legal world, a person who is ap­
prehended by the law will always raise 
the question, “ What is the charge against 
me?”
In the military world, when an offen­
sive is launched, the final command by 
the officer in charge of the operation will 
be, “ Charge!”
In the psychological world, one of the 
questions asked by the counselor will be, 
“ What gives you a charge in life?”  The 
implication is that a key to understand­
ing your personality is found in what 
turns you on, or gives you a thrill.
In the administrative world, there is 
always an organizational chart which 
shows who is in charge of certain aspects 
of the operational program.
In the spiritual world, the supreme
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question is, “ Who or what has charge of 
your life?”  We can let the Lord who made 
us have charge of our lives, and He will 
remake us so we can live life at its highest 
and most rewarding level. Or we can let 
the gods that we make have charge of our 
lives, and they will unmake us. If the lat­
ter are in charge, they will demand more 
and more, and give us less and less in re­
turn. Whereas, if the God who made us in 
in charge, the more we give to Him the 
more He returns to us in the form of com ­
pound dividends. The more we are held 
captive by Him, the more free we are to 
fulfill His will.
Let Him have charge of your life.
M a rc h  12
ABILITY
T e x t : “  . . .  if any man minister, let him 
do it as of the ability which God giveth” 
(1 Pet. 4:11).
One of our most important words is 
ability. Usually this word includes so 
much by way o f talent, skill, and compe­
tence that we think it is all-sufficient in 
itself. Thus the individual with a bounti­
ful supply of ability may think that he 
has everything it takes to make a go of 
this business of living. However, ability is 
not enough. For it is related to a family of 
words that must be operational as a 
team. When the words that have a kin­
ship with ability form a cluster, then a 
person will realize a maximum of ef­
ficiency and effectiveness.
Dependability is the word related to 
ability. This means that a person is punc­
tual regarding his appointments; respon­
sible regarding his commitments; and 
faithful in the performance of his duty. 
Too often a person with plenty of ability 
will be negligent in some of these areas. 
He thinks he has so much talent that he 
does not need to give attention to these 
areas of regulation and regularity. How­
ever, ability will be weighed in the bal­
ances and found wanting unless it is 
linked to dependability.
Adaptability is another word related to 
ability. This means that a person is flex­
ible in his methods; tolerant of the ideas 
of others; and sociable in his interperson­
al relationships. Often, a person with un­
usual talent will think there is only one 
way to do things—his way. Or he will 
think of himself as superior to others and 
not bother to be friendly. However, abil­
ity will be weighed in the balances and 
found wanting unless it is linked to 
adaptability.
Expendability is another word related 
to ability. This means that a person is 
ready to share without measure for a 
cause that he loves better than his own 
life. He will spend himself without reser­
vation to make what he has available to 
others. Ability will be weighed in the bal­
ances and found wanting if it is not inter­
locked with expendability.
M a rch  19
HANDS
T e x t : “ . . . and there was a man there 
which had a withered hand . . . and he 
stretched it out: and his hand was re­
stored whole as the other”  (Mark 3:1, 5).
Our hands are involved in about every­
thing we do. There could be no music, no 
art, no architecture without the use of 
hands. There could be no writing, no 
driving of a car, no mechanical work 
without the use of hands. Thus a person 
without the use of his hands will be se­
verely handicapped.
Probably no other word is used in so 
many combinations with other words as 
hands. Some of the secular use o f phrases 
which combine hand with another word 
are very expressive. For instance, we 
often use the phrase “ handout.”  This 
may mean that we are expecting someone 
to give us something, so we are looking for 
a handout. Or it may mean that we are 
anxious to give someone something so we 
are ready to give them a handout.
Another combination is “ hands up.”  
This could apply to a robbery when an 
order is given, “ Hands up !”  It may apply 
to a prisoner of war who is told to come 
out with both hands up. Or it may apply 
to a situation where a policeman is 
searching someone and he is told to keep 
his hands up.
Another combination is “ hands down.” 
This refers to a person winning a victory 
without much effort.
Another is “ hands off.”  This is a frank
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way of saying that the other person is to 
stop meddling in your affairs. This par­
tial list of the uses involved with hands is 
sufficient to let you know the many ways 
we make use of the same.
The spiritual world also makes exten­
sive use of references to the hands. For 
instance, “ hands down” would indicate 
that we are letting go of everything that 
would interfere with a vital contact with 
God. “ Hands up”  indicates that we are 
anxious to receive the best the Lord has 
to offer. “ Hands out”  would indicate that 
we are reaching out to be His hands ex­
tended and that we are sharing what we 
have with others. As Christians, we are to 
have healing hands, lifting hands, serving 
hands. Above all, we are to walk hand in 
hand with our Lord.
March 26
GRACE
T e x t : “  . . .  he might shew the riches of 
his grace”  (Eph. 2:7).
The most important word in the Chris­
tian’s vocabulary is grace. The greatest 
exponent of the concept of grace was the 
apostle Paul. He referred to this term in 
the salutation of every letter, and in the 
conclusion of every letter— with frequent 
use in between. We will define this word 
in our study today by structuring an 
acrostic that gives a rich flavor to the 
word:
G— God’s—will be the word that is rep­
resented by the G in grace.
R —Resources—will be the word that is 
represented by the R in grace. He is 
perfect in His attributes o f being all- 
powerful, of being all love, of being 
everywhere, of being all-wise. He is 
all-sufficient in all ways, and has abso­
lute holiness in the quality of His 
being.
A —Available—will be the word that is 
represented by the A. Everything that 
God is and has, He makes available to us. 
His consuming desire is to share His 
power, His wisdom, His nature with us. 
He makes this boundless supply of assets 
personally accessib le and intim ately 
available to all o f us. All of these re­
sources are on deposit in the bank of 
heaven.
C— Claimed—will be the word that is 
represented by the C in grace. The mo­
ment we start exercising our privileges in 
the Lord, we start drawing on this re­
source, claiming this limitless supply, 
and appropriating these assets as our pos­
sessions. We claim one aspect o f these 
provisions to receive forgiveness, another 
to receive cleansing, another to sustain us 
in our daily work with the Lord.
E—Enthusiastically—will be the word 
that is represented by the E  in grace. 
This means that we accept the resources 
of the Lord gladly, joyfully, and whole­
heartedly. We revel in the mystery, the 
majesty, and the grandeur of His re­
sources. We are in contact with some­
thing that gives us excitement, enthusi­
asm, and exuberance for our pilgrimage 
with the Lord.
April— Hey Phrases 
in our vocabulary
A p ril 2
“BEND OVER BACKWARDS”
(Baptismal service)
T e x t : “ There is one body, and one Spirit, 
even as ye are called in one hope of your 
calling; One Lord, one faith, one bap­
tism”  (Eph. 4:4-5).
The English language is dotted with 
catch phrases which are meaningful to 
those who are thoroughly familiar with 
our language. As idiomatic expressions 
they serve the purpose of conveying an 
idea, and at the same time there is a 
double meaning applied to the words 
which will make the connotation clear. 
One of these phrases is “ bend over back­
wards.”  This can be applied in many 
ways. If someone is extremely demand­
ing, it is in order to say that they ex­
pect you to “ bend over backwards”  to 
meet their demands. Again, if someone 
is well adjusted socially, and has a su­
preme desire to keep everybody happy, 
it can be said of that person: “ He will 
bend over backwards to get along with 
everybody.”  Or, if someone is bent on
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serving others to his utmost capacity, 
it can be said: “ They knock themselves 
out as they bend over backwards to do 
the greatest good for the greatest num­
ber.”
One of the distinctive rituals of the 
universal church is to administer baptism 
to new Christians. When the mode of 
baptism is immersion, one aspect of the 
ceremony is that the minister will bend 
the candidate backwards into the water. 
With the practice so universally ob­
served, the point could be made in the 
message on baptism that those who en­
gage in this sacrament are literally saying 
to the Lord: “ I will bend over backwards 
to please you, Lord, from this moment 
on.”
Some of the ways in which we can bend 
over backwards to please Him are: (1) 
When we know what His will is, there will 
be no questioning of the same, but we will 
bend over backwards to follow it. (2) 
When we have a chance to witness, we 
will bend over backwards to do justice to 
the opportunity.
A p ril 9
“NO STRINGS ATTACHED”
T e x t : “ . . . that in all things he might 
have the preeminence”  (Col. 1:18).
Another phrase that is used often in 
communicating ideas is “ No strings at­
tached.”  One way this is used is to enter 
into a contract with another party, and to 
conclude the list o f terms relating to 
the agreement with the statement: “ No 
strings attached”  that would change the 
terms or be a hidden restriction on what 
was meant in the statements.
Again, if an individual making a prom­
ise wishes to convey the idea that nothing 
is going to happen that would cause him 
to change his mind regarding the matter, 
he can make this point clear by saying, 
“ No strings attached.”  Again, when we 
want to assure someone that he has our 
complete confidence and loyalty, we can 
make statements along this line and 
then clinch the point by saying, “ No 
strings attached.”
Our chief concern in living the Chris­
tian life is to give Jesus the preeminence 
in all things. Thus when we express our
love, loyalty, and devotion to Him, we 
should let Him know that He has these 
things with “ no strings attached.”  The 
same is true in the area of commitment 
and dedication to Him. When we refer to 
our relationship with Him and tell Him 
that we belong to Him without reserva­
tion or limitation, it is in order to con­
clude such a declaration with the words, 
“ No strings attached.”
When we want Him to know that He 
holds the place of top priority in our 
thoughts and words and activities and 
that we are under His absolute sway, we 
can make known the finality o f our faith­
fulness by saying, “ No strings attached.”
A p ril 16
“IT’S NOT WHAT YOU KNOW, BUT
WHO YOU KNOW THAT COUNTS”
T ext: “ I know whom I have believed, and 
am persuaded that he is able to keep that 
which I have committed unto him against 
that day”  (1 Tim. 1:12).
This phrase usually comes up when 
political manuvering has brought about a 
promotion for someone who was not 
qualified for a position. However, they 
were given the special position because 
they knew someone who was able to use 
his influence to bring the special ad­
vantage to a favorite. This practice goes 
under various headings such as: “ play­
ing politics,”  “ pulling wires,”  “ pushing 
favorites,”  “ undercover manipulating.” 
All of these have negative overtones. 
They imply that competence and ability 
are bypassed for the sake o f giving a per­
son a break just because he knows the 
right people.
However, this statement is absolutely 
true and is the very essence of the Chris­
tian way of life. The one Person that we 
must know if we are going to make prog­
ress spiritually is Jesus. What we know is 
of no special merit in this relationship. 
Intellectualism and rationalism, if ac­
cepted just for the sake of exalting self- 
sufficiency, can become a serious barrier 
to spiritual development. The gospel is 
so designed that the ignorant and un­
learned can find their way to the Cross 
and become acquainted with the Christ 
of Calvary. From this point, it is not
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what we know but who we know that 
counts.
On the other hand, the smartest per­
son in the world cannot rationalize his 
way into an experience of salvation. His 
intellectual pride may be a severe handi­
cap to him as he endeavors to be saved. 
He must become acquainted with the 
Christ of Calvary for this to happen.
Thus it is not what we know but who 
we know that counts.
A p ril 23
“PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD”
T e x t : “ Repent, and be baptized every 
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for 
the remission of sins” (Acts 2:38).
We live in an overpolite society. One of 
the popular books is designed to inform 
us on the subject: How to Win Friends 
and Influence People. Studies of this 
type accent the theme of “ Put your best 
foot forward,”  “ Master the techniques of 
making a good impression,”  “ Polish your 
manners on the emery wheel of etiquette 
so you will be admired.”  The underlying 
principle involved in this type of thinking 
is to let people see only the good side and 
keep up the appearance that makes you 
socially acceptable.
This whole approach is utterly con­
tradictory to the Christian way of life. In­
stead of trying to put our best foot for­
ward to prove that we are worthy of 
salvation, we put our two worst feet back­
wards as we kneel before the Lord. We do 
not try to prove how good we are, but we 
bring up the matter of how terrible we 
have been. When we repent before the 
Lord, we acknowledge that we are dis­
gusted with ourselves, that we are re­
sponsible for the wrongdoing that we 
have engaged in, and we are at fault for 
messing up our lives. When we confess to 
Him, we are acknowledging how hopeless, 
how mixed up, how sordid our lives have 
been.
The beautiful thing about doing busi­
ness with the Lord is that we plead guilty 
of every count that is against us on His 
record, then we throw ourselves on the 
mercy of His court. At this point we get a 
verdict of acquittal that frees us from the
penalities of our past record. We do not 
try to show how innocent we are by put­
ting our best foot forward, but how guilty 
we are by acknowledging how terrible we 
are, so we can receive His pardon.
A p ril 30
“LOST IN THE SHUFFLE”
T e x t : “ . . . thou understandest my 
thought afar off . . . and art acquainted 
with all my ways”  (Ps. 139:2-3).
At the present we are doing everything 
on a massive scale. In the economic field 
we are engaged in mass production; in 
the communication field we are informed 
by the mass media of communication; in 
the transportation field we are trying to 
come up with a mass transit sytem; in the 
educational field we are striving for mass 
education; in the psycological field we 
are concerned about mass hysteria; in our 
urbanization program we have mass 
centers of population. All of this accent 
on masses has caused us to lose sight of 
the individual. The common feeling of 
Mr. Common Man is that he is “ Lost in 
the shuffle.”  He considers that he is noth­
ing, nobody, and nil on the social register.
However, in the spiritual realm no one 
is lost in the shuffle. The Lord knows us 
by name, by nature, by need. He is so in­
terested in each person that He knows us 
by voice. He designs a voice box for each 
of us so our voice will be different from 
everybody else’s. When we come into His 
presence, we do not need to inform the 
Lord about our identity. All we need to 
do is start talking and He knows who is 
speaking.
The Lord does not deal with us in 
wholesale lots or carload amounts. He 
operates on a person-to-person basis. He 
is so interested in us that He keeps up 
with the thoughts which we entertain in 
our minds and the activities in which we 
participate. His amazing interest in us is 
not generated because He is curious to 
find bits of information that might be 
used as gossiping subjects, but He is in­
terested because we are so important to 
Him that He wants to keep up to date on 
everything that is a part of our lives. It is 
thrilling to know that He who knows us 
the best loves us the most.
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Matthew 3:4—4:23
“ Meat”  or “ Food” ? (3:4)
The Greek word is trophe, which comes 
from the verb trepho, to “ nourish”  or 
“ feed.”  So the basic meaning is “ nourish­
ment” or “ food.”  One of the many ways 
in which the KJV fails to communicate 
accurately to people o f our day is in its 
constant use of “ meat”  for food in gen­
eral.
“ Fan”  or “ Fork” ? (3:12)
The word ptuon means a “ winnowing 
fork or shovel.”  Today in Palestine one 
can still see a man on a threshing floor 
using this instrument to throw grain into 
the air, to let the wind blow the chaff 
away. The word occurs (in NT) only here 
and in the parallel passage in Luke 3:17.
“ Garner”  or “ Barn” ? (3:12)
The word apotheke literally means a 
place where things are “ put away”  (from 
the verb apotithem i). Abbott-Smith says 
it means “ a storehouse, granary”  (p. 50). 
Aside from here and Luke 3:17, the KJV 
regularly translates this word as “ barn” 
(Matt. 6:26; 13:30; 12:18, 24), which 
is the correct rendering here (NASB, 
NIV).
“ Unquenchable”  (3:12)
The Greek word is asbestos, which we 
have taken over into English. It is 
claimed that the material we now call 
“ asbestos”  was discovered when a man 
threw a bird’s nest into a fireplace fire. 
To his amazement it did not burn up. He 
sought and found the source the bird had
used. Aside from Luke 3:17, the word is 
found only in Mark 9:43, where it is ap­
plied to the fire of hell (gehenna).
“ Suffer”  or “ Permit” ? (3:15)
The verb aphiemi means “ permit” 
(NASB). “ Suffer”  no longer carries this 
meaning. But we find this obsolete usage 
many times in the KJV.
“ It is written”  (4:4)
The Greek verb for “ write”  is grapho, 
from which we get “ graphic”  (“ Phono­
graph is compounded of phone, “ voice,” 
and grapho because the voice is “ written” 
on a record.)
Here we find the perfect tense ge- 
graptai—literally, “ it has been written.” 
But the perfect tense in Greek empha­
sizes not only completed action, as in En­
glish but even more so, a continuing state 
— “ it stands written.”  So “ it is written”  is 
a good translation, followed in most ver­
sions today.
The force of this should not be missed. 
The Word of God was written many cen­
turies ago. But it still stands today, car­
rying full divine authority. In the Theo­
logical Dictionary of the New Testament, 
Schrenk says of gegraptai: “ This denotes 
not merely the appeal in Greek law to the 
impregnable authority of the law but also 
the validity of what is written for Israel 
both in the absolute religious sense and 
also in the juridical. What is quoted as 
gegraptai is normative because it is 
guaranteed by the binding power of 
Yahweh the King and Lawgiver”  (1:747). 
For Jesus the Old Testament was God’s 
Word. Each time He answered the devil 
He used this formula (vv. 4, 7, 10).
“ Imprisoned”  or “ Arrested” ?
(4:12)
The Greek verb paradidomi literally 
means “ give beside”  or “ deliver up.”  So 
“ had been put in prison”  (NIV) and 
“ had been taken into custody”  (NASB) 
are equally accurate. Since John the 
Baptist’s imprisonment would have im­
mediately followed his arrest, there is no 
problem here. The important point is 
that Jesus did not begin His public Gali­
lean ministry until John was imprisoned. 
He had no desire to run in competition 
with him.
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“ Upon the sea coast”  or “ By the 
Lake” ? (4:13)
Anyone reading “ upon the sea coast”  
and looking at a map of Palestine would 
naturally assume that the expression re­
ferred to the coast of the Mediterranean 
Sea. But such was not the case. Caperna­
um is on the north shore of the Lake of 
Galilee, a body of water only 13 miles 
long and 6 or 7 miles wide.
The Greek here has the adjective 
parathalassias, “ by the sea”  (only here in 
N T). But we do not speak of a small body 
of water as a “ sea.”
“ A net”  (4:18)
Matthew uses a special word for net, 
am phiblestron  (only here in N T ). It 
comes from the verb amphiballo (found 
only in Mark 1:16), which literally means 
“ throw around,”  and so, “ cast a net.” 
Matthew’s noun, then, means “ a casting 
net,”  as distinguished from a drag net 
sagnen, Matt. 13:47, and only there). A 
casting net would be used in shallow 
water.
“ Mend”  or “ Prepare” ? (4:21) 
Most versions say that James and John 
were “ mending their nets,”  but NIV has 
“ preparing their nets.”  Why?
The Greek verb here is katartizo. It 
literally means to make artios, “ fit”  or 
“ sound”  or “ complete.”  Thayer suggests 
for this passage and Mark 1:19: “ to mend 
(what has been broken or rent), to re­
pair.”  But he notes that these passages 
may also be included under the meaning 
“ to fit out, equip, put in order”  (Lexicon, 
p. 336). Since the word usually carries the 
broader sense, it was felt that “ prepar­
ing”  should be used, which would include 
washing the nets and getting them ready 
for the next night’s fishing.
“ Preaching”  (4:23)
The Greek verb is kerysso, which comes 
from keryx, “ herald.”  So it means “ be a 
herald, proclaim” It was the function o f a 
herald to make an official proclamation 
for his king or military general. So the 
preacher is responsible to proclaim God’s 
Word, not “ air”  his own ideas.
“ Gospel”  or “ Good News” ? (4:23) 
The Greek word for “ gospel,”  evan-
gelion, literally means “ good news.” That 
is what the gospel is— “ the good news”  of 
salvation through faith in Jesus Christ 
and His atoning death for us at Calvary. 
That He died for us—that is good news, 
the best news there is.
We are used to the word “ gospel”  and 
m ost C hristians today know that it 
means “ good news.”  So it is hard to de­
cide between these two translations. The 
NASB has “ gospel,”  the NIV “ good 
news.”  These are equally accurate and 
acceptable.
“ Lunatick”  or “ Epileptic” ? (4:24)
The Greek has the participial form of 
the verb seleniazo (only here and in 
17:15). It comes from selene, “ moon,”  
and so literally means “ moonstruck.” 
But it was the term used for epileptics, 
because it was thought that epilepsy was 
caused by the moon. So the correct trans­
lation is “ epileptics”  (NASB, NIV).
The Obligation of Holiness
By Ross Price*
S c r i p t u r e :  1 Pet. 1:13-16
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
1. Following a paragraph of doctrine, 
Peter now turns to exhortation.
2. Great doctrines always carry great 
implications for both conduct and char­
acter. Thus he offers practical admon­
ition for the Church as God’s New Israel.
3. Because of the provisions of divine 
grace just previously considered, there 
are some moral obligations in our Chris­
tian calling.
4. Salvation is both experience and 
ethics. So the election of the Father, 
the sanctification of the Spirit, and the
•Superin tendent, R ock y  M ou n ta in  D is tr ic t, 
Church o f the Nazarene.
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sprinkled blood of the Son all demand 
and provide for holiness in man. (Cf.
1 Pet. 1:1-2.)
5. Chosen holiness is the purpose of 
God for all mankind. Peter would have us 
embrace this divine characteristic, and 
obey the ancient command (Lev. 11:44).
“ Holiness is the glorious fulness of 
God’s moral excellence, held as the prin­
ciple of His own action, and as the stand­
ard for His creatures”  (Wm. N. Clarke, 
Outline o f Christian Theology, p. 89).
I. B a sic  t o  T h is  H o l in e ss  A re
A. An understanding mind
1. A girdled thought life
a. “ Having girded up the loins of 
your mind.”  (Peter uses the aorist middle 
participle here to concentrate the action 
into one moment—one principal act.) 
This makes one ready for energetic action 
and instant obedience to God. An Orien­
tal, wearing long flowing garments, tucks 
the dangling folds up under his belt so he 
will not trip over them, and they will not 
hinder instant and swift action.
b. The mind of each Christian must 
be brought into a compact frame, cutting 
off loose thoughts and idle speculations 
that lead nowhere and only hamper obed­
ience.
2. So it is time for modern Christians 
to wear the girdle of truth.
a. God commands us to love Him 
with our minds.
b. The Church must liberate people 
from superstition and error.
c. Sermons that only entertain but 
do not instruct are, at best, superficial.
d. The modern cry for less theology 
is not in harmony with the demand of the 
gospel.
e. We should seek to become and 
remain “ intelligently sanctified,”  and let 
nothing rob us of our poise, sanity, and 
sound judgment.
B. A sober spirit
1. Spiritual sobriety must exclude 
spiritual drunkenness.
a. Both Peter and Paul contrast 
these two states, Paul in Eph. 5:18 and 
Peter in Acts 2:15 ff.
b. Spiritual sobriety guards men 
against the intoxication with false views 
that are doctrinally and morally capri­
cious.
2. This grace enables one to walk cir­
cumspectly without rashness or foolish­
ness. So Peter commands it of his readers 
(1 Pet. 5:8; 4:7).
a. Let us remember that the Holy 
Spirit is not the author of confusion.
b. There is no substitute for spiri­
tual sanity.
C A hopeful heart
1. This kind o f heart is “ perfectly 
hopeful about the possibilities of grace.” 
“ Hope for the grace being brought to you 
in the revelation of Jesus Christ.”
a. Peter himself is the great Apostle 
of Hope. Paul joins him in declaring 
that this hope has no reason or occasion 
to blush for shame or disappointment. 
(Rom. 5:5).
b. Christ is not a disappointment. 
Let us perfectly hope in the grace re­
vealed to us in Him.
2. The hope of Christians must not be­
come mixed up with foolish and fanatical 
fancies of the glories of a temporal Mes­
sianic Kingdom, and thus surrender the 
true reign of Christ’s grace in the heart. 
The Christian’s hope is greater than mod­
ern speculative “ future-peeking.”
II. T h e  T w o  P h a s e s  o f  T h is  H o l in e s s  
(vv. 14-15).
A. Holiness means separation
1. God’s people are possessed and in­
dwelt by a spirit of obedience.
a. Obedience is one of the cardinal 
virtues of the New Testament Christian.
b. Those of us who live in this mod­
ern age o f rebellion need to take note of 
this.
c. “ Children o f obed ien ce”  are 
“ children of light.”  They are opposites of 
the “ sons of disobedience”  or the “ rebel­
lious house”  (Ezekiel’s term for false 
professors of sonship to God. Cf. Ezek. 
3:26-27; Jer. 5:23).
2. Their entire life-style is different.
a. They are not conformed to the 
former ignorant passions of Gentile ani­
malism.
b. “ N ot fashioning yourselves”  
means not schematized after the mode of 
life in the preconversion state.
c. “ Not conforming yourselves to 
the lusts which formerly ruled you in your 
ignorance.”
d. The sanctified give no sanction
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to desires that are other than what God 
allows (cf. 1 John 2:16).
e. Ignorance is never holy. Sin 
darkens the understanding with a cloud 
o f prejudices and false notions. Licen­
tious living arises not only from lust, but 
from ignorance of true values and the 
things that matter most.
f. So Peter insists there must be no 
relapses into the former bad habits 
with which they were bound as pagans.
B. Holiness means sharing the divine 
nature “ Holy like God.”  “ Be holy your­
selves in all your conduct.”
1. This involves cleansing
a. There is no impurity in deity.
b. God is holy because He is sepa­
rate from all uncleanness.
c. Man must have goodness in the 
inner part of his being.
d. What’s in the heart is certain to 
appear in the life.
2. This involves conduct.
a. “ Do ye also become (aorist im ­
perative) holy in every manner of life.” 
(The aorist tense and the imperative 
mood denote here an action that is to 
take place immediately.)
b. In all your turning to and fro, or 
walking up and down (cf. the Greek term, 
anastrophe).
c. Here is the divine summons to 
holy behavior.
d. Holiness after the divine pattern 
of God is both the chief requirement and 
the goal of our vocation.
3. This involves a radical operation of 
divine grace.
a. Our only hope is in the grace re­
vealed to us in Christ as His purpose for 
His people (Heb. 13:12).
b. Our sanctification is an act of 
divine grace. God’s grace seeks not only 
to wash us from lawlessness, but also to 
purify a people for His own possession 
who are “ zealots”  for good works. (Cf. 
Titus 2:14.)
III. T h e  S t ip u la t io n  a n d  t h e  P r o m is e  
(v. 16). Because it is written, “ Ye shall 
be holy, for I am holy.”
A. The demand o f Scripture is holiness
It is written: Lev. 11:44; 19:2; 20:7, 26. 
Here God’s people are to make distinc­
tion between the clean and unclean. They 
are to be severed from uncleaness so that
God can call them “ mine” — a people for 
His own possession.
B. The promise of the Scripture is holi­
ness
God says, “ I will cleanse you . . . and ye 
shall be clean.”  (Cf. Ezek. 36:25-27; also 
37:23.) So Peter’s tense here is future and 
yet used as an imperative. God promises 
to make His people holy. He therefore 
has the right to demand it of them.
C o n c l u s io n :
1. Holiness is the perfect realization of 
the hope for mankind unveiled in the 
transforming grace o f our Lord Jesus 
Christ.
2. The “ girding up”  and the “ hoping” 
are concentrated into action realized in 
one moment—one principal act—as the 
aorist tense would indicate (so say the 
commentators).
3. The choice is ours, but the demand 
is God’s. Nothing less could be His pur­
pose for mankind.
4. Chosen holiness will be the charac­
ter of all who populate heaven (Rev. 
21:27). And it is the obligation of all who 
hear God’s call on earth.
Not by Bread Alone
By C. D. Hansen*
S c r ip t u r e :  “ Man shall not live by bread 
alone, but by every word that preceedeth 
out of the mouth of God”  (Matt. 4:4).
I n t r o d u c t i o n :  The devil tempted Jesus 
by pointing to some small stones that 
looked like bread and said, “ I f  thou be 
the Son of God, command that these 
stones be made bread”  (Matt. 4:3). There 
is no doubt that the temptation had to be 
fierce. Nevertheless, Jesus did not suc­
cumb to the trial. He confronted the devil 
with the Scripture. The Christian, also, 
must refute the devil with God’s Word.
The Christian today is confronted by 
some physical needs:
1. The Bread of Pleasure (Luke 12:19) 
Satan’s lie to men of every clime is 
that they should enjoy life with the
•Pastor, First Church o f the Nazarene, Lowell, Ind.
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pleasures of sin, for they have plenty of 
time to repent.
2. The Bread of Unbelief (2 Thess. 1:8-
9)
A teacher was telling her class about 
the miracles of the Bible, and how many 
of them were myths, but good for illus­
trating faith. “ For example,”  she said, 
“ we know that when the Israelites crossed 
the Red Sea, there was only six inches of 
water.”  From the back of the class came 
the response, “ Praise God for the mir­
acle!”  Rather annoyed, the teacher 
asked, “ What miracle?”  “ The Lord must 
have drowned the whole Egyptian army 
in just six inches of water,”  explained the 
student.
3. The Bread of Malice (Eph. 4:31)
Malice ruins the mind, body, and soul.
Maligning another causes more hurt to 
the person carrying the grudge, than to 
the one being misjudged.
4. The Bread of Pride (2 Cor. 5:15)
Pride is a diehard. It can be overcome.
Pride always comes before a fall. Some­
one has penned these words:
When all is done, renounce your 
pride,
Self-praise and boasting ever 
scorn;
Thus will you glorify the Lord,
And by His grace Christ’s name 
adorn.
5. Bread of Neglect (Heb. 2:3)
We often neglect others, until it hits us 
personally. We can neglect our own sal­
vation until it is too late.
6. Bread o f Alibis
Some time ago a newspaper carried a 
story about Mrs. Lila Craig, age 81, who 
had not missed church for 20 years. With 
tongue in cheeck, the writer asked, 
“ What’s wrong with Mrs. Craig?
“ Doesn’t Mrs. Craig ever have com ­
pany on Sunday? Doesn’t she ever go 
anywhere on Saturday night so that she 
gets up tired on Sunday m orning? 
Doesn’t she ever have headaches, colds, 
or nervous spells, tired feelings, poor 
breakfasts, sudden trips out of the city? 
Doesn’t she ever go on Sunday picnics, 
family reunions, or doesn’t she ever 
sleep late on Sunday morning? Doesn’t 
she ever have any friends who invite her 
to go out of town on a weekend trip? 
Doesn’t it ever rain or snow on Sunday?
Doesn’t she ever become angry at the 
minister? Doesn’t she have a radio or TV 
set so she can stay home and hear some 
good service? Doesn’t Mrs. Craig ever get 
her feelings hurt by someone at the 
church?”
Alibis—who needs them?
7. The Bread of Partiality (James 2:1) 
The Lord condemns the fawning over 
rich or influential individuals. The Lord 
is no respecter of persons (Acts 10:34).
C o n c lu s io n :  Yielding to temptation is 
sin. Man does not live by the bread of this 
world— but by the Bread of God. Jesus is 
the Bread that can help man overcome 
the temptation he faces every day. It is 
Christ in me, that helps me be the over­
comer. St. Patrick expressed it in these 
words attributed to him:
Christ be with me, Christ within me, 
Christ behind me, Christ before 
me,
Christ beside me, Christ to win me, 
Christ to comfort and restore me, 
Christ beneath me, Christ above me, 
Christ in quiet, Christ in danger, 
Christ in hearts of all that love me, 
Christ in mouth of friend and 
stranger.
The Garden Experience
S c r ip t u r e :  Gen. 3:22-24
I. W h a t  W as  L o s t  in  t h e  G a r d e n  of 
E d e n ?
A. Right relationship with God
B. State o f holiness
C. Life of heart purity 
(Mark 14:32-35)
II. W h a t  W a s  F o u g h t  F o r  in  t h e  G a r ­
d e n  o f  G e th s e m a n e ?
A. Confession of weakness
B. Surrender of Will
C. Crucified with Christ 
(John 20:11-26)
III. W h a t  W a s  W o n  in  t h e  G a r d e n  o f  
t h e  T o m b ?
A. Resurrection with Jesus
B. Restoration in His image
C. Newness of life
— R alp h  W . M o sg r o v e
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I Will Never Walk Alone
S c r ip t u r e :  Psalm 23
I will never walk alone again, for the 
Lord is M I N E . He is—
I. M y  D iv in e  C om p a n ion  
“ The Lord is my shepherd.”
II. M y  D iv in e  P r o v id e r
“ I shall not want”  (v. 1)
“ He maketh me to lie down in green 
pastures”  (v. 2)
III. M y  D iv in e  L ea d e r
“ He leadeth me beside the still 
waters”  (v. 2)
IV . M y  D iv in e  C o m f o r t e r
“ Yea, though I walk through the val­
ley of the shadow of death, I will fear 
no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod 
and thy staff they comfort me”  (v. 4).
V. M y D iv in e  A s s u r a n c e —through 
Him—
“ I will dwell in the house of the Lord 
for ever”  (v. 6)
—The late R e v . W. R . R o b in s o n , 
Regina, Saskatchewan, a few weeks 
before his death with a term inal 
cancer
Ideas  That W ork
Picture Presentation
Nothing thrills new parents more than 
showing real interest in their baby. One 
church capitalizes upon this and shows 
its care and concern by taking a Polaroid 
picture of each new baby in the nursery. 
This is given to the parents in an enve­
lope which reads: “ It was a pleasure to 
have your new baby in our nursery. Do 
hurry back to worship with us real soon. 
We have nursery facilities provided for 
infants and children up to three years of 
age during all our services. We invite you 
to leave your children with us.”
— B e t t y  B. R o b e r t s o n
Pastor’s Party
Within three months after my husband 
and I arrived at our new pastorate, we 
had a “ Pastor’s Party”  for the boys and 
girls in our church and neighborhood.
It was held in our backyard. Puppets 
were used to tell a simple Bible story.
There was also singing, organized games, 
and refreshments. Registration slips were 
made for each child so we had names, 
addresses, and response to church at­
tendance.
It provided a unique opportunity for 
the pastor to get acquainted with the 
children. It was also the initial contact 
for a brother and sister to start coming to 
Sunday school. In the years which have 
followed, they have been responsible for 
bringing seven other children from the 
neighborhood to our church.
The pastor could continue to have 
parties once a quarter, or a community 
club could be started in the church 
neighborhood for a more concentrated 
effort.
B e t t y  B . R o b e r t so n
Show and Tell
On the first Sunday night of each 
month, following the evening service, we 
have what we call “ Show and Tell.”  It is 
a time of light refreshments in our fellow­
ship hall, and one of our members shows 
pictures of a vacation trip or some other 
pictures of interest.
We have found this to be a time of real 
Christian fellowship, sharing, and getting 
better acquainted— even for those who 
have known each other for years.
This idea has worked wonders for our 
Sunday night attendance, and not only 
on “ Show and Tell”  night.
D o n a ld  K. A u l t ,  Jr .
BULLETIN a BARREL
M y neighbor is a faddist 
With a little mental quirk—
He jogs five miles with gusto, 
Then drives five blocks to work.
Lord, when the night is long and dark, 
And my way but a shrouded lane, 
Let love and faith plant lights of hope, 
Like porch lamps in the rain.
—Ira E. Fowler
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DO YOU KNOW
You cannot say the Lord’s prayer, and 
even once say “ I.”
You cannot pray the Lord’s prayer, 
and even once say “ my.”
Nor can you pray the Lord’s prayer, 
and not pray for another,
For when you ask for daily bread, you 
must include your brother!
For others are included in each and 
every plea 
From the beginning to the end of it, 
it does not once say “ me.”
—Selected
* * *
Do not worry about tomorrow: God is 
already there.
* * *
W hat’s causing so much disharmony 
among the nations is the fact that some 
want to beat the big drum, few are will­
ing to face the music, and none will play 
second fiddle.
WHAT IS CHARITY?
It’ s SILENCE when your words 
would hurt.
It’ s PATIENCE when your neighbor’s 
curt.
It’ s DEAFNESS when the scandal 
flows,
It’ s THOUGHTFULNESS for an­
other’ s woes.
It’s PROMPTNESS when stern duty 
calls.
It’ s COURAGE when misfortune 
falls.
Helpful Discipline
A loose wire gives out no musical note, 
but fasten the ends, and the piano, the 
harp, or the violin is born.
Free steam drives no machine, but 
harness and confine it with piston and 
turbine, and you have the great world of 
machinery made possible. The unham­
pered river drives no dynamos, but dam 
it up and you get power sufficient to light 
a great a city.
So our lives must be disciplined, and 
our thoughts be kept under control if we 
are to be of any real service in the world.
— Selected
THE SOUL WINNER’S PRAYER
Lord, give to me Thy love for souls,
For lost and wand’ring sheep.
That I may see the multitudes 
And weep as Thou didst weep.
Help me to see the tragic plight 
Of souls far off in sin;
Help me to love, to pray and go 
To bring the wand’ring in.
From off the altar to Thy heart 
Take thou some flaming coals,
Then touch my life and give me, Lord, 
A heart that’s hot for souls.
A fire o f love, 0  Flame Divine,
M ake Thy abode in me.
Burn in my heart, burn evermore,
’Til I burn out for thee.
— Selected
A little girl, walking with her father 
on a starry night, absorbed in contem­
plation of the skies, on being asked 
what she was thinking, replied: “ I was 
thinking that if the wrong side of 
heaven is so glorious, what must the 
right side be!”
* * *
The pioneers who blazed trails now 
have descendants who burn up the roads.
6*01 tx PutTi
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AMONG BOOKS
Conducted by the Editor
All books review ed m ay be ordered from  
your Publishing House
Christian Personal Ethics
By Carl F. H. Henry (Baker Book House, 
1957. 615 pp., $7.95).
Baker’s edition of C. F. H. Henry’s 
Christian Personal Ethics is a welcome 
addition to their library of paperbacks. 
Though it represents a mass of material 
on ethical alternatives with a strong af­
firmation of Henry’s interpretation of the 
Christian ethic, it is not “ easy reading.” 
It is rather for the resource material of a 
minister or student. It is a welcome al­
ternative to situation ethics and its in­
cipient antinomianism.
O s c a r  F. R e e d
The M inister’ s Manual 
1978 Edition 
Edited by Charles Wallis (Harper and 
Row, 280 pp., $7.95).
The 53rd edition of Doran’s Minister’s 
Manual contains “ completely new ma­
terial”  which is personally helpful to the 
pastor. Seven hundred contributors and 
eight indexes will give suggestions for any 
occasion.
O s c a r  F. R e e d
Pungent Prayers
By Phil E. Fierce (Abingdon Press, 1977. 
119 pp., paperback, $3.95).
The preface indicates the motive of the 
author and the contents of the book. 
“ The aim of this devotional analogy is to 
reflect the fresh new spirit of freedom, 
talking with God in everyday language 
about earthy problems, both personal 
and social.”
From “ A Time to Laugh, a Time to 
Cry”  to “ Lord, I’m Hurting,”  the author 
has expressed himself beautifully in the 
spirit of contemporary worship without 
doing offense to the appropriate.
O s c a r  F. R e e d
The Message o f Jonah:
A Theological Commentary
By Terence Fretheim  (Augsbury Pub­
lishing House, 1977. 144 pp., $4.95).
Professor Fretheim has rendered a 
valuable service to pastors and evange­
lists who wish to preach from Jonah. This 
is no mere “ this Hebrew word doesn’t 
mean what you think it does”  approach. 
Rather, true to the subtitle, Fretheim has 
explored the theological significance of 
the book ol Jonah.
Fretheim is a believer with courage to 
believe that tough, serious questions 
about text, history, the fish, the worm, or 
anything else can never diminish the sav­
ing truth o f Jonah. Ministers will es­
pecially appreciate the honest effort to
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consider one’s 20th-century responsibili­
ty for mission in light of the message of a 
biblical book. All in all, this is a provoca­
tive and useful book to be highly recom­
mended.
C h a r i .e s  D. I s b e l l
The New Bible Dictionary
Organizing editor: J. D. Douglas (Eerd- 
mans Publishing Co., 1,424 pp., cloth, 
$14.95).
Now in its 11th printing, this wonder­
ful A to Z storehouse of biblical knowl­
edge gives easy access to background 
information on the Bible and its teach­
ings. Subjects range from the people and 
places, the geography, history, customs, 
and culture of the Bible lands and times 
to clear studies of the great doctrines of 
the Christian faith. Introductions to each 
book of the Bible are given. Included in 
the 2,300 items are 237 specially prepared 
drawings, 17 beautiful 4-color maps, 41 
brilliant reproductions, and 33 outline 
maps and plans.
Plain Talks on Romans
By M. G. Gutzke (Zondervan, 1976. 
$3.95).
This is another of the growing material 
on biblical theology which is terse and 
toes the point. Dr. Gutzke has written 69 
briefs from Romans. It ought to be valu­
able for both devotional material and 
midweek service helps. It is an addition 
to his 11 other books from the New Testa­
ment of the same character.
O s c a r  F . R eed
Preparing for Platform and Pulpit
By John E. Baird (Baker Book House, 
197 pp., paper, $3.95).
An excellent text for would-be preach­
ers. This author is thorough, practical, 
and well-organized in the subject matter 
presented. Especially helpful: “ Projects 
and Assignments”  section at end of each 
chapter; practical points such as the con­
tent presented on pages 60 and 61. The 
easy-to-grasp format of the text makes it 
enjoyable reading as well as instructive. 
Sound advice throughout; no bizarre 
recommendations from the author. Fan­
tastic appendix provided!
J . G r a n t  S w a n k , J r .
The Parables He Told
By David Redding (Harper & Row Pub­
lishers, 167 pp., paper, $1.95).
An outstanding resource for preaching. 
Well written, incisive, well researched. 
E xcellent illustrative m aterial. Every 
pastor ought to read it. The print is dif­
ficult to read, but the content is well 
worth the effort. Originally copyrighted 
in 1962, reprinted in 1976.
J esse  M id d e n d o r f
The Biblical Authority
By Jack Rogers (Word Publishers, 1977. 
196 pp., paperback, $4.95).
I highly recommend this book to pas­
tors. It reviews the “ battle over inerran­
cy”  with scholarly insight, acknowledging 
that many evangelicals used the scripture 
to “ bolster up unbiblical behaviour be­
hind a cloak o f impeccable orthodoxy.”  
On the other hand, it exposes the ten­
dency of both liberals and neoorthodoxy 
to make private interpretation.
This is one of the best I have read on 
the subject. It concludes that the Bible is 
our infallible authority in all that has to 
do with salvation, faith, and life. It then 
encourages us to “ study it even more 
thoroughly, obey it ever more humbly, 
and share it ever more gladly.”
M il l a r d  R eed
Preachers’
FOR SALE: 1 set of Barnes’ Notes (27 
vols.), good condition, $35.00; 1 set 
Handful of Purpose (12 vols.), $10.00. 
Harry W. Glaspy, 300 N. McKean St., 
Kittanning, PA 16201. Phone: (412) 548- 
5707.
FOR SALE: Permanently bound volumes 
o f Preacher’s Magazine for 1955 through 
1959. Also loose-leaf bound for 1969 
through 1975. Ralph Thompson, 1114 
Linwood Dr., Carter Lake, IA 68110.
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WANTED: Holiness and the Human 
Element, by H. A. Baldwin. E. M. Fox, 
100 Walnut St., Laurel, DE 19956.
WANTED: The Book of Hebrews, by H. 
Orton Wiley; Pastor’s Ideal Sermon 
Books, compiled and edited by C. M. 
Halstead; Sermon Outlines on Bible 
Characters, by Alexander Whyte. M. A. 
Walker, 2216 West Indiana St., Evans­
ville, IN 47712.
WANTED: Set of Lange’s Commentary 
of the Bible. Fred A. Wagner, R.R. 2, 
Lexington, IL 61753.
WANTED: Old tracts and book on Mil- 
lenial Dawn by Christian writers, as well 
as writings by Chas. Taze Russell, 
founder of the Watch Tower, or any old 
W. T. publications. Gene E. Ahlstrom, 
1025 N. Harding Ave., San Fernando, CA 
91340.
WANTED: Used copies of Praise and 
Worship hymnals (fair condition) for 
home mission church (donation or rea­
sonable price). Henrietta Griffith, Ken­
tucky Mount Bible Institute, Van Cleve, 
KY 41385. Phone: (606) 666-7867.
WANTED: Seminary student desires a 
complete set of Mendell Taylor’s Fifty 
Years of Nazarene Missions (3 vols.). 
Also back issues o f Christianity Today 
from oldest issues to 1973. Send list and 
prices to Steve Blankenship, 1304 E. 83rd 
St., Apt. 2, Kansas City, MO 64131.
WANTED: Complete 6-vol. set of Adam  
Clarke’s Commentaries. Cecil Lobb, Star 
Rte., Box 188A, Summersville, KY 42782.
WANTED: Vols. 1 and 15 o f Proclaiming 
The New Testament, edited by Ralph 
Turnbull (Baker Book House). Vol. 1, 
“ Matthew,”  written by Herschel Hobbs, 
and Vol. 15, “ Revelation,”  by Merrill 
Tenny. Marvin C. Helman, 353 S. Shaw, 
Richmond, M O 64085.
W A N T E D : John M iley ’ s S ystem atic  
Theology; Olive M . Winchester and Ross 
Price’s Crisis Experiences in the Greek 
New Testament. Edward L. Bean, 1029 
Hillcrest Dr., Eden, NC 27288.
•  Re: Whatever Happened to Church 
Music?
A church musician writes a sequel to 
the August editoria l.
•  Preaching in the Atomic Age
He who through past centuries kept 
the doors of power closed is now al­
lowing them to swing wide.
•  Thou Shalt Not Covet Thy Neighbour’s 
Church
. . . Nor his TV m inistry
•  The Multiple Staff
Far from  being a 20th-century phe­
nomenon, the m ultip le staff is of New 
Testament origin
■ n i
COMING
next month
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RESOURCE BOOHS
Valuable, f in g e rt ip  reference m ateria l 
p resen ting  a basic fo u n d a tio n  o f New 
Testam ent tru th s . 467 pages.
$5 .95
2-V olum e "E x p lo r in g "  Set, $10 .95
BEACON BIBLE 
EXPOSITIONS
12 vo lum es o f rich  devo tiona l 
th o ug h ts  and tru th s  in the Wes­
leyan tra d it io n  on the  New Tes­
tam e n t. Includes com ple te  King 
James Text. Handy 5% x Vk.
BEACON BIBLE 
COMMENT ABY
A m aster reference w ork on the 
e n tire  B ib le , w ritte n  by 40 recog­
nized con tem pora ry  Wesleyan- 
A rm in ian  B ib le  scho lars . 
A pp rox im a te ly  6 ,500  pages. 
In d iv id u a l Volum es, $7 .95  
10-Volum e Set, $74 .95
ADAM
CLARKE'S COMMENTARY
O ne-V o lu me Ed i t io n  
A bridged by R alph Earle
S k il lfu l ly  condensed, ye t m a in ta in in g  the 
s p ir itu a l va lue of th is  h is to r ic  s ix-vo lum e set. 
1 ,356 pages. $14 .95
EXPLOBING THE 
OLD TESTAMENT
EXPLOBING THE 
NEW TESTAMENT
R alph E arle , Edi to r
LAST VOLUME FREE SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 
Order the complete set NOW. You w il l receive all vo lum es 
now ready. O ther vo lum es w ill be m ailed and b illed  auto 
m a tica lly  as pub lished . VOLUME 12 w ill be sent FREE.
W. T. P u rk is e r, Edi to r  
An illu m in a tin g  and com prehensive ou tline  
o f Old Testam ent h is to ry , re fle c tin g  recent 
archeo log ica l fin d in g s . 472 pages. $5 .95
Volumes now ready . . .  W riter
1 Matthew W. E. McCumber
3 Luke Reuben Welch
5 Acts Arnold E. A irhart
6 Romans Wm. M. Greathouse
7 1 & 2 Corin th ians Oscar F. Reed
10 1 & 2 Thessalonians,
1 & 2 T im othy, Titus Sydney M artin
11 Hebrews, James
1 & 2 Peter W. T. Purkiser
Available from  your PUBLISHING HOUSE
An exciting opportunity for 
girls and boys to discover that 
God in His creativity made the 
world and all its surrounding 
heavens, topped it all off bv, 
creating man, then gave it tc 
man as a gift.
INTRODUCTORY PACKET
•  Important to Your Planning Sessions
•  Valuable information for the VBS director and supervisors o f the local 
church. Offers many interesting options.
Includes: Director’s Notes . . . Theme Filmstrip and Record . . . Teachers 
Manuals . . . Pupils’ Books . . . Theme Mold . . . Promotional Aids . . . Music 
Supplement. . . Craft Catalog . . . Planbook. . . Order Form
V-478 A $17.50 value—ONLY $7.9J
NONRETURNABLE Limited one to a churci
Other lesson-correlated visual aids and activities im­
portant to your early planning sessions:
V -1178  Nursery Teaching Packet $3.95
V -2278  Kindergarten Teaching Packet $3.95
V -3378 Primary Teaching Packet $3.95
V -6678  Middler Teaching Packet $3.95
V -4478  Junior Teaching Packet $3.95
V -5578  Teen Teaching Packet $3.95
NOTE: All supplies should be ordered TWO MONTHS in advance of your VE 
Order AT ONCE and avoid last-minute delivery problems!
Available from your PUBLISHING HOUSE
